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Miami Hails First of Released Prisoners
CHRISTMAS HAS MANY FACES
'
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Joyous Reunion

¦' '
.

Cftarffy, Love Break
Through Harcf Shell

. .

By GEORG E W
CORNELL
Associated Press Staff Writer

The festival has many faces.
Some are sad. Some are funny.
Some are loving and generous.
Some are cynical. They are the
faces of Christmas.
By deeds and words, people
traced their imprint on the occasion. It was a mixed image,
mirrored in little episodes here
and there, in attitudes, circumstances and incidents ,
. They formed a varied tableau ,
breaking through the general

mass mantle of decorations ,
crowded stores , singing carols,
holiday time off , bulging traffic
aiid parties.
There Was the rushing woman
shopper Ln Watervule, Maine , who
piled armloads of gift purchases
in the back seat of someone
else's parked car , then drov e
home in her own , a similar model. 7 .
A newspaper account of the unexplained cargo of packages enabled Mrs. Louis Carey to get

Traffic Deaths
Over 400*AAark
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The nation's traffic death toll
passed the 300 mark in the first
Wi days of the long Christmas
weekend, a pace far belo-y pre*
holiday estimates by safety experts.
"IE the present trend continues,
this will be the safest Christmas
holiday on record ," said Howard
Pyle, president of the National
Safety Council.
The council, based on previous
holidays and the record traffic toll

for the past year, had estimated
«50 to 75» deaths on the highways
during the long holiday period.
"If the trend holds ," Pyle said ,
"the final toll could be as low
as 550."
The count, which started at 6
p.m. Friday and ends at midnight
Christmas, showed $04 traffic
deaths throughout the nation.
Fires had killed 44 persons and
37 others had lost their lives in
miscellaneous accidents for an
over-all total of 385.

\/FW C/ufc of
Mankato Burns
By THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Three Minnesota communities
cleaned up today in the wake of
downtown fires in which damages
totaled more than a quarter of a
million dollars.
Damage was estimated at $100,00*0 from a fire that broke out
Sunday night at Mankato , damaging a three-story business building
owned by the Mankato post of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars. Only

Holla Trial
W^ds Up Wiih
Hung Jury
By GAVIN SCOTT

NASHVILLE, Tenn. CAP)-Th c
Justice Department has failed
again—for the fourth time in five
y ears—to put James R. Hoffa
behind bars.
The $1-million conspiracy trial
of the Teamsters Union president
wound up with a hung jury Sunday. After the judge declared a
mistrial , several jurors said the
vote was 7 to 5 for acquittal ^
Hoffa was accused of conspiring
with a Michigan car-hauling firm
to violate the Taft-Hart ley Act's
ban against payoffs from employers to union officials. The complete
trial beRan Oct. 22.
As he released tlie juror*, U.S.

Dist. Judge William E. Miller
ordered a thorou gh investigation
into heretofore secret FBI testimony tliat two Hoffa associates
tampered with or tried to influence Ivo members of the jury .
The two jurors were replaced by
alternates earlier this month.
The jury received the case Friday and deliberated 17 hours ,
includin g thre e hours Sunday .
Upon receivin g the jury 's fourlh
report that it was hopelessly deallocked , the judge dismissed the
panel .
"I dislike very much the idea
of not havin g the case resolved
one way or another after all of
this labor and effort - However ,
there comes a time when , if the
members of (lie jury cann ot
agree , they cannot agree , and that
is lt ," Judge Miller snlri.
*
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the walls of the structure were
standing today.
At Granite Falls, rhe Keegan
Hotel building, a landmark since
the 1890s, took fire early today.
Firemen , unahle to control the
blaze ui the unoccupied structure ,
kept ' wary eyes on an adj acent
lumberyard. However, there was
no wind, the flames did not
spread.
The hotel building, unused for
about a month , had been scheduled for dismantling. There was
no immediate estimate of the
Granite Falls loss.
Loss was estimated at $50,000
in the destruction by fire Sunday
of the building of the Barbarossa
and Sons Construction Co. in St.
Cloud. Loss included construction
equipment.
The building destroyed at Mankato had been built by the VFW
post, and the post commander,
Bernard GoettI , said only $10,000
was owing on it. He said the post
had planned to sell the structure
and already had one undisclosed
bid on it. He said insurance of
$100,000 was carried on the building.
Loss in the Mankato fire included Helton's Cafet eria , which
had a location in the VFW building. There was some smoke and
water damage to adjacent buildings. . Some 250 patrons of the
Town Theater , next door to the
VFW building, were evacuated
without incident. Some smoke damin the theater.
age was reported
¦

Vie tnamese Plane Shot
Down , Sth in 2 Days

Of Fathers,
Wives, Children
BULLETIN
HAVANA ilfi ' —: Fidel Castro
was quoted today as saying
¦|» will let mothers of freed
Bay of Pigs prisoners join
-their sorts in the United States
—even W they lack visas.
Castro went to the docks to
watch the unloading of medicines and food sent as ransom for-the '.' 1,113 prisoners.

them back.
In Providence, R.I., there was
the buoyant and benevolent bus
driver who veered off his route,
in a burst of yuletide chivalry, to
take passengers directly to their
destinations.
Most everyone aboard was
laughing as the bus rolled on its
zig-zag course, the driver grandly
puffing a cigar.
A pair of small boys, P^ewee,
age 7, and Fatty , age 9 . got themselves locked in a Cambridge,
Mass., department -store overnight , in a world of whirring toys
and goodies.

By WILLIAM L. RYAN

MIAMI , Fla. (A.P) - Operation
Ransom roared into action this
Christmas Eve to continue an airlift of 1,313 prisoners.of Cuba's
communism to freedom and wild ly joyous family reunions on free
U.S. soil.
All the indications were for a
full-speed ahead to wind up the
job begun Sunday . The day 's first
planeload—109 more survivors of
the unsuccessful April 1961, Bay
of Pigs invasion—touched down at
Homestead Air Force Base at
10:24 a.m.

Next morning, they were found

laden with treasures filled with
candy. One was clomping about
in a pair of huge new shoes.
There wasn't only humor in the
Christmas countenance There
were also the marks of sorrow ,
the empty chairs at the family
tables, and sometimes the slim
fare.
In Carmichaels , Pa., where 37
men died in*a coal mine explosion
three weeks ago, 65 children are
without their fathers this Chri stmas , and 34 wives without their
husbands.
Many of the families were going on , in their grief , with efforts
to observe the day. "Mom said
dad would lite it that way," said
Delcic Boyd , 13.
In Vineland , N-J-. it was a timer
of agony for Mr. and Mrs. 'William Jones Jr., whose boy, Billy,
3, clad in his blue snowsuit, disappeared Dec. i9.
His gifts lay in the attic. There
will be Christmas for the two other small children. "But T won't
bring down Billy's gifts," Mrs.
Jones said. Unless, unless—
In Philadelphia , a 16-year-old
boy will spend Christmas, somberly aware that on the day afterward , he will be confined in . a
youth disciplinary house for an
ind efinite term.
A court prescribed the prospect , because the boy had struck
a school teacher. Sentence was
deferred until after Christmas.

Eau Claire Youth
Dead in Auto,
Girl Is Revived

EAU CLAIRE. Wis. Iff! - A 20year-old Eau Claire youth , employed out ef town and home for
the holidays , was asphyxiated in
his automobile early this morning.
His girl friend revived and was in
fair coiidil ion. Authorities said
death was due to carbon monoxide fumes from the car heater .
Randall Langworthy was pronounced dead on arrival at Luther Hospital. His date , Ellen Gardner , 19, of Stanley, Wis., was
believed recovering.
Langworthy 's falher , Howard ,
found the two , both unconscious ,
in the auto mobile parked in front
of his home when he came out
of the house to go to work this
morning ,
Both Langworthy and Miss
Gardner worked in St . Paul ,
Minn., nnd were home for the
holidays.

A SMILE FOR DAD ' . 7 . fsidrq Lopez Hernandez , among the
prisoners return ed to the United States from Cuba Sunday night,
hugs his daughter and wife during reunion at Miami's Dinner

Air Force
Fears New
Budget Cuts

Longshoremen
Out on Str ike
By BERN IE GOULD

WASHINGTON (AP)-Some key
Air Force officers indicated today
they are waiting for the other
shoe to drop iii the Anglo-American agreement to arm Britain
with Polaris missile-firing submarines.
They told a reporter they expect that agreement, reached by
President Kennedy and British
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan , to have some impact on the
Air Force's Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missile program ,
possibly in next year's military
budget.
The budget now is in close to

final shape, but could be changed
before it is printed and sent to
Congress next month .
There is general agreement that
the budget , as it now stands, provides for another wing of the
6 ,300-mile Minutemen. In formed
sources said it may be a ICO-inissile wing, rather than the 150missile wing previously reported.
Some officers said there has
been discussion of a possible
boost to two more wings—as
many as 300—of tlie advanced ,
quick-firing IWinutemen ICBMs in
the new budget .
Others, speaking with a pessimism stemming from a series o(
setbacks to the Air Force, suggested the Kennedy -Mncmillnn
agreement might jeopardize the
one added Minuteman wing already ticketed for the new budget.

SAIGON , Viet Nam (AP ) Communist ground fire shot down
a Vietnamese air force spotter
plane, today—the fifth government
aircraft downed in two days ,
A U.S. Air Force (captain flying as an observer in the L19 suffered two bullet wounds and a
hrok.cn arm. The Vietnamese pilot
escaped injury. Fighter planes
covered the rescue «f the two airmen by helicopters deep in guerrilla territory 140 rnih*s southwest
of Saigon.

. NEW YORK (AP )-A strike by
longshoremen—the dock workers
who load and unload ship cargoes
and baggage—has tied up shipping operations all along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.
President Kennedy 's plea to
postpone the walkout for 90 days
went unheeded.
Some
81,000 member s of
the International Longshoremen's
Association (ILA) , by estimate of
the union 's president , are involved in the strike , affecting majo r ports from Searsport , Maine ,
to Brownsville , Tex.
The walkout began promptly at

5 p.m., Sunday, the very minute
an 80-day federal court strike injunction against the ILA expired.
The government , acting on Kennedy 's orders , obtained the injun ction early last October to give
the longshoremen 80 days to cool
off under provisions of tbe TaftHartley ..Act. The en joinder was
issued after the ILA pulled a fourday strike.
Key issue is the ship owners
demand t hat longshoremen cut
their work gangs from 20 to 17
men, saying a larger number is
"feather-bedding. " The ILA says
it will not "negotiate our men out
of business. "
As soon as the current walkout
began , pickets appeared at such
ports as New York; Newark , N.J.
Houston , Tex., and Lake Charles ,
La.
No picket lines were planned

for some ports , including Mobile ,
Ala., and Providence, R.I., ILA
spokesmen said. One said that
Philadelphia , Trenton , N.J., and
"Wilmington , Del., docks will not be
picketed in full force until after
Christmas.
Loading and unJoariing of ships
moved at a frenzied pace Sunday in an effort to get the vessels on their way before the
strike deadline.
Qne dockworker remarked that
the Hudson River "looked like the
Jersey Turnpike " as a stream of
ships—the Coast Guard put the
number at 55, ' unusually nigh for
a Sunday—put to sea [rom New
York.

Cuban Prisoner
Ransom May
Help President
By JACK BELL

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Release
of the Cuban invasion prisoners
gives President Kennedy a political Christmas present he and his
associates have worked hard lo
attain.
For Kennedy the freeing of the
Bay of Pigs captives means the
discharge o( n moral obligation
that has preyed upon him since
his administration contributed to
the futile attempt In 10BI to overthrow Fidel Castro.
It also helps reduce the sting

of critici sm Republicans h a v e
continued to' fliiiR at him for what
they contend was his decision
against providing adequate air
cover that might have made the
Cuban refugee invasion successful .
Kennedy himself has said he
picked Ihe wrong course in Cuba
in 1061. He has indicated he
thinks history will charge him
with a costly fumble In what was
his firs t maj or crisis ns president.

W EATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST

Winona and Vicini ty — Occasional cloudiness tonight and
Tue sday. Continued! cold except a
little warmer near Iowa horder
tonight. Low tonight 5 below to 5
above, high Tuesday 15.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the 24
hours ending at 12 m. Sunday:
Maximum , 31; minimum , —1;
noon , fi; precipitation , trace.
Official observations for Ihe 24
hours ending at 12 m, today:
Maximum , i); minimum, —5;
noon , fi; precipitat ion, none.
AIRPORT WEATHER
(N. Central Observation)
Mnx. temp. 12 at noon today,
min, -5 nt r> a.m . today, sky overcast at 10,(MMI feet , visibility 12
miles , wind calm , barometer 30.54
and steady, humidity 54 percent.

Key Stadium. Over 400 prisoners were returned in first part of
gigantic airlift which will bring more than 1,000 Cuban invasion
prisoners to the United States. (AP Photofax )
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TUGBOATS IDLE AS LONGSHOREMEN
STRIKE . . . The tugboats are idle along Philadelphia 's waterfron t today. These usually buSy
tugs ate shown tied up at docksido late Simday as shipping ground to a halt in ports

feeling obviously

has not

been obliterated entirely liy his
October success in forci ng Siwiet
Premier Khrushchev to withdraw
offensive missiles and bombers
from Cuba.
The freeing of the invasion prisoners, however , may clear his
record of one of the worst aspect s
of the 1%1 fiasco—the imprisonment of Cubans under whut has
been described by their fellow
refugees as almost inhuman conditions.
^dsltmmmwKmlKmmwMmWmwmMmmmmmmWMl

along Atlantic and Gulf coasts. The waterfront was almost empty ns longshoremen , rejecti ng plea from President Kennedy, struck
at moment of cxpirat Ion of Taft-llnrUey Act
court injunction. (AP Photofax)

There obviously Is oolng to be

discussion in Congress , when it
convenes next month , of the role
the administration played In arranging (or the excliniiRe of nieillcina and food for (lie release of
the men.

Five Dead in
Minnesota
Car Mishaps

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Five persons died in Minnesota
traffic accidents during the first
two days of the extended Christmas holiday weekend.
The deaths raised the state 's
traffic toll for the year to 667, or
51 behind the pace through this
date one year ago.
The dead :
Miss Deloris C. Manderfeld , 18,
rural Medford .
Rudy Duehn , 77, Minneapolis.
Ronald H. Shreeve, 20, Tomah,
Wis., who was a student in St.
Paul.
Mrs. Leo Braun , 64, Fergus
Falls.
Thomas O. Strom , 71, Kensington.
Miss Manderfeld was a passenger in a car that collided with
another one late Saturday at a
Faribault intersection. She died a
few hours later in a Faribault
hospital ,
Duehn was struck hy a car in
Minneapolis Saturday evening. Police said Miss Margaret J. Bangerter was drivin g the vehicle.
The Highway P a t r o l said
Shrcevo died Saturday when his
car went out of control on an icy
patch of U.S. 61, about four miles
south -of Wabasha. The car skidded sideways into the path of another car driven by Alvin Kroells ,
Waterl oo, Iowa.
Kro«-||a , his wife and two sons
were liospilnlized at Wabasha . A
daughter , Valerie , 7, was taken
to St. Mary 's Hospital in Rochester with a skull fracture.
Mrs. Braun was riding with her
husband Saturday when (li e car
went off an Icy road near Fergus
Falls and hit. a tree. Braun , 66>,
was hospitalized In serious condition ,
Stro m s pickup truck skidded on
a slick stretch of Minnesot a 20
near Helming Saturday and slammed into a ditch.

No Paper Tuesday
In order (hat Winona Daily News employes may observe
tlie Christmas holiday, this newspaper
will not publish a
paper on Tuesday,
Dec. 25.
We as "k all of our
friends to observe the
clay safe ly and urge
you to Look for the
Daily News as usual
Wednesday.

WltiAAi^ Ck^dmoA

It seemed possible the whole job
would be completed in the afternoon.
Today 's first , flight brought the
total on free soil to 535.
The airlift brought 426 men to
Florida from the San Antonio do
los Banos military airport outside
Havana in the spectacular Sunday operation before suspending
for the night.
The halt was sudden and without explanation after the last of
four fliglits deposited its humamsfor-goods cargo on free soil. Tfcie
pilots of planes waiting in Cuba
then decided , however , to spend
the night there and resume, rested, in tie morning.
This

meant

the

vigil

kepi

throughout Sunday by many thousands of anxious^ weary, prisoners' relatives liad to be faced
again or Christinas Eve.
All the pent-up tension of a
long, prayerful campaign to free
the 1,113 invasion survivors exploded in a roaring storm of emotion as Cuban exiles got their first
glimpses of wan , tired young men
brought in by a spectacular Operation Ransom shuttle.
DC6's supplied by Pan American Worl d Airways flew between
Miami and Havana carrying to
freedom, planeloads of men -exchanged by Fidel Castro's regime
for $53 million fc worth of food and
medicin es sorel y needed in Cuba
The first plaoie landed at S: 06
p.m., EST, Sunday, carrying 108
pale, tired men who suffered "bit'
ter defeat in their attempt to
liberate their Island nation and
repeated humiliations at the

Get Death Threats
MIAMI ,- Fla. Wi—Imprisoned survivors of the ill-fated
Cuban invasion of 1961 were
marked for death during the
Cuban crisis, one of them disclosed on the day of his liberation.
Luis Entrialgo, 39, who arrived Sunday on a freedom
flight from Cuba , said an
American invasion of Cuba
undoubtedly
w o u l d have
brought death to the prisoners.
hands of Havana 's Communistdominated gov eminent.
By 8:55, the fourth planelo ad
had arrived , bringing the total
number delivered to 426 .
Then the fli ghts seemed to» be

suspended, although officials in
Miami said t hey could not explain it. Anxious relatives who
had waited since early morning
until long past midnight slowly
began to drift out , in deep disappoint nient , from the Dinner
Key Auditorium reception center.
Some simply dropped from exhaustion in their chairs.
Crowd s waiting for the pr isoners since early Sunday morning
had , gone through eight hours of
tense , fear-laden vigil before a
firm announcement was made
that tho first liberation air-craft
had taken off from San An tonio
de Los Banos militar y air base,
25 miles southwest of Havana.
The men were processed after
landing at Homestead Air Force
Base, 30 mil«s from 'Miami , fed
a hearty roast beef dinner and
then brought by bus to the auditorium in Miami. For hours there
after the building was swept by
gales of emotion.
Young fathers showered kisses
on in fant children whom they.- had
never seen. Gaunt veterans of
fighting in ttie swamps of Cuba
wept tears of joy, Wives plunged
through the milling crowds to
throw themselves into the arms
of husbands they had not secli
since* Brigade 2506 departed for
(Continued on P«g« 12, Column 4)
PRISONERS

The Dally Record
Winona Deaths

At Community
Memorial Hospital

Dr. L. F. Churchill

Dr. L. F. Churchill, about 7f>,
vaifina MUTH Me-»c*» ene —/rglcat
patlemtt: 1 to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (ne former Winona dentist , died at
children unfltr 12).
I
Maternity patients: % ta 1:30 ah- I K Minneapolis Thursday nUfit where
i.X p.m. (adults only).
he had moved about 18 years ago.

Funeral services were held SatSATURDAY
urday, Hit had practiced at Min•Irth
neapolis until retiring two years
Mi, and Mr*. Edward Kr*m«r, ago. Survivors include kits wife.
St. Chirl«», a ton.
SUNDAY
Mrs. Mary Ann Brady
Admistient
Mary Ann Brady, 75, 406
Mrs.
"William K. Scharf , Altura,
E. 4th St., died at 3:30 a.m. SunMinn.
at Manchester Rest Home afHollil E. Heiden, Houston, day
ter
a
brief illness.
Minn,
She was born at Wexiord, Iowa ,
Harold Albrecht, Minneiska, May 24, 1887, daughter of Mr. and
Minn.
Mri. Jerome Revolt . She came
Hairy Blank, IOC* E. Sth St.
hare as an infant with Iter parents
•irtti
and had since lived in the comMr. and Mrs. James {Conner, ! munlty.
568 W. Sanborn St., a son.
| She was married to Phillip BraDischarges
dy. He died June 26. 1926. She
Mark E» PTitzl, Altura, Winn. ! was a member of Cathedral of SaEugene
D.
Mrs.
Brink and j crad Heart.
baby, 367 Grand St.
j Survivors include one son, DanMrs. Waldo Bandar, 562 E.
iel , Santa Ana , Calif.; one daughKing St.
Mrs. Harvey (Mary) HenderDavid J. Meyer*, *17 E. Mark ter,
, Winona; five grandchildren;
son
St.
six great-grandchildren, ; one brothMrs. L-uEetta Bolton. Lo* Ange- } er, James Revoir, Lansing, Iowa,
les.
arid one sister, Mrs. Louise Knopf ,
Miss Carol L. Wiggins, 477 Hia- Winona.
watha Blvd.
Funeral services will be held at
Mrs. Clifford J. Kester, St. 8:30 a.m. Thursday al WatkowsW
Charles, Minn.
Funeral Home , and at 9 at CaPaul L. Strelo-v, 407 Chatfield thedral of Sacred He^rt , the Rt.
St.
Rev. Msgr. H. J. Dittman officiatCarroll D. Moger, Lewiston , ing. Burial will be in Sacred Heart
Minn.
Cemetery, Lamoille.
Mrs. Clinton W. Dabelsteln, ! Friends may call at the funeral
Winona Rt. 3.
home 'Wednesday from 2 to 5 and
after 7 p.m. The Roeary will be
recite, at I.
OTHIR BIRTHS
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special )-Mr.
Winona funerals
and Mrs . Robert Rogne a dar h*
ter Friday at Minneapolis. PaierMrs. George Eckel
nal grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
Funeral services for Mrs.
C. 0. Rogne, Ettrick. Maternal ; George
Eckel, 381 Druey Comr!,
grandparents are the H«v. and
were
held
this morning at BreitMrs. R. M. Urberg, Blair.
low Funeral Home, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. R. - . J. Snyder, St. Mary 's
Catholic Church, officiating. BurWEATHER
ial was in Glencoe Cemetery,
EXTENDED FORECAST
near Arcadia, Wis .
Minnesota: Temperatures Tues- | Pallbearers were Fred Brandt,
day through Saturday averaging 8 i Joseph Eckel, Forreat Berg, Jerto 15 degrees below seasonal nor- ry Kannel, Glen Harm and Edmals. Normal maximums 14-21 S ward Tills.
north, &0-26 south. Norma/ miniOtto J. Mualler
mums 8 below to 4 above north,
ten to 10 above South. Continued Funeral services for Otto J.
cold except for brief warming Mueller, 415 Sioux St., were field
about midweek. Precipitation av- this afternoon at St. Matthew 's
eraging .10 to .25 inch in occa- Lutheran Church, the Rev. A. L,
sional light snow mostly about Mennicke , officiating. Burial was
in Woodlawrt Cemetery.
middle of week.
Pallbearers were Lorew RusWisconsin — Temperatures will
average around 6 degrees below sert, Perry Somers, John Brang,
the normal high of 19 to 30 and ! William F. Mueller, Albert Hoth
the normal low of 2 to IB with lit- li and Edwin Schuppenhauer.
tle day to day changes. Total preEdward F. GriesbacH
cipitation 2-tenths to 3-tenths of
an incti water equivalent coming Funeral services for Edward F.
as snow mainly late in the period Griesbach, 567 E. Wabasha St.,
but with a chance of snow Christ- were held thus afternoon at Breltlow Funeral Home, the Rev,
mas Day.
George Goodreid, St. Paul's EpisOTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS copal Church, offiicating. Burial
Htfgh Lew Pr. was in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Pallbearers were William BurAlbany, clear
35 23 ..
meister, Louis Klagge, Emll
Albuquerque, clear ... 45 30
Paape, Charles Kno31, Ben SafranAtlanta, cloudy
40 30
Bismarck, clear
9 -t .. ek and William Meyer.
Boston, clear . . . . . . . . . 38 30
Edgar H. Fifleld
Chicago, clear
28 5 T Funeral services for Edgar H.
Cleveland, cloudy .... 37 12 T Fifield, 468 Kansas St., were held
Denver, cloudy
24 12 T this afternoon at Breitlow Funeral
Des Moines, cloudy ... 18 5
Home, the Rev. Emil
,
Detroit, clear
34 11 ,02 St. Martin 's Lutheran Geistfeld
Fairbanks, cloudy .... 20 17 T officiating. Burial was ln Church,
WoodFort Worth, rain
50 36 .06 lawn Cemetery .
Helena, clear
14 -14
Pallbearers were Robert Dahl ,
Honolulu, cloudy
77 64
Frank Stark , Donald Rice, .lames
Kansas City, cloudy .. 27 17
Palley, Arthur Malenke and John
Los Angeles, cloudy .. 5* 55
Kasimor.
Memphis, cloudy . . . . . 43 30
Miami, clear
Milwaukee, clear

Oualav E_ Maas

78 73 .01
24 -2

Funeral services for Gustav E.
Mpls. . St. Paul , clear . 6 - 9
Maas , 131 E. Howard St. . were
New Orleans, rain .... 62 43 .01 held this morning at St. Paul's
New York, clear
39 24
Episcopal Church, the Rev. George
Omaha, cloudy
15 5
Goodreid officiating. Burial was in
Philadelphia, clear ... 38 22
Woodlawn Cemetery.
'
Phoenix , cloudy
67 42
Pallbearers wer e Uoyd Maas
Portl and, Me. , clear . 32 28
Sr. , Lloyd Maas Jr., EdmondMaas
Portland, Ore., clear . 48 34
Sr.. Edmond Maas Jr., Harr y Maas
Rapid City, cloudy . . . 14 5 .01 and Leo Borkowski.
¦
St. I_ouis, cloudy
33 17
Salt Lake City, cloudy 34 18 .04 Cossacks are a pastoral people
San Francisco, clear . 53 45
who developed a warlike way of
Seattle, clear
38 22
Washington, cloudy .. 44 24
T-Trace

life. Their name derives from a
Turkish word meaning adventurer
or disturber o( the peace.

BARBER SHOP
Opening
Dec. 27th
«

af- 255 S. Baker St.

Formerly the Thao. Oklond Shop

MONDAY
D-ECJMBEfc 24, 1962

Two-State Deaths
Mr*. Thea B. Olson

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special)-Mrs.
Thea B, Olson, 33 , died Saturday
at TSyen Rest Home, Blair.
She was born Dec. 6, 1869, at
Mlndoro , daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Tosten Olson and spent most
of her life in the Mindoro area.
She was married to Carl Kaas,
who died In 1900, in 1903 she. was
married to William Olson. He died
in 1949.
Survivors are : Two daughters,
Mrs. Thomas (Besale) Radcliffe,
Blair, and Mrs. Archil ( Avis)
Hunnestrand , Lone.. Star Ridge,
Towa of Preston; one son; Clarence Kaas , Alma Center; 13 grandchildren, and several great-grandchildren. One daughter and two
sons have died.
The funeral service will be Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at First Lutheran Church , Blair, the Rev. K,
M. Urberg officiating. Burial wilt
be in FarmIngton cemetery, Mindoro,
Friends may call Christmas day
from 3-4 p.m. at Hunnestrand Funeral Home , Ettrick, arid Wednes[ day after 12:30 p. m. at the church.
Mrs. Robert Helm
COCHRANE. Wis . (Spectal)Mrs. Robert Helm, 77, Cochrane,
Idled ' early today at Community
Memorial Hospital after an illness
' of several weeks.
She was the former Bertha
Beatier. Survivors are: Two sons,
Herbert, Cochrane, and Wilbur,
La Crosse, and several grind'
children.
Funeral arrangements are being made by Colby Funeral- Home,
Cochrane.

Municipal Court
WINONA

"Veronica M, Gh-ant, Stoddard
Rt. 1, Wis., $10 on a charge n£
failure to stop for a stop sigh.
She was arrested by poller at
Grand Street and the Milwaukee
Road tracks at 11:21 p.m. Saturday.
Alan E. Kraning, 23, 968 Gilmore Ave., $25 on a charge of
speeding 42 m.p.h. in a 30 m.p.h.
zone. He was arrested by police
at Broadway and llilbert Street
at 2:26 a.m. Sunday. '
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS

Michael D. Shales, Winona Rt.
3, 2.
IMPOUNDED DOGS

Goodview No. 115—Male, part
English setter with studded collar,
no license, third day.
1621—Male, b r o w n bobtailed
h ouifa, no license , first day.
Available for good homwst
One male, two females.
FREE TB X-RAYS

Room 8, City Hall)
Winona Co, residents fre t,
others, $1 each.
Taken last week .. ...
45
Since March 8 , 1953 . . . . -46,629
¦

Deadly Fumes Force
Evacuation of 500
GASPORT , N.Y . (AP)-Deadly
fumes seeping from a burning
railroad car and fanned by high
winds forced the evacuation of
approximately 500 persons from a
five-block area in this Niagara
County community Sunday.
State police said carbon bisulfite , a chemical contained in the
New York Central freight car,
leaked through a split seam and
ignited on an overheated Journal
box. An explosion threatened for
a time.
The fire was discovered by
crewmen as the train neared
'
here.
Residents were evacuated , and
fire-fighting equipment from Niagara Palls Air Force Base covered the car and surrounding
! area with foam.
¦
| ETTRICK CHIMNEY FIRE
1 ETTRfCK , Wis. (Special)

Serving in Armed Forces

F. A. SDWAKD J. SAGAN, son eer at the Artillery and Missile "
Of Mr. and Mra. John Sagan, 450 Center, Fort SU1, OUa. He is a
1.59 graduate of Whitehall High
K. King St., has
School.'
¦
been reassigned
¦¦ :¦- •¦ "
77
to the USS John
King III, a guidSTRUM, Wi«.-A.3.C. Michael E.
Indyjer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ared m i s s i l e deitroyer based at
thur G, Indyjer, has been reassigned to McChord AFB, Wash., after
Norfolk , Va. He
was a member of
his graduation from the Air Porca
the La Crosae
technical training courae for air,V_vy Reserve becraft structural repairmen. H» was
fore entering the
trained in the principles, proceregular Navy. He
dures and techniques used tor
i_ a 196_ g r a>d« i
structural repair of airframe and
uate of W j t i o n a S_9«ri
metal components oT aircraft.
¦
High School.
. . ' • ' a ' --. - LAKE CITif, Mlnn.-A._. RichPVT. JAMES E. DRWALL , son ard C. Schumachof Edmund L. Dr#all, 666 W. 5th er, son of Mr.
St., recently completed the Army 's and Mrs. Harold
eight-week communications center 0. Schumacher, Is
operation course at the Southeast- being reassigned
ern Signal School, Fort Gordon, to Keesler AFB,
of Wi- Miss. , for techniWlATMiH WRiCAJT , 7 . The Atlantic where there will be snow, and in the Gulf Ga. He is a 1957 graduate
1962 grad- cal training as an
nona
High
School
and
a
states, rain. (AP Photofax Map)
and Pacific coasts and tha upper Mississippi
uate of Winona State College.
Air Force commuvalley will ,have clear weather tonighL Elsenications operations
specialist.
DftUS3.
C.
GERALD
L.
E. MSELL, son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis He was selected
L. Drussell, 318 McBride St, visit- for the specialized
ed Istanbul, Turkey, recently while course on the ba- fcht-nacner
serving aboard the attack aircraft sis of his interests
carrier USS Franklin D. Roose- and aptitudes. He is a 1962 gradCity High School .
velt. Since then he has been dis- uate of Lake
' ¦ ' '¦
¦
charged and has returned, home.
•
i SPRING VALLEY , Mlnn.-T.
•
ROLLY ELLSON , son of Mr. and Sgt. Paul E. Schonsby, son of
ly JOI MCCOWAN JR.
torney who supervised part of the
Mrs. Mary I. Schonsby, has been
operation ; former U.S. Mrs. Eobert Ellson, Rochester, assigned to England AFB , La., for
HAVANA (AP)-Prime Minister shipping
and grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Surgeon
General
Leonard
A
.
Fidel Castro observed what he
assignment with a Tactical Air
Scbee.'e; the African Pilot's skipp- William Ellson, 843 40th A.v e„ Command unit. He is an electrical
called a 24-hour "state of peace" er
ty TH1 ASSOCIATBD PR I
_
was
promoted
to
staff
Capt. Alfred Boerum and this Goodview,
with the United States today in
technician.
sergeant. He is serving with the power production
¦
A rural Crookston farm woman jovial accompaniment to the pris- correspondent.
'
'¦
•¦ ' .
and her daughter froze to death oners deal.
Clasping the Americans * shoul- Air Force in Pakistan.
OSSEO, Wli.-T. Sgt. Bruce W.
and two Blue Earth, Minn., men
ders, Castro joshed with them,
* (Special ) — Crow has completed the Air Force
drowned In Leech Lake when « Relatives of the freed captives declaring, "Whatever you want i• RUSHFORD, Minn.
car crashed through, the ice as a blunted an edge of sadness ab not here is yours" and, "Whatever is
C M . Sgt . Robert course for technical instructors at
billiard played a grimly fiendish being able to see them before done for friendship Is useful."
D.
Colbenson, son Shepphard AFB, Tex. He was
role in both tragedies Saturday . their departure by drinking cham- The African Pilot steamed into
of
Mrs.
Florence trained in principles of learning,
pagne toasts to their health and
Colbenson, h a s use 6f- training aids, lesson planThe victim, were Mra. Clara future in the United States.
Havana harbor at 2.05 p.m. ' Subreturned to h i s ning and practice teaching. He is
Mae Hudson, 41, nnd her daughday ' after '- taking on a Cuban pilot
Aa the swap of 1 .113 invasion and
base at Arizona a graduate of Lincoln High School,
ter Diaitfle, 6;
four
Cuban
Eed
Cross
officaptives for food and med icine
after spending a
Delmer Lawrence, 48, and Lyle began, Sunday, Castro drove un- cials . Not long afterward , the airfurlough here. He ARCADIA, Wit. (Special)—A.3.C.
Stewart , 40, both of Blue Earth. announced to the dock where the lift of prisoners to the United
has been in the Linus J. Kujak , son of Mr. and
Lawrence and Stewart were freighter African. Pilot was un- States got under way.
armed forces 18 Mrs. Raymond Kujak , has. been
among six fishermen from south- loading the fll-million down pay- "We 're up in "the clouds," a
years and recent- assigned to the Azores after his
ern Minnesota who had been out ment on the deal.
mother of one of the' prisoners
ly returned from graduation from the . Air Force
on Leech Lake and were returntold a reporter by telephone.' "We
England where he technical training course for airing to shore at Walker in a 1952 Tho bearded Cuban header are all drinking French chamhad been station' craft mechanics. He was trained
model car with the driver.
showed only casual interest in the pagne."
Colbenson
ed for almost to maintain and service reciprofood - and medicine, but he deThe «thtr four and tho driver, clared the one-day "state of
cating engine aircraft and aircraft
"My only regret," said another 1 three years.
David Schultz, 20, Walker , scram- peace" in good-natured jesting mother, "is that I could not emsystems.
•
bled from the icy water after the with the skipper of the vessel and brace my son before he left ," She SPR1NO GROVE , Minn. (Spe- ! The new address of A.S.C. Bercar plunged through. Apparently personally escorted a group of had not seen him in seven months. cial ) —Army Pfc. Mervin D. Krog- nard Schank , son of P r 0 s p er
Lawrence and Stewart came up Americans on a tour of Havana. A crowd tried to see the captives stad, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Schank, is: AF17624580, 399 Sen.
under the ice and couldn't get out.
Sqdn. C.M.R No. 4, Box 15335,
The fast-driving
motorcade as they were leaving Principe Krogatad, participated in the re- Keesler AFB,. Miss.
Those who escaped with Schultz
cent
air
defense
buildup
In
SouthPrison
but
officials
interfered.
were Leslie J. Hflgemier, 50, Fair- paused at a big apartment deFlorida during the Cuban cris- Capt. Roland S. Erickson, son
About 25 trucks rolled up to the ern
mont; Edward Henael, 73, Winne- velopment so Castro could point
is. Krogstad is serving as a radar of Mr. and Mrs. Orlen Erickson
out
to
the
visitors
a
low-rent
profortress
prison
and
carried
the
900
bago; and M. Peterson, 54, and
operator with one of the Hawk mo- Sr., arrived here to spend a 14prisoners held there to the mili- bile
Louis Wiese, 46, both of Blue duct of his revolution .
guided missile units redeploy- day furlough with his parents.
Driving by government build- tary airport.
Earth.
ed under the temporary control of AJ.C, Paul Tyvand, son of Mr.
"I
ings,
Castro
confided:
don't
Others held on the Isle of Pine- the Army Alt* Defense. He is a and Mrs. Paul Tyvand Sr>, arrived
The owner of the Walker marina
who rented the car, Norman PiU like bureaucracy." Granting a off Cuba's south coast were flown graduate of Spring Grove High here from Lowry AFB to spend
stick, said that Schultz helped to wish of one of the party, Castro to the airport.
School.
the holidays with
his parents.
¦
'
¦
save three of the men and get conducted the Americans to the
• ¦ .
Cuban officials promised to try
the four to a cabin on shore before home of the late Ernest Heming- to unload the African Pilot's 1,400- WHITEHALL , *
,
(Special)—The
BLAIR
Wis--Army
Pvt.
Wis.
adhe trudged about two miles to way and through the narrow ton cargo in 24 hours.
Ronald J. Engen , son of Mr. and dress of Roger E. Anderson, son
streets
of
old
Havana.
Walker for help. The others kept
.• "We know yftu want to go back Mrs. Henry G. Engen, completed of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Anderson,
warm as best they could at a gas In the parly were E. Barrtt for
Christmas so We'll work as eight weeks of advanced individ- is: USS Alexander Hamilton, c/o
stove in the cabin.
Prettyman Jr.. a Washington at- fast as possible." an Official said. ual artillery training as a cannon- Electric Boat Co., Grbton, Conn.

Storm, Fires Castr o Observes
Claim Lives of 'Day of Peace'
7 in Minnesota

Pit-tick said Schult- had b**n

confused by the blinding snow ,
whipped by winds of about 50
m.p.h. He could not see an inverted heave—a dip in the ice—and
the car tipped, crashing through.
The water is about 140 feet deep
at the point one-quarter mile from
shore where It sank.
Cass County sheriff's officers
tried Sunday to locate the car by
lowering a heavy magnet on a
line, but were unsuccessful.
In the double deaths near Crookston, Harold Hudson and his wife
and daughter had left their farm
home some six miles north, to
drive to the city.
Birt th, cor stalled on U.S. 7$
about a mile from the house.
While Hudson worked on It, his
wife and daughter started back
home in the blizzard , but got lost
as they took a shortcut acrosa
fields,
When Hudson got the car going
and returned home at noon, _ '*
hours after the trio had left , he
found the others missing and notified the sheriff's office.
Polk County Sheriff Carl N.
Knutson said a search by farmers
and sherlffa deputies in the swirl ing storm failed to locate Mrs .
Hudson and Dlanne until Just
before 8 p.m. Their lifeless bodies
lay In a plowed field , at the mercy
of temperatures that dipped to
zero or below. They had dropped
about a mile from the car and
a half mile from home.

- The
Ettrick fire department was callled to put out a chimney fire at
the Clarence Huff home Saturday
j al 8 p.m. The place is located in
j French Creek , eight miles north- Mtantime, flros claimed the
ern of Ettrick. No damage was lives of three children in Minnesota during the weekend.
done.
¦
Darrick J. Ziebarth, 5. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ziebarth of
LOCKE WROTE AS NASBY
COLUMBUS , Ohio 1*1 - David rural Aitkin , died when fire swept
Ross Locke was author of the fa* the family farm home Sunday
mous "Petroleum Nasby " papers, night. Mra. Ziebarth, who thought
: burlesques on the Civil War Darrick had gone to visit a neightimes. Locke died in 18flR in bor with his father , escaped with
two other children, Dennis and
: Toledo.
Deanne,
The third daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Dlckison of Anoka
to die of burns and smoke inhalation expired early Sunday in a
Robblnndale hospital.
She was Toni . Dicklson, J. H«r
3-months-old sister Fern died In
the hospital Saturday and 18months-old Pamela died shortly
after taken from the family home
by firemen Friday.

WINONA CLEANING WORKS |

Bulk Dry Cleaning

?

¦
$>|.00 BUNDLE $*_ .95 ;
FOK
I
if
^

SAVE $1.05 ON EACH $4.00 BUNDLE
i
201 E. 3rd St.
, Phone 2175

¦
i

Fire Kills 5 Children
After Sitters Leave
PRINCE FREDERICK . Md.
(AP)-A fire that broke out In a
farm home shortly after two babysitters left Sunday took the lives
of five children.
The frame tenant house , which
was almost completely destroyed,
vas on a large tobacco farm near
here. State police said the fire
began in in overheated wood
stove.
The victims were identified as
Linda Vanessa Harper, 2; Clinton
Louellan Harper, d months, Wayne
August Thomas, 7: Early Bordon Thomas, fi ; Sheila Louvenia
Thomas, 6.

/.
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WINONA'S IAROEST SHOI STORI
75 W. 3rd

Iowa Child, 7
Critical After
Kellogg Crash

Two New Candida tes Petition Won't
For 4th Ward Post Stop Lewiston

Two hours after filings for city
office opened this morning the first
contest had been created.
Harvey L. Stever, 412 High Forest St., and Jerry Borzyskowski,
827 E. 4th St., filed- for 4th Ward
alderman. The incumbent whose
term is expiring is James Stoltman. He had not filed at noon.
Also paying filing fees were three
incumbents: Mayor R. X. Ellings,
1st WSrd Aid. Harold W. Briesath
and 2nd Ward Aid. Lloyd E. Deilke'.'" '
Filings close Jan. 7 at 5 p.m.
The city primary will be Feb. A
with theirundff election April 1.
STEV6R , 39, 412 H3gh Forest
St., is making his first bid for
public office. He is a heat treater
at Peerless Chain Co. and has
been with the firm 22 years.
DRIVER OF ttw other car was Stever is completing his third term
Alvin Kroells, 307
as president of the Winona AthShreeve , alone in his car. was letic Club and is a former directra veling south at 1:37 p.m. Kroells tor. Be is a member of the Wi, Jerry Borzyskowtki
Harvey L. Stever
told the H i g h w a y Patrol that nona Activity Group, Winona CivShreeve veered over the center ic Association, Leon J. Wetzel
line to pass a semitrailer. In try- Post 9 of the American Legion
ing to get back behind the semi, and the Eagles.
the car slid s ideways and the During World War II he served
three years with the Army EnKroells car hit it broadside.
Kroells told the patrol that the gineers and was in combat in the
semi driver apparently was un- Pacific Theater. He has the Puraware of the accident. At any rate, ple Heart. A native Winortan,
he didn 't ston.
Stever is a graduate ef St. StanKroells and his family were tak- islaus School and Winona Senior
en to St. Elizabeth' s Hospital , Wa- High School. He is married and
basha , and Valeria was moved has five children : Gail. 14; Patricia, 12; Kay, 10; Sandra, 8, arid
from there to Rochester .
A report from St. Elizabeth' s Harvey L. Jr., 5 months.
this morning said that Mr. Kroells, "I am filing for 4th Ward alder¦who has fractured ribs, is in fair man at the request of many
condition . His wife, Audrey , 27, friends," Stever said. "I've b-een
also has broken ribs and a dam- interested in city affaiirs. I'll try
aged lung plus fractures of the left to do the best I can to carry out
arm and left leg. The doctor des- the wishes of the people."
cribed her condition as fair to BORZYSKOWSKI , 48, 827 E. 4th
St., is making his First bid for
critical.
'
Their sons were less seriously public office. He is a licensed masinjured and were to be dismissed ter plumber and has operated Jerto their grandparents at Menorn- ry 's Plumbing Service 14 years. A
Harold W. Briw_rth
R. K. EIIings
onie and Hudson , Wis., today for native Winoman, he is a graduate
Christmas. They are : Mr. and of Cotter Higtt School , is married
Mrs. Arthur Lokken, Menomonie, arid has four children.Wis., and Mr. and Mrs . Herman ELLINGS, 54, is seeking his
Kroells, Hudson, Wis. James, 8, second two-year term as mayor
received facial and head lacera- He is a former 1st Ward alderman ,
tions and Douglas, 5, a fracture was Jack Frost X, is a native of
the Ellsworth, Wis., area, came to
of the leg below the knee.
Winona in 1S27 and owns Winona
THE ACCIDENT was investigat- Boxcraft Co.
ed by Wabasha County Deputy He was general chairman of
Sheriff Ed Lager, with Deputies Steamboat Days in 1957, is a past
Everett Lorenz and Marlyn Aitken great sachem of Minnesota for the
and . the Highway Patrol. There Red Men, is president of the Wiwere patches of ice and slush on nona Bowling Association and is
By BEN PHLEGAR
a past president of the Exchange
the highway , Lager said.
ROYAL
OAK. Mich. (AP)—An
Shreeve died of a skutl fracture. Club. He is a member of the WiEpiscopal parish which has grc»wr
Kroells was pinned inside and had nona Activity Group. Chamber of
so large its clergy find it imposCommerce, Winona Athletic Club,
to be freed.
sible to make all of the traditional
Arlington Clu b, Elks, Masonic
personal visits is m eeting the
lodge, Osman Temple of the Shrine
problem by having members call
and. the Shrine's motorcycle paupon each other.
trol .
St. John's church terms this the
filings, who lives at 516 S. Bakministry of the laity—l _y memer St., is a member of Central
bers who volunteer to make ^ _lls
Lutheran Church , is married and
on an organized basis so that the
has three children: Robert, 19;
Lloyd E. Deilke
j 1,500 families will be visited al
Lynn, 15, and Jane. 32.
j
least once a year, apart from any
BRIESAT H, 53, €i.ty C o u n c i l
effort to raise money.
president the past two years, is
seeking his third four-year term.
"This ii nor Mended fa supHe operate s Briesath's Shell at
plant the work of the clergy,"
West Sth and Main streets and has
says the Rev. Canon John M.
Shufelt, in his third year as rector
MIAMI , Flat. (AP)-Two Cuban been a Shell Oil Co. retail dealer
32
years.
of St. John 's. "There are certain
physicians , wlio fled their homefunctions which W3 must perferm
land , reported here there is He is a member of the Masonic
At
noon
today
there
had
been
lodge, S hr i n e, Izaak W a [t o n
"medical chaos" . there .
"no filings for any of the five which the laity cannot. But it does
Speaking as millions of dollars League, United Commercial Tra- Board of Educa tion offices on the ' fulfill a God-given task placed upworth of medical supplies were velers, Winona Athletic Club . Faith spring election ballot.
. on every Christian , namely, to
readied for possible shipment to Lutheran Church, Jted Men and
School
board
candidates
file
: witness actively for what he beFidel Castro in return for inva- Winona Rod and Gun Club. He is with Clerk and Business Mana- j lieves."
Canon Shufelt says that as far
sion prisoners, Dr. Marcos Anto- married , has five children and ger Paul W. Sanders at the board
as he knows "ours is the only
nio Romeu said in an interview : lives at 1614 W. Sth St.
office
in
Senior
High
School.
¦
such proj ect anywhere in the
"There is a 90 per cent short- DEILKE , 49, 327 Olmstead St.,
Episcopal Church which is en tireage of foreign-made pharmaceuti- is a lifelong Winon a resident. He
ly separated from the financial
cals in Cuba. And there is an al- is married and has one daughter ,
canvass , but we are beginning to
most absolute , absence in most now attending college. Deilke has
have inquiries from other parcategories of those manufactured been an alderman since 1959 am)
ishes."
in Cuba. Antibiotics are not even serves on committees for streets,
engineering, civil defense, new
produced in Cuba nowadays. "
St. John '*, i*i th» northern uibprojects and industrial developurbs of Detroit , is in the lop five
Romeu of Havana, fall, slandtr ment, zoning, insurance* municiJudge S. D. J. Bruski .gave one- per cent in size among all Episand still nervou s after a hazard- pal boat harbor and purchasing.
He was graduate** from Winona driver a not so nice Christinas \ copal parishes with some -4.000
ous boat tri p from Cuba a few
weeks ago, added : "It is painfu l Senior High School and attended present in municipal court today. ) persons , of whom 2.300 have been
The judge sentenced J erome R. confirmed in the church. It emto see empty shelves in drug- St. Mary 's College in Winona and
stores. Even such things as st- the University of Minnesota . He is Rick , 23. V6:iVi E. Front St., to ploys two clergymen—Canon Shurums and aspirin are missing. As executive vice president of the Na- pay a fine of 5100 or to serve . 60 felt and the Rev. Marshall Hunt—
lo products from Communist tional Association of Direct S.ll- • days on a charge of driving a mo- and hopes to add a third in the
i .untries , they arc ' scarce aiid ing Companies, a-> .national trade tor vehicle after suspension of his coming year.
those sent \a Cuba not always association with headquarters in driver 's license,
I Canon Shufelt and the vestry of
Winona.
satisfactory. "
Rick p'eaded guilt y to t lie charge the church discussed the problems
Dr. Pablo Guerra Hernandez , He is a past president of the shortly before the sentencing. This '; of size when he came to the p-arish
who was a pediatrician in Havana J unior Chamber of Commerce and was his seventh conviction on sim - i from St. Paul's Cathedral church
Infan ls Hospital, said: "Epidem- was chosen as its young man of ilar charges during the last three ; in Detroit in the fall of 19«0.
"The idea of our ministry o»f the
ics in Cuba are becoming chronic. the year in 1945. He was state years.
There are signs that the .loath J aycee president for 1946-47. Civic
He was arrested by police at 2nd \ laity didn 't eome from any one
rate is going up almost daily. activities include a two-year coun- and Huff streets at 12:25 a.m. to- , mind, " he recalls, "But it grew
This is because of scarcity of ty chairmanship for the Minnesota day. He has been committed to the out of these talks and deve.lope.1
as a matter of practical necesmedicines and the. undernourished Cancer Society, two years as coun- county jail.
sity. "
¦
state of the people due to food ly campaign director for the Nat I o n a 1 Foundation for Infantile
shortages,
Onm of rh» vasrrytntn actively
Paralysis , secretary and later diForfeited
involved in the detailed organiza"Child epidemics hav» cawed rector of the WUI Dilg Chapter ! Deposit
tion is Dr. Henry Dawkins , whose
deaths by the thousands. "
of the I z a a k Walton League, On Reporting Charge
son Pete was an All-America foolThe two said they risked death neighborhood commissioner for
John J. Creely, 20, 51.34 W. 5th ball player at West Point andl who
Boy Scouts of America, and Wiwhen (hey left Cuba.
St., forfeited $30 bail in municipal now is a Rhodes scholar at Ox"There is such a sieed for med- nona Community Chest.
He was first vice chairman of court today on a charge of failing ' ford.
i< .1 men t hat none- are allowed
Dawkins and his wife helped diaway wilh the organization which established to report an accident.
to lcuve. We sneaked
J
.some companions at night , " Ro- one of the first veterans informa- He was arrested at [vol ice head- j vide the parish inlo quarters, then
tion and referral centers in the quarters at 8 :25 a.m. Saturday. into subdivisions of about 40 fammeu said.
"Nearly 2,000 physicians al- state here, was a trustee of the He had knocked down a sign near ilies each.. Within these zones
ready have lelt Cuba. This has Minnesota Community Research the south approach to the inter- 1 three to five members were
produced a disastrous situation. Council, was president of the Mad- [ state bridge lat e Friday night. He chosen lo net as callers.
I First tried in the summer of
If physicians were allow ed lo ison PTA, city PTA Council and had not reported the accident.
leave the country wuld be with- president two years of the 1st Disout medicos, since 5)5 per cent of trict PTA.
Fraternal memberships Include
them oppo se the Castro iconic.
Humboldt Lodge 21. IOOF .Winona
Athletic Club , Winona Rod and
Senator Byrd Doing
Gun Clue , Winona Lodge 18, AF&
AM , Lodge of Perfection and WiFine at Hosp ital
nona Scottish Rite bodies, Deilke PEPIN , Wis. — A record of The searching part y found Brada member of Central Methodist nearly two years without a traffic sha*' on a hillside rot far below
BALTI MORE (APt-Scn. Harry Is
-where he serves as a trus- fatality was broken Friday night Counly Trunk N. Officers said
Church
reported
was
1>-Va.
,
V By I'd
tee
and
is secretary to the board wilh the deal h of a 25-year-old he had been climbing Pepin Hill
Union
Memoat
doing well today
of
directors
of the Paul Watkins Arkansaw man on Pepin Hill about and apparently failed to make
entered
he
rial Hosp ilal . which
a right curve about half way up.
Home.
, . four miles north of here,
Methodist
Memorial
seven days ago.
m
Although Richard Bradshaw ap- He went straight ahead instead.
reveal
not
wowld
hospital
The
parently died shortly a fter 11 p.m. As he traveled over the left hnnk
the natur e of Byrd 's ailment Nor Rinks Closed Toni ght , Friday, his body wasn 't found un- his ear hit a tree a j glancing blow .
why
explanation
of
• as there nny
Open Christinas Day
til 7 p.m, Saturday by a parly of It wns just below the bnnte. The
he cho.se the Balt imore hospital.'s :
All ice skating rinks will be
searchers from Arkan-fiaw includ- sideswipe swung the car around
the
senator
¦.
Bvnl
F,
¦
'
*'
Harr y
open
,
but
will
lie
tonight
closed
ing his father-in-law , Dale Myers, so it followed along; the hi ghway
in
the
l
er
was
son said his inH
Christmas Day. according to his brother , Duane , and others .
just beneath the roa«d.
hospital "only for a routine
the park-recreation office.
___
checkup. "
IT HIT ANOTHER tre» • Blanc
ACCORDING TO vlUw of Pepin
officers , he was Inst seen in town lug blow unci then was s topped
at 11 p.m. Friday . He would have by a third tree. The enr traveled
reached home in about half an 50-M) feet before corning to a stop.
It didn 't turn over.
hotr .
B radshaw was found ab-ont 20
Arkansaw relatives notifi ed PepAerie
Room
the
$
p.m.
in
Wed.
—
{JJM^
John
In County Sheriff Victor Seline at feet from the vehicle, Apparently
¦9»^^F
D. McGill, Secre tory
1:30 p.m. Saturday Uiat he was he hod been thrown.
Peath was instantaneous from
¦ ¦!¦ ¦ ¦- »w f»__^ir ftril^^rf'^rnri "i nri- -iT%*-i-r »-ir-M-irir- >"r *i*r i" " missing.
^vT»"_J^
ISELLOG-G, Minn.—The Waterloo, Iowa, child who received a
skull fracture in the two-car collision two miles north of here Sat
urday afternoon Temains critical
today although somewhat improved* accord ing to a report from St.
Mary's Hospital, Rochester, this
morning.
. Valeria Kroells,. 7, is most serious of the five who survived the
cVa 'sh which killed R o n a i d
Shreeve, 24,.Toman, Wis. Shreeve
reportedly was on his way to work
in La Crosse He had attended La
Crosse State College and College
of St. Thomas, St. Paul.

Members of
Parish Call
On Each Other

1
'Medical Chaos
In Cuba, Say
2 Medical Men

No Filings Made 1
For School Board |

Driver Jailed on
License Charge

Land Purchase
LEWISTON, Minn. — After
the Sunday News had gone to
press Saturday night a petition signed by 72 persons was
delivered to Bernard Kennedy,
chairman of Lewiston school
board, requesting the board to
reconsider and establish a cen¦
* ' .¦ : .
tral high school.
Kennedy said this wouldn't
affect the board's decision t«j
^ for conbuy land this week
struction of a new Lewiston
High School . Previous to this
petition, fewer than 20 persoas
had responded to the board' s
request for freeholders' views
on reconsidering the central
school issue.
Kennedy said the petition
was signed by persons all apparently from the Altura area.

Arcadia Council
To Consider New
Street Project

ARCADIA . . Wis —Aj -cadia City
Council will meet early in January to decide whether to submit
a formal request to include in the
1963 budget a proposa 1 by the Wisconsin Highway Commission to
improve the main street through
town.
The commission says this urban
improvement would be considered
in the 1963 state highway construction program if the city makes the
request for the estimated $176,500
project.
If approved , the work would be
started in 1964. 'It . would begin at
the intersection of Highways 93 and
95 west of the Trempealeau Jtiver
bridge and extend to the east city
limits, approximately 1.43 miles.
The street would be made uniformly 44 feet wide, would be surfaced where needed , and curb and
gutter would be replaced where
necessary. The state would bear
85 percent of the total. The city 's
share wo u 1 d be approximately
S26.500, or 15 percent , plus preliminary engineering costs of $9,000 and some expense in relaying
storm sewers.
The proj ect is proposed because
Highways S3 and 95 run together
through the main thorough fare of
the city. The Arcadia project
would be among the first considered, a highway spokesman said.
He added that if no request is
filed by the city, it will be some
time before the project will be
considered again.
¦

SCOUT HONORED. .. . . Eagle Scout John
Morse, a member of Explorer Post 6, Central
Methodist Church, was presented the God and
Country award during services at the church
Sunday. Pinning the award on Morse is Dr. E.
Clayton Burgess, . pastor. Harry Peirce, left,
troop adviser, and Morse's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Morse , 1573 W. King St., watch .

BUT WARM HEARTS

It 'll Be Cold Week

For the: next five days the
cold through Christmas
day is the forecast for Winona and weatherman says area temperatures will average 8 to 15
vicinity.
degrees below seasonal norA low of 5 below to -5 above is mals. Daily highs will average
predicted for tonight aj id a high arwmd 12-15 and nighttime
of 15 for Tuesday, Occasional lows around zero.
cloudiness with slight moderation One-tenth to one-fourth inch of
in temperature is the outlook for moisture is expected in occasional
Wednesday .
light snow mostly about the middle
of the week.
OVER THE weekend the Winona
Slippery spots were reported on
temperature dropped from a high Highways of Southeastern Minneof 31 Saturday morning to five he- sota and Western Wisconsin but
low this morning with one inch of for the most, part roads were in
snow falling Saturday morning. goo« winter driving condition .
Sunday morning the temperature
•was -1 and this morning -5. High- A. YEAR AGO today Winona had
est reading Sunday afternoon was a high of 27 and a low of 13 with
S above. The figure at noon today 9 inches of snow on the ground.
All-time high for Dec. 24 was a
was 6.

Chris tmas Mail
Sets New Record

period last year. The 1952 total
conj sists of 654,065 machine cancellations and 516,513 meter cancellations. The 1961 total consists of
¦
651,707 machine and 307,270 meters.
St. Paul Man Hurt
Machine cancellations , which are
done at the post office, increased
Skiing in Wisconsin
slightly this year. But the big
DULUTH , Minn, ypi - Herome
jump was in meter cancellations
Himmelwright. 27, of St. Paul , a
by firms having postage meter
history instructor at Notre Dame
machines.
University , was reported in critiHere 's a 1961-62 comparison of
cal condition in a Duluth hospital
machine cancell ations for the
today after hitting his head on a ; One hundred and fifty children weekend :
rock while skiing at Cable , Wis., were entertained by the Red Men
Wl
1962
Saturday. He was taken to Hay- at their annual Kiddies' Christward , Wis., for emergency treat- mas party at the wigwam SaturFriday
24,173 40,637
ment , then transferred here .
Saturday ... 10,874 28,367
day afternoon.
¦
Sunday
1,585 9,244
Movies were shown , Christmas
carols
sung,
gifts
distributed
by
Bomb Blows Out
The post office was open until .5
Santa Clans and refreshments p.m. Saturday instead of closing
Windows in London
served. Children from Lamberton at noon. One clerk was on duty
Home for Children were guests
LONDON (AP) — A home-made at Ihe party for sons and daugh- but busin ess was slow except for
last-minute stamp sales.
bomb blew out two windows and ters of Red Men.
All mail received at the post
damaged the reinforced front door
Members of the arrangements office this mornin g will be deliverat the headquarters of the fascist committee
were Mr. and Mrs . Ed- ed. Tuesday , Christmas Day,
National Socialist movement Sungar J. Lynch , Mr. and Mrs. John post office will deliver special the
day.
deCarter , Mr. and Mrs. Darwin
Six people were in the building Kuhlrnann , Mr. and Mrs . A rthur livery mail and perishable items.
when the bomb was * thrust Brom. Mr. and Mrs . Albert Pethrough the letter drop, but no terman , Mr, and Mrs . Raymond
one was hurt, The bomb ing oc- Pronk
. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
curred shortly after a welcome Fratzke
, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
party for two members of the
movemen t who were released Meier . , Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Berndt Ronald Vondrashek and
from prison Friday.
Henry Langowski.
¦
The Winona Senior Hi.gh Schoo]
1961, the system was enlarged nnd
d«bate team posted a 4-6 record
refined for a second set of calls
in the annua! Mankato High School
completed this fall.
Holiday Invitational Debate Tournament last weekend,
Th* primary questions asked
by the callers dealt with what the
Twenty -seven schools were repparishioners was doing at the Two cars had more than ?10D resented with Manka to -a nd Worthchurch , what he would like to do damage each when they collided ington sharing first place, tho first
and what he would like tbe church at Sth and Huff streets at 1:35 time in the history of the tournato do for him. ^Additionally, the a.m . Sunday.
ment that there 's been a chamThe drivers were Sharon K. pionship tie.
callers helped bring up to date
the church record of each family , Stuhi-nann , 19 . 567 E. Bellcview St „ SI. Charles High School was th e
showing births , deaths , marriages , j and Eugene N. Thrune , 18, 184 N. only other team from the immedbaptisms and the like.
I Baker St. Miss Stahmann was iate Winona area participating.
Canon Shufelt admits that as ; driving west on Sth Street and
Winona 's team , coached by Robyet not all of , the parishioners |started to turn left onto Huff ert Neuj ahr, had Barbara Fergueast
on
drivin
g
Street.
Thrune
was
have wholehearted ly embraccl
son and Richard Tezakc on affirthe practice of lay calling, but \ sth Street and the two cars col- mative and Tony Schima and Jenthe clergy and vestry ar-e highly lided.
nifer Boiler, negative.
encouraged with the program si No one was Injured and no ciWinona next will compete in the
tations
were
issued.
far.
Newton ( Iowa ) High School invitational Jan. 4 and 5. The tearn
was accompanied to Mankato by
Warren Magnuson who is assisting
in debate this year.
Christmas mail is setting an alltime record at the Winona post
office , Postmaster John W, Dugan
announced today.
Frorn Dec. 11-23, machine and
meter cancellations totaled 1,190,578 pieces of mail—231,601 more
than the 958,977 total for the same

150 at Red Men
Children's Party

Debaters Post
4 and 6 Record

Damage Over $200
In 2-Ca r Crash

Arkansaw Man Killed on Hill

__

*\df

Eag.w Regular Meeting
-

-

the ceremony. The award is presented to a
scout who completes a two-year program working in the church on different projects for the
pastor and the congregation. The Scout also must
have a thorough knowledge of the Bible and
must be a leader in his group. (Daily News
photo )
.

a skull fracture at the left temple,
according to Dr. Richard Bryant ,
Durand , county coroner.
In the crash the lights were
knecked out, officers said , and the
car and Bradshaw were hidden
from the highway.
The car was such a wreck that
there was nothing left to examine
for possible emtsog of the accident , officers said. The hiRhway
is blacktop and wide at Uhat point
and there was no ice, the-y added.
Pepin County was without , a
fatality through lOfil and up to now
this year.

EMPLOYED AS a welder at
Northern Manufactur ing -Co., Pepin , for two weeks, Bradshaw
worked there Friday until 5 p.m.
He was born April 18. 1837. at
Afkansew and spent hit entire

life here, He vyas married lo Isabelle Myers.
Survivors are: His wife; one son ,
¦lack. 2; his mother, Mrs. Sherman
Biles . Porcupine Valley, near Arkans aw ; three brothers , Warren
and Dunne . Arkansaw , and Donald , with the U.S. Army at Fort
Sheridan , 111, and four sisters,
Mrs. Glen < Sharon » Wakefield ,
Arkansaw; Mrs . Valerie GanoC
St. Paul; Eunice, Arkansaw , and
Kathleen , St. Paul.

THE FUNERAL Mrvic*. will be
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. at .Arfcansnw Methodist Church , the Rev ,
Arvid Morey officiating, Burial
will be in A.rknnsow cemetery.
Friends rnoy call at Rhiel Funeral Home, Durand , after 4 p.m .
Tuesday and at the chinch after
9:30 a.m. Wednesday.

balmy 61 m 1S29 and the low a
chilly -37 in 1S72. Mean for tine
past 24 hours was 2 and normal
for the day 18.
Below zero readings appeared
on nearly, all Minnesota reporIs
this morning with International
Tails having a low of -17. It -.vas
-10 at Bemidji and -5 at - . Duluth.
Rochester posted a low of «t after
a Sunday high of 7 above. At La
Crosse the low today was -4. Sunday's high there was 147
Only Redirood Falls was above
zero this morning, having a l<iw
of 3 above '.
An uninvited cold wave entered
WISCONSIN Sunday and sent temperatures plummeting to below
zero levels throughout the state.
Nighttime lows ranged from -17
at Stevens Point to -3 at Milwaukee and Beioit-ttocktOTd. umer
minimums included Lone Rock -14,
Park Falls -12, Wausau -11, Green
Bay -10, Eau Claire -6, SuperiorDuluth and Madison -5. *
Green Bay had Sunday's high
of 26, followed by Milwaukee 24,
Beloit-Rockford 20, Madison 17,
Eau Claire 13, Lone Rock 11, Wausau 10, Superior-Duluth 7 and Park
Falls 5.
NO PRECIPITATION was reported .
Temperatures at midmorning today varied from -13 at Stevens
Point to zero at Beloit-Rockford,
Fort Myers, Fla;, had Sunday'*
national high of 83 while" Drummond , Mont., was the coldest
spot this morning with 28 belovr.

Red Men Plan
For Installation

Chiefs of Wenonah Tribe 20, Improved Order of Red Men, will be
installed at a tribal meeting that
will follow a buffalo dinner at Red
Men 's Wigwam Jan. 3.
Mayor R. K. Ellings will b«
toastmaster at the dinner and Wi«
nona Winter ' Carnival royalty will
be entertained.
Tickets for the dinner are available at the club at no charge and
must be picked up by 10 p.m. Dec.
31. Members of the Degree of Pocahontas will serve the dinner.
The Winonans who are chiefs In
the state organization , Albin M.
Johnson, past great sachem, and
Walter Williams, great senior sagamore, will install officers.
Ronald Vondrashek, Henry Fegre, W il 1 i a m Fratzke, Robert
Nelson Jr. , Ronald Ready and Michael Lynch are members of tttt
arrangements committee.
More than 200 Red Men and
their guests attended the annual
turkey d i n n e r at the wigwam
Thursday.
¦

VA Pension Forms
Due by Jan. 31
Veterans and dependents of deceased veterans receiving pensions must turn in their income
questionnaire forms by Jan. 31,
Philip
Kaczorowski,
Winona
County veterans service officer,
said today.
The forms were mailed about
Dec. 1.
Kaczorowski encouraged dependents to bring their forms to
his office.
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NOTICE
Filing* for City Offices to b« voted on at
forthcoming primary •loctlan open MONDAY,
PEC. 24th, at 8 a.m. and close MONDAY,
JANUARY 7, 1963, «• 5 p.m.
CITY RECORDER

_ _

Room 308 — City Building
-

Hour* : 8-12, 1-5
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[ They'll Do It Every Time
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By Jimmy Hatlo

Earl's Top 20'
Stars tor 7962

Six Russian
Subs Spotted
In Cuban Hunt

. .. -II.'S. .. NAV AL BASE, Guantanamo , Cuba (API—The Cuban crisis
antisubmarine search by the U.S.
Navy covered a 3.5-million-squaremile area and located about six
Soviet submarines , Adm. George
W. Anderson , chief of pa Val operations, says.
Resulting directly from the
biggest search since World War II
and Korea were four deaths, occurring in two helicopter crashes
from the antisubmarine carrier
Essex. There were other casualties, however , not related to the
antisubmarine warfare operation ,
including the crash cf an -Air
Force. C135 transport plane at
Guantanamo while Bringing in
supplies.
The approximate six Soviet s_bs
were observed visually and photographed when- they surfaced to
recharge batteries. Anderson said
they were standard , diesel-powered
submarines , not atomic-powered.
The nearest such observation
was about 200 miles off Cuba ,
Anderson said in an interview . To
a question , he said also he knew
of no Soviet submarine being
found close to U.S. shores. The
antisubmarine operation extended
from the U.S. coast eastward as
far as the Azeres and Canaries
and southward off the northeastern coast of South America.

By EARL WILSON

NEW YOBK — So here they are, folks , just in time for "Christmas,
my 1962 "Broadway Bests," the new Top Twenty of Show Biz, people
who " -will be either famous or forgotten—next year this time. Right now
they're hotter than Hades,
Top of the Tops: Robert Goulet!
And: Carol Burnett , Vaughn Meader , Allan Sherman , Anthony Newley, Peter Duchin , Jane Fonda t
FAVORS FOR PATIENTS . . . The Cub Scout den most
Peter O'Toole ("Lawrence of Arabrecently/organized at Eleva , Wis., made tray favors ^ for Christv
ia ") , Milt Kamen , Guy Marks, and
also :
. mas for residents of the Lutheran Home for the Aged, Mondovi.
Susan Kohner ," Christine KaufLeft to right , Joey Spangberg, Mrs. Claude Bue , the den mother,^
mann , Merv Griffin , Frank FonBarry Kolden ', Steven* Herbenson aad Kim Lokken with their
taine , Edie Adams , Peter Falk,
(Mary Ferham photo)
productions.
Sandy Stewart , of course Natalie
Wood who's becoming the Sex
Symbol, Eddie Fisher for his
to 7,831 against. The Heileman
Heileman-Kingbury
comeback , and Teddy Kennedy.
stockholders voted 368,500 for the
(Oh , he's not in Show Biz?. Parmerger and 303 against.
Merger
Is
Official
don me) ,
" ¦ ¦ .¦ ¦.
LA CROSSE, Wis , OPV-The merJAYME MANSFIELD wj t all
CLARKS, Neb. Wi - A sudden
German Symphony to
ger
of the- G. Heileman Brewing
skid on an unexpected patch of atwitter as she phoned frorn HolCo., of La Crosse, and the Kings- Visit Carnegie Hall
highway ice brought a swift and lywood that she was flying here
tragic end to a young lowan 's to meet her Italian lover-boy Enbury Breweries Co., of Sheboygan ,
HAMBURG , Germany (AP) trip home with his wife and five rico Bomba , who was rushing in
became official Friday.
Symphony Orchestra of the
The
children for a Christmas time from Rome7 'Twas to be their
Stockholders voted at meetings
first rendezvous in America , at
North German Radio announced tofamily reunion.
in
La
Crosse
and
Sheboygan
to
tour
the Astro. Jayne frankly hopes to
approve the merger agreed to day it will open a month-long
The bodies of Dennis Randall marry the . director if he can una
Carwith
States
United
of
the
„_q_88Jj-____W___t_fl________________l_________l
some time ago when the La Crosse
Dewey , 28< of Des Moines; his burden himself
¦ ¦ of a narr ow-mindfirm acquired 92 percent of the negie Hall concert Jan. 7.
Wife , Patricia , 26: and their five ed wife. ¦ . ' ¦
The orchestra is to play 22 conKingsbury stock.
sons . Randy, 10. Steven , .9 . Dick , Charlie Chaplin often gives
certs
in several cities and finish
The
Kingsbury
vote
was
an7, Kevin , 5, and Dennis , 2, were friends homing pigeons for .Christ,
its
tour
in Washington Feb. 3.
merger
for
the
,
325,195
(AP*
nounced
as
Minn
WARREfJ
.
Paul
found Saturday in th eir ^over- mas. Ut is not true , as has- been Wangberg,
19,
was
convicted
Sat,
that
they
watersaid
by
a
non-friend
turned car in a roadside
fly home to him after Christinas. urday of second degree murder in
filled ravine.
By GRETCHE.N L. LAMBERTON
Homing
pigeons don 't woric like the shooting of a Thief River Falls
County attorney William H.
police officer last Feb. 17.
that
>
.
VER
Y
night
before he beds down in the house my big goldNorton said the accident occurred
17
A jury of eight men and four
many New
Features at 1:00/ 3:0u, 5:00, 7:00 and 9i00
-- en retriever Shoshoni likes to run up the hill and sniff
m i M-THAC-IT--' _M_ T
Friday night just south and east ..Strange , isn 't it , that
women
deliberated
nearly
12
hours
|f
they
happy
Yorkers
would
be
around
for
half
an
hour
or
so.
Sometimes
I
givcan
hear
him
of Clarks , He said he didn 't know could have for a Christmas pres- after receiving final instructions
ing muffled yips as he chases rabbits, and sometimes he barks
who tvas driving. Clarks is about ent just one copy of their favorite Friday. ,
,.
far up the hill as though he had treed something. About a week
10O miles west of Omaha.
so
anxious
to
newspaper? "I'm
ago I heard- him barking unusually excitedly quite far up the
Wang
berg
faced
the
jury
alone.
The Deweyt were bound for read , Red Buttons said , "I've been Drifting snow prevented his par- hill; in (act it sounded almost like his snake-bark , the high
Broken Bow and a big family reading the print on ketchup bot- ents , t he Rev. and Mr s. Reuben hysterical bark he gives only when he sees a snake.
1
gathering at the home of his par- tles. " ...
Wangberg, and his attorneys from
About half an hour later he scratched at the door to be let
ents, Mr , and Mrs. Alan De.wey. STAR HALFBACK Alex W-sbster returning here from Thief River
'
in , and he was panting excitedly and his nose was dripping
They left Des Moines about 2 of the N.Y. Giants got so much Falls.
blood. Dabbing away the blood I saw four broad and deep parp.m. Friday, leaving behin d a hand-clasping and back-slapping in The youth is expected lo be sen- allel claw marks across his nose where some animal had raked
Christmas "tree with presents P. J. Clarks , it took him 15 min- tenced next week . He did not tes- him. It was far too broad and deep for cat-claw marks , and beneatly stacked beneath it. Neigh- utes to progress from the front tify and spoke his first words of sides Shoshoni doesn 't mind cats and gets along well with them.
bors said they planned to return door to the back room. "Honey ," the trial when he asked that the
* . . *
*
Christmas night.
said his wife, "if it took you that jury »be polled .
Last Thursday night about
tangled with a coon or possilong to gain 10 yards on the foot- The youth was charged in the
bly a badger. For several days
11 o'clock he came back from
ball field , we'd be unemployed/' death of Sgt. Donald D. Myers ,
he hardly moved off of his
a run up the hill and stood on
Ed Sullivan — on the way to who had chased Wang berg 's c_r
rug ancT .wouldn 't touch food ,
the back , porch panting and
Guantanamo with his troupe — to a road 15 miles north of Thief
but now he 's getting back to
stopped off in Coral Gables to River Falls. A fellow policeman
shivering, with head hanging
normal,
help his old friend , Benny Gaines , was the chief witness against the
and dripping blood all over.
Emil Liers said he thought
open his beautiful new Holiday youth.
His face was swollen almost
Shoshoni might have chased an
Inn. Gaines had received the first
double , his muzzle was gashed
old buck coon that turned on
bar license granted by Coral Ga- The father said the youth had
all over , his eye was torn
him. "I' ve seen an old buck
bles in many, "r nany a year . . gone berserk ' - .after a family disopen, and his nose dripped
coon bite and claw up a dog
They're telling about the Texas cussion during which psychiatric
blood from deep broad parallel
something
terrible. They're
art lover , accustomed to giving care was mentioned. The boy atgashes. Examining him I mean fighters ," said he. TalkPicasso paintings , who outdid him- tacked him , then left the house
found that the inside of his
ing with Andrew Lipinski of
self f or Christmas this year. He with a rifle, the Rev. Wangberg
mouth and his gums had been
the
Refuge , he thought it was
VATICAN CITY (AP ) -• Pope didn't order Picasso originals this said.
•
either a big coon or a badger.
John XXIII, in his annual Christ- year — he ordered the original Psychiatrists called l>y the pros- badly clawed too, .and liis
front paws had; been deeply
He thought the very deep
mas message to the world , ap- Picasso . . . .Pablo . Picasso,': him- ecut on and defense differed on
pealed anew Saturday for peace self.
whether the youth was mentally bitten. I cleaned the blood and: broad parallel scratches might
mud off him with old towels
indicate a badger. Said he,
among all men and unity , of Chris- EARL'S PEARLS: "To make a ill at the time of the shooting. .
wrung out of hot water , then
"Badgers have such long sharp
¦
¦
tians.
man happy, treat him like a dog. "
tried to ease his badly swollen . claws that they can kill a
It was the 81-year-old Pontiff's says Cyd pharisse . . . "Plenty of
head with a cold wet towel.
dog. When attacked they somefifth Christmas message and came ' affection and a loose leash."
S. African Christmas
Early the next morning 1 times turn over on their backs
ju st S'/i iveeks after he became TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: "Litgot him to the veterinarian who
and lash up at a dog and cart
seriously ill with anemia and a tle dresses" are recommended by Cards Are Political
gave him penicillin , a rabies
disembowel him. There a'rb Jots
stomach disorder.
a
fashion
writer.
Evidently,
"the
\
POKT ELIZABETH , S o u t h
shot and treated his injured
of coons around , the area , but
This was an urgent plea for | littler the dress, the bigger the Africa (APi — C h r i s t m a s
eye. We decided Shoshoni had
¦world peace, as were his other i evening " — DJZ in the .Augusta ,
there are some badgers too. "
cards have taken a political slant
i Kan., Gazette.
four.
in
South
Africa
this
year.
I'm delighted to see that this week Winona
, ,
: WISH I'D SAID THAT : "Epito have a
..- JAMESM.CAR' JACK COUFFER / _.«^.;RfcX ALLtN w T he Sons ol Ihe Pionaers
fjW6HlWUSE»an(JjWES»LW - »W;S'.;
Thousands have been sold .bear- marvelous Walt Disney true life adventure film iscalled
But it also contained the theme iaph of a Failure: He tvent around
"The
j
•'¦ ' ¦¦ •¦
• Children 3S( — Juniors SO* — Adults 75£
EXTRA--- "WATER BIRDS" &
of Christian unity, recalling the ! all his life trying to find a boss ing photograp hs of Albert Luthuli ,
Legend of Lobo , the Wolf" , This extraordin ary movie will be
president
of
the
banned
African
Tt oman Catholic Ecumenical Coun- j as smart as he was" — Laugh
—
— Matinees Wed., . Thurs. and Fri. at 2:15
shown at the Winona Theater from Dec. 25 to 29, and I'm going
"TWO CHIPS AND MISS"
National Congress and five other
cil , now in recess.
; Book.
to sec it for a second time.
Pope John spoke from his priWhen "The Legend of Lobo " opened in New • York last
A tourist is a chap who travels congress alliance leaclers.LiiLhiili
Prize winn er.
vate library in the Vatican. His because he finds home a big bore , is a Nobel Peace
month I took four boys and girls of varying ages and they were
¦
speech was recorded Friday and i then complains that in other
spellbound. So was I . How on earth these wild wolves can he
broadcast Saturday night by Vati- parts of the world , things aren 't
so wonderfull y photograph ed playing with their cubs , fighting
State Woman Killed
can radio and many national net- the same . . .
for their lives, fleeing across deep abysses over I alien tree trunks ,
works.
and so on , is a mystery to me. Anyway, it 's a memorable picture
And a very Merry Christmas In Spain Car Crash
The pontiff . recalled his recent to every reader from the Beautiand it' s nice to have it run during Christmas vacation.
appeals to the rulers of the world ful Wife , Gorgeous Mother -in-Law , SEVILLA , Spain (AP) -- El.sa
Merry Christmas!
to negotiate for peace and said: son Slugger , dog Sammy and . . . Louise Filsh , 35, of Minnesota
"Of all the blessings that life That' s earl , brother.
was killed Friday in an auto crash
in Cook County to $-t .2">() ,0M.2o for
and history have to offer for innear Cruadalema De Los QuinJlennepin County. The ltani.sey
dividuals and families and na- is vain to hope for happi ness and teros , south of here , police anCounty share is $1 ,874 ,303.59 and
tion s truly the most 'precious and blessing. Let peace then ' be our nounced. Her hometown was not
St. Louis County $1 ,41)2,277,70.
important is pea ce. The existence objective at all times; let"us aim available.
of peace and the /cal to preserve at creating peace around us so Her husband , Stanley M. Filsh
it are the assurance of the world' s that it may spread throughout fhe 33, suffered serious injuries,
entire world; let us shield it from Their car and a t ruck collided
tranquility.
all that could harm it and take head on. Cause of t lie crash ap"But a necessary condition of j earc not to endanger it by any- parently was a heavy fog.
MIAM I, Fla , un-Whnt kind
peace is the good will of each and I thing that could disrupt or cum
The Fllshes were hol idaying In
of food did Fidel Castro give
every one. Whore this is lacking it promise jt. "
Spain .
his Bay of Pigs prisoners?
"It was not fit for pigs, "
said Tulio Diaz: , 22, one of
tli« returning prisoners Sunday
ni ght.
"For breakfast we usually
had one cup of very had alleged coffee and a slice of
.Alf
fa& J *T
bread.
- "The next two meals usually consisted of one or two of
the following, macaroni with
^ Wf v k. ' *# > "'
%^
a- watery flour sauce; a Chi"^^^^' Hvj"
nese grain that we called
_^««_«__wr!*_
•fatherland or death' which
/¦>J3£fr*****"
vkvM, **""^
tasted like dirt and squash. "
^ l - '^M ;MA J i J^ ^ "^\
"
&''
f a>
A former photographer in
>
\
Havana Diaz was asked what
ho planned to do in the fuIllvent« move swiftly and our
ture* .
lead In world n ffnir n will be
"Kat ," ho answered .
lost unleuR we back higher edu¦
cation. That' s the s t a r t i n g
point for leadership in science ,
State Schoo l Aid
j ni.sine ss and trnile nnd livingChecks Sent Out
HtandanlH.
ST. PAUL (API - Check s loln lHut hiirlier education in up
llni ! $M ,.'iOH ,fl 5ll .7ft in ntnte school against it. Colloj res are in a
iiids ivi;r« .sent lo Minncsotii conii- Hqucezfr. Home face nhort ajro n
i#4
Give Mom a cooking-break this year and bring the
licH Frldny for distribution to a n d in lean t h a n 10 y e a r *
^M
school dlstricls,
family here for a delicious Christmas dinner served j| t!
:j y
Piiyineiils viiry from $2«,00.r>,7!) there'll be twice a" mnny apin
delightful
surroundings!
plicant*!,
Select
your
favorite
foods
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Parents and 5
Children Die in
Auto Accident

Warren Youth
Convicted- in
Fatal Shooting

'
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»'_j i .i STARTS BHRISTMflS DAY AT 1 P.M.
KING OF THE WOLF PACK!

The Hunter,.a®fflmto4,,. in qna lifetime he was bath!

Pope Pleads
For Peace, Unity
Of Christians

JERRYS LOUDEST LAUGHjNJQ HIT!If

Castro Gave
Prisoners
Poor Food
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SPECIAL CHRISTMAS HOURS:
Flamingo Room Open 12 Neon to 3 p.m.
Coffe e Shop Open 8 a.m, to 8 p.m.

i
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SUBSCRIPTION HATES
Single Copy 10c, lie Sunday
Drllvrrfd by carrier In City ol Winona -

Per w«k it) cenlt
Jo woeki »I275
ii wook i H1, M

By mall tlrlclly In advnncni pa|»r ilop|)Ui) on explrilion tints.
In rlllmor e, Houston, OInnUil, Winona,
Trtriipealonu founlle» i
t months
16,50 3 months
il.so
I year
tn.DO 1 month
»I ,3S
All other mall lubscrlpllonlI year '
115.00 3 months
u.n
>t,00 1 month
a mnnllis
»1, M
beni chnnQt ol «tldr«» nollcrs, unrtillverart
copies, auhtcrlpllon orders and olher mall
I tornJ lo Wlnone Onlly N«wi, fi-ax ts, Winona, Minn.
Itcond class poslao* paid it Winona,

HELP THE COUEGE
OF YOUR CHOICE NOWI
To find out how Ihe colU^n cclili
affects you, wrll* to HIGHER EPU CATION, Box 36, Timet Squarn Station ,
Nsw York 36, N. Y.

PuhU s h id as n f u h l i a n«rt>i<i « fit
e oo i iernlion wilh The A i l v n r t i a i nj r
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PEAR L HARBOR , Hawaii (AP).
7— It will be a white Christmas
for sure for U. S. scientists and
sailors in Antarctica — the snow
and ice are 7,000 feet thick .
7 The holiday will be celebrated
Tuesday with as many as possible
of the trappings of the season .
Christmas trees have been flown
2,000 miles to the ice continent
from New Zealand.
Ships have brought gifts from
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Shoes

and Winter

Coats

All Wool

* Jackets

Slacks

Caps
r

Wools and
Twills

Values to 39.98

22.00
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Wools , Foplins ,
Corduroy "
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865 East King St ,Winona

Mra. Mueller accepts the keys to her 1963 Chevrolet from Jim Rogue , manager ol
Randall 's Siiiicr-Valu , while Bob Olson of Quality Chevrolet Company looks on.
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1963 Chevrolet given away by the Randall stores as the grand
prize in the four-week registratio n just closed. She is
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Randall's Free Car!
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families in the United States and i Airliner Skids in
men stationed on the ice of Ant- :
arctica have responded with pres- Snow, All Aboard Safe
ents. ' .! CLINTON , Iowa (*—AH 21 pasThe Navy reports the most j sengers escaped injury Saturday 1 j s ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
popular items sent home this j when an Ozark Airlines plane out , $¦ ¦ ¦ - ¦ ¦
year are penguin jewelry and ! of Milwaukee skidded off tlie end ; ' 7 Laminate d silk/rayon coats
;
stuffed toy penguins in honor of j of a snow covered runwa y and ! |
in fo-ur new styles.
i into a ditch here.
the continent' s famous bird.
1
¦
! The plane had been scheduled ;
FRENCH CREEK CAROLING
! to land at Rockford , 111., but was !
Black only
ETTRICK , Wis. < Special > ' - diverted to Clinton because of bad :
'
¦;
,- : Sizes 8 to 18
French Creek junior choir and jun- weather.
j
' ¦
ior Lutherans will sing carols to
i'
.
' Specially
elderly and shut-in members of
The Department of Agriculture |
j>QQ
the congregation Thursday at 6:30 established its Section of Seed and !
i Plant Introduction in 1897.
p.m.
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: Juniors 5 to 15
Misses 8 to 20
reg. 49.98 to 69.98
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100% Wool
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coats
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scenic view of the White House and the lover
one the Christmas greeting of the President
and Mrs. Kennedy and their signatures.

|!

Famous name 10O% Wool

I

White Christmas
In Antarctica

Coats

;

J

RECOGNIZE THIS Christmas greeting? Well,
you do if you were one of the Winonans who
received , this holiday ;card from the President ,
and Mrs. Kennedy, The top picture shows a

1;

! Luxury Mink and Beaver I
Trimmed Coats \
. , !
„Untrimmed
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Problem Youths Are Put
A

REPORT

Philadel phia

FROM

says

The plan is based on a combination of
elements , the most important of which
is putting delinquents "to work and paying
them for it. The report puts it this way:
"Vital to the plan 's success is concentrating the energies of school men , police and
the
welfare workers on rehabilitating
young people in the program: on correcting the family problems that could lead
to delinquency again , and on holding the
program to a size that insures intensive
effort on each case."
The program , is ca.lled the Youth U>n-:
¦servation Corps and has been functioning
for three years. It claims positive results.
ONE

OF THE MOST unusual aspects

of the corps is held to be the way the
boys are paid. Under an incentive wage
system, the boys get 60 cents an hour for
excellent performance, 40 cents for good
work, 20 cents for satisfactory effort and
no pay for surliness or laziness. The stay
in the corps is for a seven-month stretch,
and most boys are said to be earning the
top wage of $13 a week before their stay
is over. In most cases the boys leave with
a new outlook.
The boys work ia groups under group
leaders7Here is a summation of the type
of work: "To see the corps in action, stroll
Philadelphia 's
through the 1woods of
Fairmount Park . Several 10-inan teams . of
corpsmen hack away at vines and dead
trees.'
SOME OF THE BOYS, the newer members of the group, still bear marks of juv enile gaj igs—elaborate hair treatment, tight
fitting clothes. But impressive piles of
firewood attest to the enthusiasm of their
efforts. The boys perform other jobs,
too , such as washing down the -walls
of subway stations and. pulling weeds at
the, city water p lants. The work groups are
drawn from ni any parts of the. city to get
the boys out of their congested neighborhoods and into association with boys of
varied backgrounds. "
There is more to the report , b ut
is related here gives the approach.

what

WHAT Philadel phia is doing might not

be the answer in other less-populated
areas. But the idea , in some measure,
might be utilized in any sizable population
center. And all Americans cannot but be
interested in the fact that one great metropolitan center has found a method that
has been marking up accomplishments.
¦

Christianity Needs
To Promote Itself
A COMMENT made by Bishop Edward

Fitzgerald of the Winona Catholic Diocese
on his return from a meeting of the Ecumenical Council in Rome deserves emphasis.
"Th e trouble with. Christianity today,"
said Bishop Fitzgerald , "is that there are
too many splinters and the world is not impressed with it because its own members
cannot agree. What Christianity needs
now is not so much to fight com munism
as it does to promote Christianity."
This is a thought that may well be pondered by all denominations oi the Christian church. The division that exists among
them in the world today is not attributable
to basic beliefs , but to differences in manmad e rules that have developed in th«
centuries
following
the
days
Christ
was on earth.
IF THE Christian church

is

1o grow

and to exert the influence it deserves, it
will have to emphasize the similarities in
the various denominations and not their
differences. The strength of Christianity
will be heightened by a positive approach.
it will be weakened if the many branches
of the Christian church stress inter-denomination competition rather than their
uniform purpose.
There have been two significant Ecumenical conferences during t h e past
yea r, one in India and the other in Italy.
It is evident that much work remains to
be <lone. However , the mere fact that such
coaferences were held is a bright spot on
the horizon of Christian church unity,
IF CHURCH

leaders

everywhere

can

keep their eyes on the central goa l the ultim a t e result will be a unified Christianity .
It will continue Lo have its denominations
representing varying interpretations of
church ceremony and tradition , but th ey
wil l emphasize t h e uniformity in basic belief rather than the divisiveness <if non-essentials.—Mankato Free Press.

By SEN. BARRY GOLDWATER

Almost immediately after his election as secretary general of the United Nations, Burma 's
TJ Thant began spouting advice to the United
States about how to handle its cold-war. problems.
By and large , that advice was ridiculous arid
should be promptly forgotten by American policy makers.
For either the U.N. secretary general is wearing rose-colored glasses , or he is deliberately
playing into the hands of the Russians. Either
way, it behooves us to keep a close eye on U
Thant in all future negotiations to which the
United Nations may be a party.
Thant aired his naive or dubious views at
Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore where he
delivered the George Huntington Williams memorial lecture.
He called on the United States
and the Soviet Union to follow
up their "Cuban compromise "
with give-and-take solutions on
Berlin and other cold-war issues
He said he was convinced that
Premier Khrushchev does not
want war and is sincere in his
desire for peaceful co-existence.
As t h o u g h this weren 't
enough , Thant went on to chide
the western powers for failing
Goldwater
10 appreciate me mil sigiuuc- .
ance" of the changes in Moscow's thinking since
the death of Josef Stalin. He added :

AND WHAT GREAT and vast change has

there been.in Moscow 's thinking since the death
of Stalin? Does Mr. Thant want us to believe
that Mr. Khrushchev 's gregariousness, compared
with Stalin 's taciturnity, has changed the basic
aim of the Kremlin to dominate the world? Are
we to think that because Khrushchev is glib and
talkative , where Stalin was close-mouthed and
silent , that his intentions are more honorable ?
Demeanor and talk have never been anything to
the Communists but weapons with which to confuse their enemies.
If we ever begin basing our attitud e and our
policy on what Khrushchev says rather than
what he does, we'll be in deep and lasting trouble. But that is what Secretary General Thant
would like us to do.. He apparently wants us to
forget that ; it was Khrushchev—not Stalin—who
crushed the spirit of freedom in Hungary with
tanks and guns. He apparently wants us to overlook the fact that it was Khrushchev—not Stalin
—who built the Wall of Shame in Berlin and
began shooting down people who tried to escape.
He apparently doesn 't count the fact that it was
How do you stan d, sir?

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . , . 1952

Christmas in Winona will be observed by a
Japanese mechanical engineer , Shinichi Motoya ,
who is the guest of Mr. and Mrs . Paul Brom.
Shinichi daughter and Janet Brom have been
pen-pals for some 14 months and when he was
chosen to go on a good will tour the Brom fa mily extended him an invitation lo visit them.
Miss Mary Thorpe , a Winona girl who is engaged in secretarial work for the U.S. Technical
Cooperation Service in Amman , Jordan, will visit
Bethlehem this Christmas Eve.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1937

A white Christmas was assured 'Winon a with
the new fall of snow.
Six New Year 's Eve dancing parlies will provide a round of entertainment for Winona merrymakers who welcome in the New Year.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1912

The Lions Club composed of boys from Ihe
First Congregational Church , was busy loday distributing Christmas baskets lo deserving families.
Miss Mary Ciaffney is •home for her Christmas vacation. She is leaching at Peterson , M inn.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1887
The ferry is still running although tlie river
has closed In places.
The new safe lur the Second National Bank
weighs some 11 , (100 pounds and will be installed
.soon.

By BENNETT CERF

A co-ed at Baylor University paraded
around the campus wi l li two silver bars
conspicuously pinned to her sweater. "1
la^ke II , " commented an observant English professor , "that you have an A r m y
captain for a boy friend."
"No , sir ," said the co-ed cheerfully ,
"Two licutcnun ts."

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Some Folks Lax in
Spreading Yul e Cheer
By DREW PEARSON

WASHINGTON - All over
the country there are people
who are making Christmas
happier for others , some who
are making it unhappy, and
those who could make it happier. Here is a Merry-GoRound roll call of these three
categories:
Those who are giving Christmas presents in reverse;
Haverford Township, Pa.,
which made things so hot for
the Grey Nuns . -of . the Sacred Heart that they have decided to move their convent,
given them by John F. Connelly of Crown Cork and Seal.
They were booed at zoning
hearings over the violation of
an ordinance banning more
tax . - exempt
7 religious . ' est a b 1 i s hmenls in the
area, and , in
view of this
r e s e n tment , a r e
moving out.
Rep. Floyd
Breeding o i
Kansas, w h o
presented his
,..:r— \.»:n.
wiic wiuj

** i , -pi

Pearson
iioo in salary,
paid by all the taxpayers , and
had three regular employes
"quit" in order to give her
¦this Christmas present A defeated Democrat , Breeding
had only
two months to
serve , so dropped three staff
members to hire his wife for
(he last two unpro ductive
months.
The National Association of
Broadcasters , who arc out to
fire their president , Lcroy Collins , because he put the health
of children ahead of broadcasting profits. Collins wants radio
and TV stations to concentrate
ciga rette advertising in the
evening hours when children
aren 't watching or listening.
The New York newspaper
strikers , who arc wiping out
all newspaper profits for the
current operating year and
may put two papers out of
business.
Gulf , ToNnco , Cities Service ,
and American Oil companies .

whuch are pushing the location
of a 50-million-gallon oil tank
in the middle of suburban Little .Rive r Mills, Va., whose citizens moved there to escape
the oil and industrial fumes of
the city.
IN

CONTRAST,

here

GENE

ZUCKERT, efficient

JhfL $ji/dL

Tn (he potato lino , (he largest specimen we
have yet seen this year is one brought to town
and left at . this ofiice by II, C. J OIKIS of Hollingslow. II weiftJi.s within n fniclion of Jour pounds
and is a model of beaut y and regularil y.
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Sign on a Toledo auto repair shop window: "Save the next dents for us."

a
Do nothing fro m selfishness or conceit, but
in humility count ofhori belter than yourtelvei.
Phil. 2:3.

The Associated Press in entitled exclusively
to the use for rt 'pul iliciilin n of all tho local
news printed in this newspaper as well ns all
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those who are making Christmas happier and more peaceful for others:
Kenner , Inc., of Philadelphia , which has been organizing a Christmas clean-up of
surplus material located in
cellars or attics for distribution
to- charitable institutions. It
started when Renner cleaned
up its unused paper stock , and
R enner 's Gordon Lange conceived the idea of both reducing the fire hazard and spreading good will by similar cleanups among all the companies
of Philadelphia.
John F. Kennedy and Secretary of Defense McNamara ,
who have built up the missile
strength of the USA so that we
are safer than ever and no
longer in danger of becoming
a second-class power.
Parade Magazine and Clayton Wallace , who pushed the
White House for a direct phone
o>r teletype connection between
Kennedy and Khrushchev in
order to prevent war by accident.
Here are some peopl e who
could make Christmas «ven
happier for others.
Peter Lawford — By letting
his mother see her grandchildren nnd paying her more
Llian an allowance of $150 a
month.
Harry P, Davis , lobb yist for
tlie Sun Oil Company — by
"withdrawing opposition to the
confirmation of the Pennsylvania air pollution board in a
stale which has to worry about
industrial fumes.
Maj. Gen. Arno Leuhman ,
commander of the U.S. Air
Force in Turkey—by getting
rid of your recreation director
in Ankara and the hard-drinking WAC who commands him.
While you didn 't appoint
will
them , their departure
hel p the otherwise fine j oh you
are doing in the Near Knsl.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1862

Ma vagina Edit or

WASHINGTON—Republicans and Democrats have begun to
quarrel over whether "equal timeT should be granted for . a rebuttal to President Kennedy 's int«view on radio and television
'
last Monday night.
; ,
. '- . : , 7
The Republican National Committee is planning to ask for
similar privileges- on the air , but hasn 't quite made up its mind
who the actors In the show would, be. Ennanuel Celler of New
' to refuse "cateYork, Democrat , has urged the networks
i~
~~~- ~~
~
-nrirallv '* anv reauests for
it
"equal time," as he says
To Your ' Good Health
—r
would "set a most dangerous
p. I,
precedent," Besides, he argues, Mr. Kennedy is not a political candidate.
Technically, of course, the
1964 political campaign hasn 't
started and there are no formal
candidates, but actually the
campaign is already under
way.
President Ke ni n e d y really
By JOSEPH G. MiOLNER, M.D.
has begun to campaign actively for re-election. Almost
A namber of dentists, as
every move he makes nowawell as dental hygienists and
days is based on its possible.,
even a medical student tell
impact on the voters during
me I erred in some remarks
the next 22 months. Every
that I published concerning
opportunity for publicity is
Vincent' s angina , or "trench
sought. The latest example is
mouth , " and I hasten to set
the unprecedented interview on
the rec ord straight.
radio and television over all
My error , the-y assert , was
three major networks for a
in
attributing the spread of the
night.
full hour last Monday
ailment (which can be a seriThe President could have givous one if neglected I to such
en every bit of this informa- .
'
things as kissing and the use
at
a
regular
news
confert .ion
ot common drinking cups.
ence , but it wouldn 't have
This is not so, they assert;
been dramatic enough nor subbasing
their
ject to previous editing.
view on the |
Mr. Kennedy evidently felt
fact that at- |
sure t h a t the newspapers
tempts by ie- |
would' ' use the intervie w rath- :
searchers to I
er fully, anyway, so it would
give tie dis- J
also get Wide
;
ease deliber- »
publication in
ately f r o m
I
the press.
one person to
The biggest 7:
another have
advantage of
not succeeda l l t o Mr.
ed , and that
K e n n e d y,
it is -extremeh o w e v e r , ¦¦
is t h a t he ' ¦
ly difficult to
manages b y 7
grow
the
Moln«r
t h i s method |
germs except in the mouth.
1
to p r e v e n t
Trench ;moutb germs, in the
a n y rebuttal 1
words of one communication ,
on cne same
are ' 'transmis sible but not
Lawrence
night that he
communicable ," meaning that
gets full coverage of his views
yon can transfe r the germs (of
over the television networks.
which there are several variIt is not like the "great deeties) but cannot automatically
bates '' of the last presidential
give the disease thereby. It
campaign , when the opposite
adds that the germs can be
candidate was at least given
found in the m ouths of 90 pera chance to answer point by
cent of us — but not the dispoint . - ¦
ease.
So 1 guess Td better withALL THE provisions of feddraw (he remark about drinkeral law about "equal time"
with reference to television and . ing cups and kissing. (There
are other reasons for getting
radio programs that concern
rid of the old community
speeches by major candidates
drinking cup, however, and as
in politics seem to have befor kissing, Tv.e never felt that
come meaningless under the
opposition to it on my part
new procedure. The President
would! have any effect , even
can always argue that hn
if I were so disposed. And
s. p e e - 'C h e s aren 't political ,
I' m not. )
though almost everything he
said in the broadcast on "MonIn any event , back in the
day, for example, had to do
days when I was a director
with major political subjects
of School Health Services, we .
which are current issues beoften noted that outbreaks
fore the country.
could occur in localized fashThe arrangements rnade by 7 ion , in a cla ss, a school or
the three networks for the
dorm itory. We made ' hunPresident 's interview preclud- '
dreds of Jab.oratory cultures
ed any opposition speaker folof th-e germs, and found them
lowing closely on the PresN
to be present in healthy
dent's remarks. II is said they
mouth s as well as in mouths .
did try to invite national perof people witfii the disease —
talk
sonalities to
, but there
but more prevalent in the latwas no way by which the latter , which is not surprising,
ter could prepare themselves
of course.
for rebuttal the same evening,
though the President himself
WE ALSO noted that other
had 24 hours in which he could
factors seeme d to be involved:
change the transcript in whatSome lowering of general phyever way he pleased.
sical resistance to infection ,
and maybe some psychosomaTHE manipulation of news
tic elements,, because there
now is an administration poliwould often be more trouble
cy, and the manipulation of
during period s o f ' strain , such
network facilities has become
as during examination week.
a valuable in strument in the
The basic treatment loday is
"arsenal of weaponry " on the
the same as that in the days
politica l battlefront. Almost evwhen I had a good deal of
eryone who knows anything
cont act with the
disease:
about politics is aware that
Cleaning up the infected areas
what is said during a camof the gums , removing, debris
paign is only half the battle ,
wheth er trapped food particles
and that a substantial numor calculus (tartar ) along with
ber of votes have already been
Ihe use of a foaming agent —
won or lost by what is said
hydrogen peroxide or sodium
or done prior to the actual beperborate.
ginning of ai campaign .
A one-sided presentation ol
WHERE THE Infection has
what the government is doing
had a chan ce lo penetrate
appeals to some politicians as
more deeply into Hie tissues ,
fair , but the people resent the
penicillin is used , but I am
obvious use of public office
told by dental experts that
f o r political! purposes. T h e
this or other antibiotics will
newspapers liave a circulation
not permanently end the (rouoi nearly 60 millio n copies,
ble unless the cleaning-out
and these reach an even larprocess also is performed .
ger number of Individuals in
the h o m e s , The number if
Treated promptly, Vinccni ' s
homes with television sets is
aiiRlna can be cleared up in
around 47 million , but not evii .short time , say two or three
erybody slays home for every
weeks, NcRtectcd , it can lead
program, Yel those who miss
to Joss of teeth and the infeca President's utterances on the
tion can spircnd lo other tisair can generally gel n copy
sues of the mouth area.
of a newspaper and rend about
So however il manages t o
them there.
attack , the ' bnsic burden of m y
So the President is certainson g remain s the same: Don 't
ly ail astute press afient in his
dawdle , nnd don 't try to Ireal
own behal f in giving Ihe Mr-ill hy ymursel t. Get dental
il .
vision networks a special procare.
gram which they can advertise In advance.

See Your
Dentist
For Help

WINONA DAILY NEWS

Try and Stop Me

#

By DAVID LAWRENCE

"MR. KHRUSHCHEV, who is now in control

of the reins of government, belongs to a different
category of leaders, with a colierent philosophy
of the world based on the thesis, not of the inevitability of war but of the imperative- of competitive co-existence. We may or may not agree
with his philosophy or his ainis, but we have
very good reasons to believe that he does not
want war. " ¦'.
It perhaps would have been more accurate if
Mr. Thant had said we have very good reason
to believe that Khrushchev docs not war—if he
can manage to enslave the world without going
to that extreme. •
I suggest that if we adopt the Thant thesis
that Khrushchev doesn 't want war and is sincere
in his desire for peaceful co-existence, we have
to erase the Cuban experience from our memories. Just how the clandestine build up of an
offensive missile and bomber complex on our
Southern doorstep, fits into a sincere desire for
"peaceful co-existence" is difficult to understand.
What does it mean if it doesn 't mean that
Khrushchev believes in the inevitability of war
and wants the Communist world to 'be prepared?

¦

?

'£qua! Time
Debate Opens

Thinks U Thant s
Advic e Ridiculous

To Work—and With Pay
fhe city is convinced that i,t is edging closer to a solution to the problem of juvenile
delinquency. And Philadelp hia has been
particularly plagued by the problem for a
]»ni? time.

Tbday in National Affairs

REFLECTION FOR TODAY

HOW DO YOU STAND, SIR?

"Dear , I've never seen you looking belter!"

secretary- of the Air ForceBy keeping an eye on the expansions t generals at Dayton ,
Ohio, an<! making sure they '
use the surplus Crowell-Colliers build ing at near - by
Springfield , before they expand farther at Patterson-:
Wright Field. The Crowell-Colliers building has been empty
and idle ever since Colliers
magazine folded and its use
could save the taxpayers a lot
of mone;y.
John F, Kennedy—By getting
your friends and subordinates
to quit kicking our stanchest
ally, the British, in the seat of
the pants. Your old man was
the most unpopular ambassador sent to Britain since the
days of George Harvey , and
some of the British don 't realize that you have never shared his views. So why let the
diplomats, not the Defense Department; handle the delicate
question; of Skybolt, also remind Dean Acheson that his
mother was a Canadian. Americans know that the last thing
you want to do is revive the
old bitterness that existed
when your father and other
Boston Irish were shipping
money to Dublin to finance
the Black and Tan revolt , but
the Bri tish have long memories and may not know this.
THE

MOST

forlorn

offices

on Capitol Hill at the approach
of Christmas are those of "the
defeated solons. For them ,
Christmas means there are
only nine more days on the
public payrol l before they will
be out in the cold. . .Bravest
front is being put up by Wisconsin ' s 78-year-old Sen. Alex
Wiley , with the Santa Claus
laugh and the Santa Cla'is
shape. He tells everyone cheerily that lie .and his wife are in
good spirits and are looking
forward to the future . But intimates say the old man privately is broken-hearted over
his deieat. . .Utah's a b l e ,
young Cong. Dave King, who
lost his bid for the Senate, was
offered a top job by the White
House. However , he turned it
down 1o return home and live
among: his own people. He'll
practice law and ponder the
pleading of his friends that he
run for governor in J964.
¦
FREE SHAKESPEARE

NEW YORK Iff) — Free
Shakespeare,
says
Joseph
Papp, is finding it hard to
compete with the Ford Foundation .
Papp, who began the Shakespeare festival which is slaged
each summer- In Central Pork ,
has recently turned attention
to set ling up a school for actors in tlie classic tradition .
He reports enlistment of recruits became difficult after
(he
philanthropic institution
gave a ,grant to the American
.S hakespeare Theater at Strutford, Conn., for a training program of -its own.
"We have lo.sl several young
nctor. s, " he declares, "and are
nl a serious disadvantage ."
The- Ford Foundation explains it aids only projects
^
which have eventual
hope of
h e c o in I n g
.self-supporting
throu gh box office revenue
The local nroject , w h i c h
cbarRes no admission , raises
operating funds through coutrllmtioai campaigns.
¦
l'ligjl itecn to»n.s of equipment ,
including glncicr drills , ice
fixes, generators, freoze-dried
food , oxygen equipment , tents
and scientific gear , will be
tnken on Ihe 1903 American
expedition attemptin g lo climb
Mounl NvercNl .

WHAT'S MO TE important is
whether this sort of thing can
b e c a m e a "brainwashing "
operation t hrough which the .
people are led lo form impressions bnscd on incomplete
and inadequate presentation of
controversial subjects, Opponents have virtually no chance
lo refute preside ntial state—
merits.
In the Soviet U nion such
Ihlnjjs are handled by forbiddliifi all counter-comment or
criticism of the top executive,
If there is criticism at all ,
it' s usually nt u Inter date ,
long after (he Initial speech,
Maybe that 's going to be the
net effect in America , where
the networks nre under direct
government , supervision mul
control , The broadcasters UM (tally try to maintain independence, hut ninny nevertheless
find It desirable to play U;M

wit Ii the ndm inistrnlioi ) in
power. That 's why Ihe new spapers beco me the last availabl e source, for ' the prom of
and contino us prese ntation of
both s i d e s of cont roversial
questions j m a comprch cnsivei
manner in their news pages.
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hS OO Cards

Norma Anderson,
Wallace Tranberg
Exchange Vow s

ETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) Miss Norma Jane Anderson and
Wallace Eugene Tranberg were
married Saturday at -Faith Lutheran Church , rural Ettrick.
The ceremony was performed by
' . the Eev. E. E. Olson at 7:30 p.m.
at Faith Lutheran Church , rural
Ettrick. Parents are Mr. and Mrs .
Norman R. Anderson , North Beaver Creek, and Mr . and Mrs. Melvin Tranberg, Upper French
Creek.
Mrs. Roger Anderson , Hair ,
sister-in-law of the bride , was organist, and Mrs. Roger Dahl , sister, sang "The Lord's Prayer "
and ''0 Perfect Love." White
flowers on the altar and a Christmas tree decorated the church
chancel.
,
The bride was attended b y her
sister, Miss Diane Ellen Anderson , Miss Amy Tranberg, Minneapolis, cousin of the bridegroom ,
and Miss Nancy Nelson, Minneapolis. Chynelle Dahl , daughter of
Mr. and Mrs . .Roger Dahl , and
Nathan Anderson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Anderson, niece and
nephew of the bride, were flower
girl and ringbearer.
Richard Martin , Blair, Harold
Tenneson , Minneapolis , and Gerald Everson , Blair , attended the
bridegroom. Edgar Anderson and
Larry Tranberg, St. Paul, brothers
of "the couple, were ushers.
The bride's floor length gown of
lace and taffeta had rounded
neckline dipping to a low back,
and long sleeves. A . crown of
pearls held her veil and she carried red roses and stephanotis.
The brid e's attendants wore red
velvet street-length dresses made
with three-quarter length sleeves,
rounded necklines with deep V
at the back. They had white fur
headbands and carried white muffs
with white carnations and holly.
The flower girl was in whife velvet with headband and muff like
those of the bridesmaids.
A . reception was held in the
church dining room. Tables were
adorned with Christmas decorations. Gifts were opened by Mrs.
Stanley Tranberg, Milwaukee,
Mrs. Donald Tranberg, Osseo,
Mrs. La Verne Tranberg. Blair ,
Mrs. Larry Tranberg art-d Mrs.
Ralph Anderson. Guests were registered by Miss Lolaraye Johnson,
Minneapolis. Punch was served
by Mrs. Steve Sloviak, and the
wedding cake was 'served by Mrs.
Ralph Wood , Town of Gale. Pouring coffee was Miss Sharon Servais, Arcadia.
Others assisting were M!rs . Carl
N"elson, the bridegroom 's sister;
the Mmes. Theodore B. Tlohnson ,
Hans Morken , Sam Legreid and
AJton Tjerstad , all of the North
Beaver Creek area ; Sharon Brovold, Beach, Dawn Berg, Blair ,
Trudy Tidquist , French Creek,
and Martha Engebretson , Blair.
Mrs. Anderson , mother of the
bride, wore a green wool sheath ,
. and Mrs. Tranberg, mother of the
bridegroom , was in a brown and
gold jersey print. Both had black
accessories, and red and white
carnation corsages.
Mr . and Mrs. Tranberg will live
in Upper French Creek , in the
former Henry Ho/f home. The
brdiegroom . is employed at the
ETCO Factory in Ettrick,

A Day tor
President

By DOUGLAS B. CORNELL

MR. AMD MRS. FLOYD
KIPP , Harmony, Minn., announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Darlene Iris, Charles City, Iowa, to Keith Kay
Crooks, sort of Mr. and Mrs.
^Robert Crooks, Charles City,
The wedding is planned for
Feb. 10 at the Little Brown
Church . at Nashua . Iowa.
.

' ¦

'¦
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Goiter Annual
Snowball Set
For Thursday

WASHINGTON (AP)-A deluge
of Christmas , cards with greetings
fram the warm hearts of Americans—and even frorn people in
other lands—has been pouring
into the White House at a rate
of 1,500 a day.
They offer President Kennedy
words of prayer, confidence and
en-couragement. They give him
thanks and praise.
"Those from important peoplearid there are many—and a sampling oHhose from ordinary people haVl been forwarded direct
to the chief executive at his holiday hideaway in Palm Beach ,
Fla.THe dc*esn't have the time to
see them all. Yet every one is
counted and catalogued at the
White House.
They corn* from as far away

as Hawaii and Tokyo. A 15-yearold Japanese girl sends a lovely
card on rice paper and a bit
of poetry to "Dear President Kennedy."
A merry Christmas,
A joyous day,
Then a year ttiat's happy
In every way, "

The annual Cotter High School
Snowball Dance will be held
Thursday at the Catholic Recreational Center. Rick Heyer 's Combo
will play for dancing from 8 to 12.
Tinsel covered Christmas trees
will carry out the theme , Midwinter Melody. Parents
and alumni
are invited. ".. ' ¦, ¦
Student council vice president,
Bonald Kohner is general chairman of this midwinter social
event; Cherre Grains and Hosanne
Molinari are co-chairmen of the
decorating committee; Michael
l o r a v e c, publicity chairman;
Darelle Kelly designed the- posters; Bill Browne , tickets ; Kathy
Huelskarnp, Louise Cunningham
and Jean Chupita , chaperones;
Bob ; Sawyer, cleanup. 7
r Chaperones 7 include Mr. and
Mrs. Ral ph Moravee, Mr. and
Mrs. Felix Modje ski , Mr. and
Mrs. Jarnes Keller, Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Kohner, Xr. and Mrs. D.
P. Mulcaliey, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Twomey, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cunningham and Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Walsh.

In words which a number of
adults echoed, a 14-year-old boy
in Victoria , .British Columbia,
penned on . his card "best wishes
for a peaceful ne-w year."
About one out of every three
cards was from a child or teenager- ¦
From

youngsters

and

adults

3-Day Holiday
In Vote Count

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Minnesota's vote recount teams were, in
the middle of a three-day holiday
today before returning to the job
of winnowing mistakes out of the
million-plus votes cast last Nov,
6.
Only clear fact 7 gleaned from
the first few days of the recount
is that the job will take much
longer than expected , with a bigger-lhan-expected pile of dispute
ballots for the court to rule on.

the state canvassing board , will
remain in office past the Jan. 8
start of the new term , barring an
unexpected speedup in the process. . . ' 7' ¦ '
Democratic Lt. Gov. Karl Rolvaag . asked for tbe recount after
the board 's declaration of a win:
ner.
As usual , each side went into
the weekend claiming to be in the
lead on the basis of recounted
votes.
Gov. Elmer L. Andersen, de- And , neither sid* explained
clared the winner by 142 votes by satisfactorily how they could report two different versions of the
recounted vote totals.
Republicans claimed Andersen
ahead by 188 votes with 1,401 precincts checked. The DFL. claims
a lead of 219 votes for Rolvaag.
from 1,32« voting districts.
The claims of both sides will
hold little validity until the state-wide totals are reported to the
panel of three jud ges supervising
the recount.

Zorin Out as
Russ Delegate
To U.K. Post

, By GEORGE SYVERTSEN
MOSCOW CAP) - Valerian A.
Zorin , veteran hard-line Russian
negotiator tripped up hy the
Kremlin's soft-line switch in the
Cuban crisis, was removed Sunday as Soviet delegate to the
United Nations.

Only

then . will

Minnatotan*

learn how many uncontested votes
are listed for each man and how
many challenged votes hang in the
balance dfor each man.
The total of these figures—undisputed and challenged—for each
side will offer the first figures
which can accurately be cornpared with the official totals reported by the canvassing board,

TOGS 'n TOYS ;
j
: CLEARANCE i

there were expressions of approval of the President's handling of
the Cuban crisis written beneath
or opposite the formal greetings.
One *-po-sted posted on the USS
TorrestaU an aircraft carrier ,
pictured four jets hauling Santa's
Zorin
Fedorenko
sleigh. On it a member o£ Fighter
Squadron 103 told his commander
Nikolai T. Fedorenko, now amin chief : "Thanlcs for your stand
in the Cuban crisis. It makes me bassador to Japan , was named
his successor, Tass reported.
proud to be an American. "
In announcing the change , Tass
In a beautifu l , clear hand a San mentioned no new assignment for
Diego, Calif.7girl who said, she Zorin and left unclear whether
was a fourth grader, wished the Zorin's rank as a deputy foreign
President a Merry Christmas and minister was affected. When a
Happy New Year and then as- senior Soviet official loses his
sured him: "I liked the way you rank , this normally is made clear.
managed
during the
Cuban
(Newsmen 's inquiries *t Soviet
crisis." .
U.N , delegation headquarters in
Somt of the cards are complete- New York brought only expresly impersonal. Others are signed sions of surprise. Callers were
as if the Presid ent were a mem- told no official word of the change
ber of tlie family . A sailor on a had been received .
destroyer
escort
(Zorin was at the . delegation 's
Athletic Club
r, mailed a card
signed simply Jim and Betty." country house in Glen Cove on
Holds Annual
There is a generous sprinkling Long Island. U.N. acquaintances
of
"spiritual bouquets" and cards of Zorin suggested that health
Santa Party
from religious groups . A Cam- might be a factor in the change.
They said Zorin . who is 60 years
Winona Athletie Club entertain- den , N.J., wonnan promised the old, was tired and
seemed some"You
will
be
rememPresident,
ed members' children Sunday at
what unsure of himself at a news
the annual Santa Claus party. San- bered in 5,000 holy Masses, 12,- conference Saturday reviewing
500 holy Communions, 15,600 hol_
ta distributed 552 packages.
the U.N. General Assembly SesHarvey Stever , president, wel- Rosaries."
sion.)
comed the children. Robert HartA Jewish family in the Brona
Fedorenko, 50, is i Far Eastern
son, master of ceremonies, led sent in a Hanukkah greeting card
commun ity singing. There was mu- with a -written prayer: "May the affairs expert who also has served
sic by tlie Topper s Orchestra and good Lord keep, safeguard and in the Soviet Embassy in Peking,
song and dance acts by Marian protect you and your loved ones. The standing of Zorin apparentYou are indee d a fearless and ly suffered because of the Cuban
and Arl ene Kilrian.
The Athletic Club annual New dynamic leader—God bless you." crisis. In the United Nations , he
flatly denied U.S. charges, in OcYear's Eve dance will be held
tober that Soviet missile bases
Monday for members only.
¦
were being built in Cuba , only to
BOYLE'S COLUMN
have Premier Khrushchev admit
WILSON FIRELFIES 4-H
their existence shortly afterward.
WILSON, Minn.—The Eecember
James Fischer
U.S. Chief Delegate AdJai E.
meeting and anirual Christmas parexhibited aerial photoStevenson
Wed in Australia
ty of the Wilson Fireflies 4-H Club
graphs
of
the missile sites and
p.m. at
Mr . and Mrs. Jack Weekes, Sid- will be Friday at 8:30
then—in one of the most dramatic
gift
exchange
the
town
hall
here.
A
aiey, New South Wales , announce
confrontations in the history of
the U.N. Security Council — de"the marriage of their daughter , and lunch will follow.
manded to know if Zorin denied
Barbara Ann, to James R. Fisch- LEGION AUXILIARY
the existence of the sites.
er, son of Mr. and Mrs. N. J. WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special ) —
(Editor 's Note: "WillSanta
Fischer , 126 E. Wabasha St. The Hutchins-Stendahl Unit 191 , AmerZorin replied, "I *m not In an
Claus really come to our
marriage took place Dec. 22 at ican Legion Auxiliary will - meet
A m e r i c a n courtroom. In due
hous£?" That is the most
3 p.m. in Carringbah Presbyterian Jan, 7 at 8 p. in. in the Legion
course , sir , you will have your reanxious question in America
Church , Sidney. At present the rooms. Hostesses will be t he
ply." To this Stevenson retorted .
today, it is answered in the
couple is at home at 54 Seaview Mmes. Theodore Johnson and Du."I am prepared to wait for my
jollo twing column, written jor
St., Cronulla , New South Wales , ane Foss.
answer until hell freezes over."
to
their
aloud,
parents to read
but late in January they expect
Zorin eventually denied existchildren. Simce Us f irst apto go to Rumbai , Sumatra , Re- SCANDINAVIAN FRATERNITY
ence
of the sites.
pearance in 1948 , it has bepublic of Indonesia , where he win WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special) —
scraphoofc
javorite
in
come
a
in the air—the signal to be off.
continue with Caltex as an elec- The Scandinavian American Framany homes.)
But then he heard a small voice
trical engineer.
ternity will me<it at the home >>1
crying:
Miss Mayme Hallingstad Frida ,
'
By HAlT~BOY_ _
"Wait! Please wait!"
PRESBYTERIAN WOMEN
evening. Officers for the comin g
The Women 's Association ol year will be elected and install- NORTH POEJS (AP)—H e 's oi( !
Santa Claus is on his way at It was Cluny, Santa 's favorita
Grace Presbyterian Church will ed. This will he the Chrislmrts
little elf. The other elves gossiped
meet in the church social rooms at party and members will exchange last.
and said she was
2 p.m. Wednesday.
25-cent cifts.
The jolly old saint and his fa- about Cluny
BOYS' and GIRLS'
||
zooming clumsy at making toys. But Santa |r
mous
reindeer are
she was
through the arctic skies right now , knew it was only because
heading for the American border. so young. He liked her because
she had a good heart,
He'll reach it tonight.
"Here," said the t iny elf , holdThe northern lights switched on ing up a small shiny figure.
to a clear , steady green—the "so- "What's this? What' s this?"
ahead" signal. And the Royal Ca- grumbled Santa. "You 're too late.
At ^ a.m.I
nadian Mounted Police sent Santa My pack is already loaded. "
this message :
"It is only my present to the
"We are clearing all air lines In world , " said Cluny, "I made It at
your path , old boy. There is no night in my room—all by myself. " J !
BOYS' WOOl
;!
speed limit for you tonight. The Santa took the little figure from
sky is yours, Go as last as you her hands, It was a beautifu l .anlike, Good luck!"
gel with butterfly wings and a
And Santa needed that wide robe of purest white. In her hand
clear road in the sky, For his liig the angel held a small magic
red sleigh was piled so high with wnnd.
AII si»«
:>
gifts It overflowed. It looked like a "It is the angel of peaco," ex- :j
flying hayrack ; as it raced through plained Cluny.
the cold crisp air.
"Why, Cluny I" said Santa , "this
"Oh , d} tr , oh, dea r," worriad is better than all the other gifts
SPECIALS FOR
Santa , just before the takeoff. "I put together. I'll see that your an• Living Room Sefs • Bedroom Sets
do hope none of Ihe presents full gel waves her wand for one day at
out nnd bean .some poor innocent least over every home in the
rabbit down below. I believe this land. "
• Dining Room Sefs • Dinette Sets
must lie the h eaviest load I' ve had And he picked up Cluny and
in '20 years. "
gave her a big whisker-lickly kiss
• Lamps • Tables • Chairs
"What is he frettin „ about?" on her check. Then he picked up
whispered Domclcr to Vixen. "He 's his long whip again and cracked
• Hide-away Beds • Sectionals
only riding in the sleigh. Wc have it sharply in the frost air.
lo pull it. "
"Un, ho, ho) Here we go)" he
Just Ihen Mrs. Santa Cl aus roare<i. "Ho, ho. ho! Here we go!"
• Famous Brand Name Carpeting
enme running out wavin g a long Tbe eight reindeer leaped forpiece of paper.
ward and Ihe big sleigh begun
,"Yo>u nlmo.st forgot your list of sliding
throu gh the snow. Faster ,
good children ," she said.
faster , faster—and then they were
nd
,
replied
Siuita.
mi
"Never
"
off the ground and into the air.
"J don 't ncc-d it, Th is year I' m Simla was on his way. And to- J»
Sizes 8 to 14
Ji
going to give a present lo every night , if you go to lied , he will
little boy ami girl , good or bud. come to your house , wherever you
The bud ones will feel sorry tfrien , are.
because they know they don 't deserve a nice present. It'll make FLOATING MUSEUM
MARIETTA , Ohio Ml — The W.
'cm try hinder to I HI good »u>xt
P, Snyder Jr., « floatin g steamyear. "
"That isn 't according to Iloyle ," boating museum of river-boatin g
f or Girls and Boys j!
snld Mrs, Clous, who likes lo -play days at Marietta , drew 14,202 ad- I ;
11)02,
hridfte. "But il does make sense , missions in the last tiulf of
166 Main Street (Across from P»»t Otf\<m) Phono 3145
<
FOURTH and MAIN
j\
tho Ohio Historical Society re- i
you old soft ie, "
.Santa stood up to crock his whip ports.

Santa Claus
Is on His
Way at Last
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Car Coats
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Shop Early for Best Selection
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Winona Furniture Co.
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ij PRE-TEENS j
j i Wool Coats ||
ij Car Coats jj
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ALL GREAT LY REDUCED!
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j I Snow Suits \
|| Boys' Parkas ||
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'
j:
I; 7 Starts
j 'WEDNESDAY j j
ij December 26 jj

IT STARTS THURSDAY

after-Christmas

49.95 to 59.95

untrimrned coats

39

• luxurious fur blends, textury tweeds, looped mohair
• notch and club collars , scarfed cardigans , braid tr im
. black, red , royal , sapphire , gray, beige, nixtureB
• tiny _ r., junior , petite misses , and regular misses
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99.95 to 119.95

fur-trim coats

79

• 10O# virgin vool, imported faille , far blends , meltons
• neveat 1963 uilhouettesl, exc iting fashion detail
• lavishly triimned vith mink and Norwegian "blue fox *
. Juniors, 5 to 15; petttes, 6 to 16; misses, 8 to 20
eff furs labelled to snow country ol origin of forergn furs

25.95 to 29.95

29.95 to 39.95

girls
coars

jr .-hi
coafs

$16» *19 $16» $29
YOU ARE INVITED TO "CHARGE IT"
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WE WILL BE CLOSED
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A POPULAR WINONA musical aggregation in the
early 1920s was the Winona Municipal Band. How many
of the players do you recognize? Check your success with
following identifications: Back row left to right—Fred Heyer Sr., H. A. Doty, Earl Lowe, Carl Lang, Harry B. Smith

If
I
I
I
1

and Harold Compton. Second Row — Victor Lynne, Jestus Lynne, Stanley Streuber , Joseph Schneider, Paul
Kuhlmann . J. B. Compton , Everett Nelson, Edward Urness,
Walter Aton and Gene Nelson. Front Row — Harry Kindt ,
Carl Dionysius, Arthur Boll, Mrs. Christensen, Mrs. George

Graham , Burns MacMillan, Harry Bublitz , Fred Dabelstein ,
George Rose, Ronald Ehmke, Bernard Habeclc and Max
Bunn. Kneeling in front are Fredrick Stentzel , W. W.
Christensen and H. D. Cory. O. 'W. Reese the director is at
the extreme right.
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.
. warm wishes that you
|
| From our heart .. ..
and
yours
will
have
the happiest holiday ever.
| |
|
i We will be closed from 5 p.m. December 22 t«
9:30 p.m. New Year 's Eve! join us then .. .
i%
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we'
l be open all night. Free coffee for that*
^
i "One for the Road."
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KNOW 'EM?—How many of the above persons can you
identify? 'Hioy cornj)ri.se(l the sta ff of tho Wino na Ropubll-
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3 hours from this moment your
furnace could be burning gas
with a clean, economical, quiet
__________
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Conversion
Burner

for as little as $6.00 monthly !

fMftUORS

MOST COMPLETE STOC K
IN THIS AREA !
Phono 4970

CALLAHAN'S
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can-Herald in 1917. Some are dead , -others have moved
away but several aro prominent hi Winona affairs today.

Stir Up Comp liments
With Out Fine
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LIQUOR STORE
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We 're poppin g out to
wish you all the liest of
!'

«li« hri f/ lit nnd in err) *
holiday seasott , and to
thank you most warm /;/
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from 4:30 p.m.
Come to Ray's Tom & Jerry Party Monday
&
Afternoon, Dec. 24. We will close Christmas
1
Eve at 6:30 p.m. and remain closed all Christmai$ Day.
MifKE NEW YEAR'S EVE
RESERVATIONS NOW!
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THE NEW HOMEOWNERS POUCY

H. \W. Clork - Fred W, Nafl»
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Newspaper
Prints Letters
For Santa

Study Habits
Insure Success
By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D.
Professor of Education,
University of Southern California
My article stating the shortage of
engineers and scientists is due to
the failure of teachers and e3ucators to show students HOW to
study mathematics and science has
brought a flood of letters asking
for help in this matter .
In response to these requests
from students, parents and teachers, I will discuss the learning of
science in this article and the
learning of math in a 'second article.
To be successful in learning
science the student must concentrate on a SINGLE idea until he
has gained thorough and precise
understanding.
Each person adopts habits of
learning. The way he reads is a
habit. "Whether he things about
what he reads or merely memorizes is a habit.
These habits persist throughout
the life of an individual . However, any time the lea rner has a
strong desire : to change , a definite and more efficient procedure
can be substituted.
HERE ARE several examples
of students who made changes in
their learning habits:
A high school senior -was failing
physiology. Her method of study
was to read a chapter 19 or 12
times.. The number of hours spent
in study certainly should have
been sufficient !
. But she was memorizing words
rather than grasping ideas .
"This ," she said ,, "is the way I
study all of my subj ects. "
In her desperation as a failing
student , she was willing to try - a
new approach. The following procedure proved Tiighly successful.
Her assignment was cell and
muscle structure. She read one
paragraph describing a type of
cell. She pictured tin's cell in
her mind. She practiced sketching the cell structure as shown in
her text. She thought about the
different parts of the cell.
NOT UNTIL this paragraph was
thoroughly understood did she proceed to the following paragraphs
which described other
types of
¦
¦
cells .
7 •
Never before had she taken, the
trouble to gather an idea from a
textbook exactly and completely.
Thus ideas were taken one at
a time, with a break for a walk
or some other activity between
the study of ideas. As she: walked she pictured the cells in her
mind and recited to herself the
information about them.
A chemistry student , under urging, took the necessary time
(about 10 minutes! > to think
through the process of balancing
a given chemical equation. When
he understood exactly how this
one equation was balanced , he
understood the balancing of all
chemical equations.
He made the concentrated effort necessary to understand atomic weights in ONE chemical formula. When he actually understood the concept , he could apply
it throughout the course.
A FALTERING physics sfodenf
Was persuaded to restudy the

course from the beginning. He
was willing to concentrate, think ,
sketch and study until he understood the structure of an atom as
it was presented in |
his text.
He recognized one idea at a
time. Studying each carefully and
thoroughly, he did not leave a princi ple until he could solve a numerical problem involving it.
Resistance to this type of precipe thinking may start early. A
second grade student who resists
reading a paragraph * to find answers which require an. exact understanding of wl«t is said already is developing a pattern of
learning which will bring him to
grief in the study of science and
mathematics .
It is not always the dull student
who drifts into these habits. Unfortunately , our more gifted students often insist on "thinking
for themselves. " I have no -wish
to discourage creative thinking.
There "is no conflict between
thinking creatively and concentrating on understanding what
someone else has said.
We must encourage both types
of thinking—each in its place.

Barges Beginning
To Move Out
Of Cairo Area

By JOY MI LLER
AP Wom«n'» Editor
¦¦
NEW YORK (AP>- "Dear Santa Claus: I am 8 years old and
I have tried to be a good boy all
year long. For Christmas I would
like you to bring me— "
So runs a letter typical of those
the Peekskill Evening Star has
been printing by the column for
three weeks. If the youngsters up
the Hudson don 't find what they
want under their trees Tuesday,
it won 't be the new spaper 's fault .
lt could be the jol ly old elf himsel f will slip up. Unless he has
been monitoring television on a
North Pole channel he could be
completely baffled by the steady
parade of well-advertised toy
names—in a variety of spellings—
from his hopeful correspondents.
Whatever trouble , if any, th«
ad-oriented reques ts give him ,
Santa must be pleased by the
children 's deep concern with the
virtuous life. Mo st say flatly
they 've been good all year—or at
least have tried.to be.
Frankest statement on the subject comes from a group of four:
"We've tried to be good boys
and girls all year,, especially the
last coupl e of days (ever since we
saw you in the store ) ."
Along with being little paragon s in deportme-ii t , the youngsters are kind , real kind.
They remember Santa : "There
will be milk and cookies for you
on the kitchen taile (or mantelpiece)"' crops up In many letters!
They remember reindeer: The
milk and cookie offer is extended
to Santa 's friends , or carrots will
be put in stockings for them. One
youngster , with more kindness
than knowledge ef natural history, plans to leave a bone.
They remember others: . Most
lists, no matter how lengthy, end
with a plea for gifts for mommy,
daddy, little' brothers and sisters,
pet dogs and cats, grandparents,
remote relatives or poor children.
Some in the junior set are born
dip lomats; Most sign off with
' love," but one small boy ends
with an irresistibly c h u m m y
"your pal ." An 8-year-old girl
starts off on a gracious note:
"Dear Santa: How are you and
Mrs. Claus?"

CAIRO, 111-. .Ml — . Boats and
barges are starting to move on
the Mississippi River between
Cairo and St. Louis.
"The barges are moving slow
but sure," reported Bob Skaggs,
a dispatcher for the Cairo Marine
Terminal.
Barges have been stranded in
Cairo by shallow water since last
Saturday.
A river rise of four-tenths of a
foot at Cairo and seven-tenths of
a foo t at St. Louis is aiding the
barges, the U.S. Weather Bureau
said.
Three dredges operated by the
Army Corps of Engineers have
been working in the area to keep
an eight-foot deep, 300-foot-wide
channel free of silt.
Day after day the most reSkaggs said barges with eight- markable thing exhibited in the
foot drafts are moving. He said letter columns is the precocity ol
barges at Cairo now number our younger generation.
"I am 18 months old and 1
about 200.
have tried to be a good girl this
yean " "I am 1W years old anc
Tour for 63 Aircade most of the time I' m a good littU
boy." "My name is Diane Timfor Citizenship Action ' mons and I will be 1 year old
on Dec. --;". WASHINGTON (AP ) — The
Who says Jolinny and Susie
United State s Chamber of Com- can 't .read or write? Or at least
merce announced Friday that its? dictate fluently for transcriptior
1963 "aircade for citizenship ac- by a 6-or 9-year-old brother oi
tion " wilj visit 15 cities from Feb. sister?
4 to March 1.
The flying caravan headed by
chamber president Ladd Plumley
was described as an effort to inform businessmen on major issues
in Congress and arouse them to
take "an active vocal interest. '
The schedule of day-long meetings includes:
¦
WASHINGTON W» - A public
Feb, 4, Fargo, N.D. ; Feb. 5,
hearing was scheduled by the
Des Moines. Iowa.
Atomic Energy Commission on £
proposed nuclear power reactor
near La Crosse Wis.
\ The ABC announced that the
hearing before art atomic safety
and licensing board ' would ' be held
Jan. 24 in the post office and dis
trie! court buildi ng, La Crosse.
The 50. 000 ncl electrical kilowatl
power plant would incorporate t
boiling water reactor and would
be built by Allis-Chalmers Munu fatcuring Co., under contract with
the AEC. Ultimately, . the plant
would be used by Dairyland Power Cooperative to produce electricity.

Hea ring Jan. 24
On Nuclear Power
I Reactor at Genoa

Both of Us Wear
a Garden Hat!
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As lionieowniM's we know the import ant j oints to
look for in homo insurance policies. There 's n big
difference In them and because we "buy " insurance
only in mitim ially known stock companies , wo can
tailor every home policy to tlw. owner 's cxiicl needs.
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Let Ghildren
Deliver Gifts .

By ABICAIL VAN BUftEN
DEAR ABBY: My married daughters and also nny daughtersin-law live in the same city with me. They have made a habit
of bringing gifts to my home, intended for other members of
the family, and asking me to give them to the persons they
were bought for. Their excuse is that I will see the other party
before they do. I don 't s^e why they can 't either MAIL them
'directly to the persons for whom they are intended or deliver
them in person. It has become a burden to me. '
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
DEAR FREE : You will continue to be a "free delivery
service " until you speak up and tell the offenders that you
of the delivery
have gone out
business. When they realize
you ^aren 't kidding, they 'll deliver their own gifts.
DEAR ABBY: Football season is over and
I am glad. I was on the team and got pretty
*eat-up. but that wasn 't the worst of it . I
played lousy. I know the reason , too. My Dad
came to every game and , afterwards, all he.
could tell me was what I did wrong. I didn 't
have the nerve to tell him I would have played better if he weren 't watching me, but now
I wish I had. I could have stood a half-dozen
six-foot-six , 250-pound guys coming at me a
lot easier than my father ' s criticsim. Print this,
Abby. 'But don 't sigp- my name.
NO GUTS

Long Holiday
Death Toll in
Wisconsin 10

DEAR BEVERLY : Your husband is much more realistic
than you. Don 't underestimate the "understanding " of children. Tell them the truth before somebody else d oes.
DEAR ABBY : 1 am the "poor wife " who is going to lose her
husband to a woman who understands Mr. Brown better than
his wife. Would you mind slipping in a little "confidential" to
his lartv frlenr i '

(AP ) - The
WASHINGTON
administration 's farm
program
faces three prime "tnake-orbreak" objectives in 196.3 Agricul^
ture Secretary Orville- Freeman
has told President Kennedy.
Favorable action would put the
Democrats in a good position irk
1964, the next presidential electiom
year, Freeman said.
The policies attempt to stabilize
agriculture through supply-management and control - programs
approved by farmers.

Stanley Cieslewici, 63, a resident of Rosholt in Portage County, died Sunday in a Stevens Point
hospital of injuries sustained when
he fell out of an automobile near
Stevens Point Saturc'ay.
William Jones, 28. of Readstown; was killed early, Sunday
when struck by a car as he helped a companion change a flat tire
on a town road near Soldiers
Grove in Crawford County.
Edward Schmidt , 35, of rural
Markesan , was killed Sunda y
when his automobile overturned
at a curve on Highway 24 about
eight miles west of Fond du Lac.
Mrs. Gerald Krueger , 42, of
rural Abrams irt Oconto County
was injured fatally Saturday
when the car in which she was
riding left Highway 41 near Green
Bay and struck a tree.

Raymond Koom, ii , _f rural
Burlington , was killed Saturday
afternoon in a headon collision on
a town road in Walworth County.
Donald R . Kreekel, 19, of Brookfield in Waukesha County, was
killed early Saturday wlen his
car left a highway ' , and' struck a
utility pole and a culvert hear
his home.
Former Sta te Senator
John DeVriend , 35, Sheboygan ,
died Saturday of injuries received
Child Dies at 75
a week ago in the collision of his
on a Sheboygan
MINNEAPOLIS fAP ) ' ..— Sher- car and a truck
.
street;
man W 7 Child , former state senator and member of the House . Army Pvt. Dennis G. Eble, 19,
died Saturday at the age of 75. of South Milwaukee, was killed
Child in 1916 Avas elected to the early Saturday when his car left
House at the age of 29, then the an Ozaukee /County highway at a
youngest ever to be elected to curve and plowed into a farm
that body. He served as chairman field; ;
of the House CMd Welfare ComGerald Wisniewski , 30, Oak
mittee and helped secure passage Creek , was killed Friday night in
of 36 bills relating to aid for Ihe collision of his automobile and
orphaned , illegitimate and depend- a fuel oil truck at an Intersection
*
ent children.
near his home.

The three objective] lisfe-d by
Freeman are:
( D A favorable, vote next spring
in a nationwide grower referendum on the administration 's new
wheat control program.
i2) Agreement on fair competitive arrangements with the European Common Market on key
U.S. farm export products.
(3» New legislation to deal with
surplus and marketing problems
facing feed grains , cotton and
dairy products.
"The year ahead will be critical
in determining whether we consolidate the gains mode during
1961 and 19G2 in food and agriculture and in rural affairs ," Freeman told Kennedy. "If we can
succeed , we can have this sector
in good condition in 1964; if not ,
we could lose two year 's gains. "
View- s Freeman related to the
While House—vv liich .- lidcs supply
lo newsmen — were expressed
against a i960 election background
which placed or kept major Midwestern farm sUites in the Hepublittin column ,
Tlie secretary placed groat emphasis on the v.vhcat referendum ,
which faced what he described as
a "lough H H I I I." He said it is
being opposed 5>y Ihe "American
Farm Bureau Federation , right
wing . , . elements in general ,
most chambers of commerce , the
Nation al Association of Manufacturers and somie of the business
community associated wilh agriculture ."
The Farm Bureau is leading a
fight au.nin.st the wheut program
and is picturing the re ferendum
as a battle that could «nd administration efforts ; to set up broad
controls not onl y for grain but for
many other far m commodities.
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Central Bank
For Russia
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet
bloc announced today it has decided to establish a central bank
which will handle intra-b-loc financial problems.
The decision was made at a
meeting in Bucharest of the
E c o n o m i c Mutual Assistance
Council (COMECON) , which attempts to coordinate industrial
production of the Soviet Union and
the Communist countries of East
ern Europe, a dispatch hy the official Soviet news agency Tass
said.

PLAINVIEW,TMinn. — Onner
Krohse, Plainviev law enforcement officer, has been appointed
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS JVabasha County deputy sheriff
by Ed Lager, sheriff-elect. AssumThe holiday traffic death toll in ing his duties Jan. 7,
h-e will
Wisconsin reached lo today as move his family to Wabasha in
the state <¦ prepared to observe the near future .
¦
¦
Christmas. And the state total of
highway fatalities for the year Dandelion at Eleva
was 938 compared with 8S0 on
ELEVA , Wis. CSpecial) — Danthis date a year ago.
delions in Deceifaber? Mrs. Floyd
One man was killed and two Livingston, Eleva, found one Fri- small In size, but It was a dandeperson s injured at 1:30 a.rn . to- day in the wopdlot on their farm lion. With subsequent cold the
day when an automobile skidded a few miles south of Eleva. The ' dandelion season is now- probably
plant was partially opened and over.
on a curve on a Kenosha street,
clipped off a telephone pol e and
uprooted a tree. Dead was Henry
Carlson , 23, Racine. Hospitalized
^ere Mrs. Carol Ann . Por^sik, 22,
IRacine, who suffered a fractured
331 Choate Building
Phone 4417
skull, broken arm and broken leg,
and the driver, Manuel Yost , 23,
Bacine, who escaped with minor
Modern Chiropractic
injuries.

"Well , you can have what' s left - ..of- Mr . Brown after I get
through taking him to court , which is exactly what. I intend to
do after the holidays. It will take more than YOU to spoil my
children 's Christmas.
:
MRS. BROWN
"
What' s on your mind? For a personal reply, send a selfaddressed , stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly Hills,
Calif. • - ¦

Farm Program
Facing Three
Big Objectives

Plainview Man
Named Wabasha
Deputy Sheriff

Dr. C. W. Gruler

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I were diAbby
vorced last summer. We have two children , 5
and S — much too young to know why their Daddy isn 't living
in our house any more. I think they are too young to understand what a divorce is, so I tell them Daddy is on a trip.
I want the children to enjoy Christmas Day with their Daddy
so I invited him to have dinner with us. I asked him to back
me up on the story about his having to be gone on long trips.
He said I should quit kidding the children and tell them the
truth ; Don 't you think they are too young to be told about divorce?
BEVERLY HILLS
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She's a lilll w hcauly all ri _ l»t
. . , and we help her to slay
that viiy. We stock th e finest
cosmetics , perfumes and toiletries here nt (Jolt/, '. . . . n word
lo vise Santas is siifflceiit —

. 1*?

JIM SCHAIN

"Because I'm
Beautiful...
How Else Could
I Have Won?"

DEAR ABBY:

and Electrotherapy

Monday thru Friday ? a.m. to S p.m.
Open Friday Evening 7-9 by Appointment
Closed Saturday

FREE — FREE — FREE — FREE
¦ — FREE — FREE — FREE
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Yes ! May 's will help you with your photographic problems even if you didn 't purchase your camera from them.
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Imp ortant Medical Discoveru .

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch-Relieves Pain
Preparation H® —Trie Only Hemorrhoidal Remedy In World
That Contains New Healing Substance.
i

Every Claim Verified By Doctors

another prompt relief wan reported
. verified by n doctor 's obBcrvationa
sind proved by four leading clinics,
Pain and itching \yere promptly
relieved. And while gently relieving
thi s distress — actual r eduction
(shrink ing) of hemorrhoids took
place. Most amazing of all - this
improvement wns maintained in
cases w here a doctor 's observations
-wore continued over a period of
many months !
In fact , results were; so thorough
that sufferers were a»ble to make
fiuch astounding statements aa
"Piles have i'caned to be aproblcm \"
And annong these lauiTerers were a
wide variety of hemorrhoid cotiditionsBt>meofl0to20ye ars 'standing.
All this was accompl ished at home
with out surgery, inj ections , narcot iea or astringents of any kind.
The secret is a new healing nubetmiee (Bio-Dyne *)-the discovery
of a world famous research inati-

________Be_HM___________H

Magic Healing Power
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effectiveness of Preparation H was
H_|j_ _ ^_ _ _^ ^ ^S^ ^t^ ^ ^ ^_ i
slflo dlncuvered quite by acc ident.
H_^___B_____^Sivi_l^__Hiil
3n the laboratories of a famous
___K^
||W^Fj313|^^7^3__l
research institution in Cincinnat i ,
M_ m____^_____l^_^^^_By_-Ohio-renowned scientists were
conducting advanced medical tests. . |ft^E^-^^^-^^^^raBill_l
HtJ^B-^^PJ^^^^wt^S^
During an ether-extractinir prohem0rrhold xemedy ls 30 successful
_ prepara tion H promptly relieves
cedure .therewa BaHuddenexp losion.
An assistant was severely burned.
p aj n an ( j b u r n i n g - rectal itch,
As an emergency measure , large .
Shrinks hemorrhoids without surquantities of an ointme nt (still
Kery , Heals inj ured tissue back to
in an experimental Rtag o) were
normal and helps prevent infection
Bineared on. To everyone 's amaze0f hemorrhoids,
ment-pai 'n ceased immediately and
E very cla im ma de for Preparathe skin healed rem arknbl y fast
tion H has been verified by doctors.
without scarring.
This is the only hemorrhoidal remedy containing Bio-Dyne. Just ask
Lfltertests revealed this ointment
for Preparation H at any drug :
wa« full of a new substance which
counter in ointment or su ppository
has the astonishing power to heal
form.
inj ured skin. This substanc e was
--~\-^
then scientifica lly combine d with
^ -^^^T^r? !
other effective medi cal ingredients - j
^a^Mm^^?^^^
SSm W^
.^
into a product called Preparation H.
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remarkable
And bore 's why this
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Student teams Preston Fede ral Building
How fo Budget To Be Occup ied in January
His Study Time

Spaciousness in 'Srrj ^l^Q.ckasi^
By JULES LOH

In order to be a small house—
or a "modest sized": one , as most
developers choose to say il—each
room clearly has tc be scaled
down , and the feeling of spaciousness so important to modern living simply goes by the boards in
the face of plain reality.
But is this always the case?

By G.' . K. HODENFIELD
AP Education Writer

IN TODAY'S House- of th« Week,

a four-bedroom side-to-side split
level, an open feeling is preserved
in both Ihe formal and informal
living areas yet each room is
clearly defined and pri vacy isn 't
overlooked.
Size of the house: A mere 1,325 square feet on the living and
bedroom levels, plus the bonus slab
level (the portion raised above
ground from the baseunent to make
it livable) of 356 square feet.
The home is design .1-53 in the
weekly scries. The iraaginatrve architect -who accompl ished the paradoxical feat of bringing (he open
area is Ruspaces into a small
¦
dolph A. Matern. . - '
THE EXTERIOR

MODEST LUXURY : The gracefully sloping
roof of this three-bedroom split level is a tipoff its floor plant is . out of the ordinary. A similarly sloping ceiling extends over the. living

room , dining room and foyer, with exposed beams
running front to back. The exterior is of brick
veneer and vertical V-grooved boards.

Property Transfe rs
In Winona County

lines ef the

house are a tipoff to Matern 's
method of doing this. The gently
sloping roof forms a similarly sloping ceiling above the living room ,
dining room, and foyer.
Exposed beams , running front to
rea r , not only create interest in
their own right but also serve to
link the three rooms in one massive formal expanse. .
All three rooms are clearly separate; the rear oi the fireplace
shields the main entry and a protruding wall makes a visual divis ion between the living and din. ¦: .
ing rooms. .
The inf ormal area—kitchen , family room and den—are treated with
a similar technique. Railings and
a six-step separation divide kitchen and family room , and a fo lding partition makes the den either
a cozy study or an integrated part
of the open informality.

¦ ¦
. ¦:

r

v

FLOOR PLANS: The living and bedroom levels of this home
contain only 1,325 . square feet. The slab level , containing the
family room, laundry and garage, conta ns : 356 square feet not
counting > the garagei Overall dimensions are 43' 5" wide by
¦
¦ ¦
¦ ¦¦
'¦ '' ' ¦ ¦ j . ' ¦' ¦ ' ¦ '
32'7" deep.
7 " ' •' . . . ' .

ARCHITECT Mrtern's ingenuity

extends in equal measure to other
less noticeable parts of the design.
For example , note the "piggy
back treatment, " as Mat era; describes it , of the coat closet in the
foyer. Above it is a generous medicine cabinet in the upstairs bathroom , and below it a 27-cubic-foot
laundry st orage closet. This is typical of the careful attention paid
to full use of every square inch of
the house ., .
The exterior of the house is attractive beyond th< measu re usual•]'. . found in homes of this size.
' Many split levels, especially
small ones, have .the dull, silhouette
of staggered boxes; this one has
the graceful lines of a far more
pretentious and expensive, home!
IT IS BUILT of brick , veneer
and vertical V-grooved boards. Ths
attractive front entrance is made
of four-by eight wood frames arid
includes the door , glass panels,
hard board panels and a sliding
window.
To appreciate the exterior fully,
you can look at a 35 millimeter
slide of the artist's original full
color drawing. ZVIatern will mail
one free to all -who ask. His address is on the J-53 study plan.
The kitchen of this home—whicn
is the "home W ithin a home " -in
the opinion of many—is a particu-.
larly well ordered arrangement.

How fo Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home

WARR -4 NTV DEED
- Mabel I. Sweazey to- 'Agnes .C. MarsoUk
—Lot i . Block 3, Dletze and Lee's Add.
to Winona.
John Pelofske to Edward H. Heaser et
ux—Lot 12. Alounf Vernon Subd.
et al 1o Phillip V.
Wyllss C Larson ,
138, OP ol
Hicks—Lots 2 and 3, Block.
.. - ¦ . -• ¦.
Winona.
¦ Jack A.-. McDonald et ux to William L.
McDonald et ux—Loi 1, Bloc k . 7,. Wa pashaw. Add. to Goodview.
Ralph A. Scharmer et al lo George R.
Modleskl et ux— Lot 11, Block 13, . Taylo r
& Co.'s Add. to Winona. .
Beverly Wurster el mar to Anne Sch enach-Lot 8, Block 3 of Replat of O.L-.
. .2
and . 3 and part of . Block 2, Relnke 4
Wright' s Add., .to Winona.
Marvin J. Christopherson el ux to R aymond N. Anderson et ux—That part ol
Ihe S. SOO It. ol the , SE'"-. of NE' < of
Sec. 24-104-7, lying between the East bank
of the creek and the center line of Pleasant Valley Road.
Frederick S. Thompson et ux to Robert
H. Smith et ux—Lot 33 and S. - n . l t . of
Lot 32, Glen View Subd. In Winona.
Raymond Anderson et ux to Wayne E.
Hamertilk el ux—Lot 10, Block 2, Circus
Add. to Winona.
Home Buyers, Inc .
, to Anne Odegaard
i
of Sec.
et ux—Part of 'NEVr of NE'.
.
19-107-7. .
Dale P. Anderson et ux to Marvin J .
Christopherson el ux—2 acres West
of
Pleasant Valley Road In SE'.i of SE'-i of
Sec. 12-106-7.Frieda M. Grlesel to Mary A. Pampuch
—W '- 'i of Lot 1, B lock 4, E. C. Hamilton's
Add. to Winona.
Marl In A. Fritz ef ux to Gertrude M.
Goetzman—Lot 1, Block «, Herman ; j.
Dunn Subd. in Goodview.
John J. Waxweller et ux to.Ed. Kot-henbeutal et ux—W . 60 ft. of Lot 9, 6lock 35,
OP to St, Charles.
^Hubert Kuczkovvski to ' Marion ' Igras—
Part of SEV. of NEU of Sec ;
36-107-8, S'iy
of Hlahway U and East of Town Road.
Frederick J. Bambenek el ux to Vernon
L: Spltzer et ux—W'ly 25 It. of E'ly 100
ft. of W'lv 238 ft. of NE'.i. of N\N"t of
Sec. 28-107-7.
. William C. E. Saehler el ux lo Arthur
Speltz et ux-Part of SVW'.k of SW' i of
Sec. 25.107-8.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Marie C. Allen et mar to Donald C.
Ross—N. U It. of. Lots ' 9 and 10, Block
39, OP Of Winona.
Donald C. Ross to Marie C. Allen et
mar—N. ii it. of Lots 9 and 10, Block
39, OP of Winona.
Lyle C. Hollenbeck el ux to . W . A.
Parkin et al-SW',i of Sec . 14-105-8.
Oliver T. Oates et ux to !Theora Gilliam
-Lot 1), Block U Taylor 4 Co.'s Add.
lo Winona.
Loetta Guthrie et al to Blanche M. Clark
-Blocks 164, 165 ,129, 130 and 131, Village
of Dresbach.
DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION
Johanna Mlelke, decedent, to Bertha
Johnson et al—S. 55 rod s of E. 35 rods
of ME.'/4 of NWU of Sec. 16-105:5.
Herman A. tan:, decedent, to Raymond
lanz . et al—Eli of NEV i, SE'-i and E.
1 rod S. of road In E'/j of SW'i ot Sec.

3d,-N E'.i and W'.i of Sec. 31-105-6.

LIMITED WARRANTY DEED
Frieda. M. Criesel to Lambert M. DeGrood et ux—Lots 1 and- ,2, Block 3,
Slack' s Add. to Winona.

Full study plan information on this architect-designed House of
the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in hand you
can obtain a contractor 's estimate.
¦ '
, . You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOME-Kow
to Build , Buy or Sell it." Included in it are small , reproductions of 16
of the most popular House of the Week issues.

Boy Winner
In Plainvie w
Lightin g

Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase Ihe
plans or the booklet at the inf ormation counter at tbe Daily News./
D
LARGE windows overlook the Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprint J-53.
,
D
rear porch and backyard , offering Enclosed USl for "YOUR HQME"<booklet

adequate supervision as well as
plenty of light and air . The room NAME :...........:..........
is large enough for a breakfast
table , out of the way of the w>r k STREET
area. Ther e is plenty of counter
space , 13 linear feet to be exact , CITY
and there is a separate counter
adjoining the refrigerator.
Aside from its practical economy, this home offers a number
of luxury (ouches—such as the balcony porch adjoinin g two of the
bedrooms. This is an equally interesting feature from an exterior
design standpoint.

J-53 Statistics
A three-bedroom s ide-to-tidtcontaining 1,325level
split
square feet of living area on
the living arsd bedroom levels
and 354 squar_ feet on the lower level not counting the garage. Dimensions are 46 feel
5 inches wide by 32 feet 7
inches deep.
¦

The nickname of the American
frigate Const itiil ion , "Old Ironsides , " came from a , gunner who
saw solid shot bouncin g off her
oaken sides during' a battle with
Ihe British "Gnerriere " in (he War
of 1812.
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No Building
Permit Issued

Building in Winona
1942 dollar volume . $2,614,835

Residential . . . . . . . . 425 .3<»3
¦Commercial ....... l,419 ,i) 82
Public i nontaxable )
769 ,41)0

No new build ing permits were
issued by the city enginee r 's
office last week.
Going into the final week of
the year the dollar volume of
new build ' ng in the city aow
stands at $2,614 ,835, including the
valuation of 24 new houses for
which permits were -written in
19fi2 .
Last year at this time the total
was $3,453,704 and there had b-cen
47 house permits issu ed.
Kraning 's Sales & Service last
week received a permit for a Rasfired
installation
for
Harry
Schultz ,' 253 Jackson St.
Nearly 14 percent of all
workers revealed in the j flfiO
sus that their place of work
outside the county in which
made their Jiome,

j 7&r

ii .S,
cenwas
they

24

$3,463,7*4

Cochrane-FC Check
To Begin January 4
COCHRANF.-FC, Wis. -A North
Central Association committee 'will
lie nt the school here beginning
Jan. 4 to rc-evaluale the school
for accreditation in the association.
Dr. Clifton lliilchin.s, University of
Wisconsin , is chairmnii of the committee. The first valuation waji
made here last year.

To JA Conference

Stanley V. Spooner , executive director of Winona Junior Achievement, nnd Ihrec local JA presi
dents, will nltend a JA manage
nicnt conference nt Chicago Wednesday-Saturday. The JA presidents are : Don Zywicki , .Jaldo;
Yvonne Dzwonkotvski , Trnyco, ami
I* P*y* •<» u »« Carl (ij i'llcr , Jitcco ,
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CERAMIC THE CO,
Wm, (Curley) Slever* 420 Waal Bth

Plumbing A Heating
S20 Center St.
Phone 7336

winter

vacation

"Frankly," HolWrway

said,

"!

was not at all interested in where
his time had gone. But I was interested in the necessity ot my
son realizing where and how he
had wasted his time."
Thie first reports . Holloway said ,
left much to be desired. So . father
and son sat down again to talk
it over.
"His reports immediately improved ," Holloway said , "and
from a very low grade point average in the fall term , his grades
rose spectacularly and continued
at a relatively high level "until he
graduated last June. He will tell
you , and I'll back him up on it ,
that were it not for -his diligence
in budgeting his time he never
would have finished college "
When

Holloway 's

second

son

started college he went on the
sarnie program of daily reports
right away, and his grades have
remained . high.
'¦"I am not sure this technique
will work with ' all youngsters,"
HoSloway said. . "But certainly for
those who have trie capacity but
lack the ability to make the best
use of their time, it works
wonders. "

J ordon-Isreel
Gate Opened

JERUSALEM , .Jordanian Sector (AP)—The ancient Mandelbaum Gate , astride the no mail 's
land sep-arating hostile Jordan
and Israel , was opened today in
an annual Christmas gesture to
permit Christian arabs from Israel to visit loved ones in Jordan.
Armed guard s stood at each
end ol the barbed-wire corridor.
The government of Jordan this
year granted 3S-hour passes to
26 .68G Israeli arnhs. They are
taking cakes , cheeses and wines
lo relatives who fled across tlie
frontier in the Palestine war.
Many are living in
refugee
camps.
Some have not seen their kin
for 14 years.
The rviandelbaum Hale will
swing shut for another year at
s unset Christmas night.

Old Storage Shed
Damaged by Fire

.
¦ 0 Horn* Building
__, I • Cabinet Work
1 • Remedellnp

YOUR HOMB _ |7 f T 733_ _ i

H. J. KRAMER

"Dwring the

after his first term in college,"
Holloway said in an interview ,
"we sat down with pencil and
paper . Taking a seven-day week
of 168, hours , we discovered that
after we had given him 8. hours
of sle-cp, 3 hours a day for rneals,
time .for church on Sunday,, class
time-and dates on Friday and
Saturday nights, he still had 65
hours of time for which he could
riot account ."
Holloway asked his son if he
would be willing to complete a
form each night , jotting down how
each hour had been spent froin 7
a.iri: through 11 p.m.
The forms were simple , onepage a ffairs with little boxes
marked for each hour. With a
supply of these forms Holloway
also gave his son a batch of
stamped envelopes to be sent
hom e ' daily. 7

PLAINVIEW , Minn. .(SpeciallKenneth Lance, son. of Mrs. Neil
Lance , was the winner of the home
decorating contest conducted by
Plainvie*v Jaycees. Judging was
done by Wabasha Jaycees.
Kenneth , 32, has made the nativity scene for the past two years.
It was started by his father the
late Neil Lance. A scene of the
holy family in a large window was
painted by Kenneth and his sisters
and brother , Cheryle, Susan and
Scott.
Second "pl ace winner was Maurice Kroenin g whose decoration
included a "Merry Twisinas"
Third pl ace went lo Vincent King.
Prizes were a gas light , an eloc'ric knife sharpener and a towel
;>ole.
Tokyo Records Russian
Honorable mention winners were
Floyd Nienow , Artlell Schultz:,'How- Nuclear Explosio n
ard Stcffcn and Kdwaid Rordur TOKYO (/PI — The Japanese
tha.
Richard Bennett was chairman IMcterologieal Agency announced
t oday it has recorded atmospheric
of the. contest.
pressures "believed caused hy a
Ittissian
nuclear
explosion of
about one megaton slreriRth. "
A spokesman said a blast probably was sel off shortly before
1 a.m . EST .Sunday about 3 .B0O
miles nortli-iinrl Invest of .Japan in
A one-.sttn'y frame sloriiRe shed the Sov iet Union 's Novaya Zemowned by Dud Tndd Jr ., 102.1 K, lyn lest inK Rround.
VVahashn St., was nlmbst demolVibcmlions were felt al observished in a fire Sunday after- ation posts in Japan for 20 to 5(1
noon,
minutes .slarlin/,' at U:M a.m.,
Firemen said that the old , small Hie spokesman said.
wood shed was badly damaged.
The .inside was burned out , Ihe
In southern China th e Salwoen.
roof was damaged and one side Mekong nnd Ymvdze rivers follow
•was burned. The fire was out of parallel canyons only a few dozen
control before firemen were noti- miles apart before fanning out to
fied at 4:04 p.m.
distant sens.
Twelve men /oij ^ lit the fire wilh
! two 2'4-i.nch lines after twm pump¦ors and a ladder truck had responded to the call. Old beds ,
space heaters and other used arti| QiudoriLJI OJOA. {
cles were stored In the shed.
Firemen estimated Hint She mon
clary loss would he smnll.
' Qf iBdalLotioxA,\
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WASHINGTON (AP I J- This is
the time of year when college
students home for the holidays
recite a sad tale to their parents:
"There just isn 't enough time
in the week to attend classes,
study, sleep and take care of all
the oiler essentials. "
This is more than a complaint;
.it' s ' often an excuse for grades
that aren 't as -good as parents
think they ought to be.
Charles R. Hollo way Jr., a Portland , Ore., businessman, heard
the familiar complaint from his
oldest son, and got to wondering
if the hoy had any real idea of
where his time was going.
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NEW OFFICE BUILDING . . . Built by Victor Wubbel s of
Pr eston Cashway Lumber Co., this is said to be the only place
in the state where all federal offices will be under cine roof. The
Fillmore County SCS, ASC and tith«rs will move in next month
or Feb. 1.

PRESTON . Winn. — What is believed to be the first building in
Minnesota htiusing all federal offices under one roof is nearing
completion here . Constructed by
Victor Wubbels of Preston Cashway Lumber Co., it will be ready
for occupancy Jan. 1.
It will house five of Fillmore
County 's six federal offices and also provide an office for ' Roger
Johnson , Southeasterii Minnesota
district supervisor for the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Administration.
THE 90- BY 60-FOOT, one'story

building also lias a basement
which provides a meeting room
and furnace and rest xooms. It is
located near the lumber yard on
Highway 52 near the northwest
outskirts' of town. The exterior is
beige rock-faced brick.
Most of the private offices are
panelled in oak , stained blond.
Fluorescent lighting is recessed in} acoustical tile ceilings. Floors are
By A. F7SHIRA
\
covered with asphalt tile.
¦
The ASC. of which Paul !Ness is
The Passenger Pigeon
office " manager, will have 2,500
As we observe the bird populations from year to year , it seems square feet. Arnold Aakre and his
evident that some of the species are decreasing in numbers7 Even
SCS staff will have 700 square
the warblers in the 'r migrat ions north in th«' . spring ' do not appear
feet. These offices will move the
to approach the hea"vy concentrations of former years .
first of the year from office space
The bald eagle, whooping crane, bluebird and some other species shared in the uptown business dishave reached such a low point in numbers that their oernetuatior is a trict . '¦ : ¦ ". ni_ iier ui national concern , we
Earl Freheit , in charge of fedwonder how many species may ling their numbers until the white r eral crop insurance , and the state
be approaching the twilight zone man moved farther west , siace the forester each will have 250 square 7
I
to '. "ultiiriatehy reach extinction, Indians killed only lor food.
lect. They also plan to move
j
the fate of the passenger pigeon ,
With the destruction of the for- ! about the first of the year.
the great auk and the heath hen . ests which served them as food ' The FH.4. headed by John ByLet. .us consider the passenger and the terrific slaughter which j berg, has been assigned 50O square
pigeon and the lamentable fate followed the building of the rail- ( t&et and . will move Feb. 1.
that befell this handsome bird roads westward , their end was inj
through human greed , brutality sight by the year 1890. Their ex- ; THE MEETING ROOM downand deforestation. According to tinction followed a few years later. stairs covers about 700 square
(eel. Additional office space of
qualified observers, including the
afcout 300 square feet so far will
noted naturalist an<3 bird authoribe vacant. The selective service
ty John James Audubon, these
office will remain in its presen t
bird s were so numerous about the
quarters.
year 1850 as to darken the sun
The building will be heated with
wlien immense flo-cks passed to
natural gas and cooled in sumand from the roosting and breednner.
ing grounds to the feeding places.
Wubbels anticipates five-year
At this time and for a brief pecontracts with the . government
riod later t hese pigeons were j irobagencies by the first of the riext
ably the most numerous birds on
fiscal year . July l. Constructiori
earth.
GRAVESEND , England (AP>- of the building was prompted by
THEN WHAT happened? Within Everyman III, the ban-the-bomb the ASC, which was looking for
the space of fi ft y years man had vessel, returned Sunday night additional space.
:
completely exterminated t h e m . from an unsuccessful effort to
The last nest of record was found carry the campaign to the Soviet
in Oak Park, Minneapolis , Minn., Union.
^
in 1895. The last known passenger
The two-masted 48-foot fishing
pigeon died in the Cincinnati , Ohio , ketch sailed- /for Leningrad Sept.
zoo in 1914.
26 with an international crew of
So immense at times were the 12 nuclea r disarniers. The capflocks that the n umbers seemed tain is Dr. Earle Reynolds , an
incredible. It is stated that Alex- American professor of anthroMILLVILLE; Minn. —A native of
ander Wilson , a noted ornithologist , pology who lives in Hiroshima , Ulillville, now of Monrovia , Calif.,
observed such an impressive flight Japan.
3ias been named Catholic Physician
one day that he \vatched them for
The crew had hoped to go of the yea r by the executive board
hours. He estimated that the bird s ashore at Leningrad , to talk to of the Nation al Federation of Cathwent by overhead at a speed of Russians and distribute leaflets. olic Physicians Guild.
60 miles an hour in a closely packDr. Edward W., Hayes Sr. is a
Soviet officials refused permised column fully one mile wide. sion to land and allowed the 1913 graduate of the University of
By the late afternoon the stream visitors only a short meeting with Minnesota medical school and has
was still passing over , even in- officials of the local pease com- been a leader in the fight against
crea sing in width and dep-th. Only mittee. When they were asked to tuberculosis 40 years.
upon the approach of nightfall did leave, the crew scuttled Everyman
Besides supervising TB work in
the numbers decrease. By estimat- III in protest.
Imperial Valley , Calif., and coning the s peed and density of the
The ketch was refloated " and struction of a sanitorium there , he
birds, the width of the continuous sailed to Stockholm for repairs.
serves as medical director and adcolumn and the duration of the
viser to- other saniloriums and is
flight , he figured that the passing
devoting much time , e ffort and
stream of birds had numbered
money on his private charity , projmore then two billion. This was
ect , bringing crippled and handiin the y«ar 1810.
capped Mexican children to an orthopedic hospital in California .
AUDUBON, ALSO, made such a
These children spend months uncalculation in 1813 and estimated
dergoing surgery, treatment and
the flock he observed to number
more than one billion birds. Other
ALMA , Wis.—A total of 323 pints rehabilitation.
observers made similar reports, of blood was collected by the Red
confirming these figures.
Cross mobile unit when it was in
Compl«te
A As a boy in Ohio , 1 had listened Buffalo County last week. Over 60
,-&A
Building
JB
¦with awe as my father and others persons were rejected for health
^
_Mi_'«i<-__
related their impressions of these reasons;.
JL
great flocks of birds. The passenA total of 108 pints was given
ger pigeon was especially abund- at M o- nd o v i Wednesday ; 95 at
ant in central Ohio in 1855 where Founta in City Thursday, and 120
they had extens ive roosting and at Alina Friday. Seventeen perbreeding grounds ..
sons qualified lor one-gallon pins.
According to various accounts , Mrs. John S. Burg, Alma, earned
great flocks of these birds used a two-gallon pin,
- ¦
certain preferred roosting places
Hum klity warps wood and swells
in different parts of the country
lo which they would return a t leather , rusts iron and spreads
GEO. KARSTEN
night after r anging during the da _ mold , as well as making ' people
¦
PHONE 7466
>
.
for food as far di stant as 100 miles . tired and tense.
Of cours e thousands of tons o-f
food were required , to feed such
great nur.ibers of ¦birds, thus accounting for the Hong distances that
were traveled. The food consisted
primarily of beech nuts and acorn s
that were so plentiful in the har<l
wood fo rests.

^LUts' GetGmno

Russia Refuses
To Hear Crew
On Everyman III

Millville Native
Named Catholic
Physicia n of Year

Buffalo County
Residents Give
323 Pints Blood

ON RETURNING to Hi« roostln-g

places iit night , it is stated thai
they packed so densely in Ihe trees
that large limbs, and even trees,
would he broken down by th-e
weight of birds, It is said thai the
nesting sites would stretch for
miles along streams or in river
bottoms: vvilli as many as 200 ncsl-s,
or more, in a single tree.
The fond supply was probably
the only limit in-a (actor in control-
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Full HousepoYier makes tlie glow of hospital ity possible

- SEE US FOR • Slittt , Plata met
Structural St»el Work
• Welding and floiiar
Repair V/ork.

We uiinriititef
complain salisln cfion.

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL GO.
Phona S9&5
U3-1&7 W ast Front Straat

Atiiaciivc outdoor lightin g ottends a first welcome lo yo ur
gucsis . You welcome them lite
moment Ihcy arrive M Ihe door
thro t iR h a n electric intercom «y*.
tern , eve n llioiigh you may be
busy wil h the childre n upMairs .
Sniarl homemn kerj save money by having the new devices they ¦

want installed at the same linn
their home ' s llouse power it
'brauj >ln up to date ,
Call in tod ay, We 'll he glad lo
show yon how you can iip-dalo
your home 's wiring synicm to
that you can enjoy all Hie moil em a'pplianccs thai add lo your
famil y 's happ iness ,
•

Remem ber,FULL HQUSIZPOWtiR
make* a HAPPY HOME
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Brocket s Field Goal Gives Texans AFL Crown 20-17

WISCONSIN TEAM ARRIVES LA TE

Beat Oilers
In Overtime

/

Trojans; Badgers Get
Oov^

PASADENA, Calif. IB—Southern
California and Wisco-nsin, a couple of football teams with reputations to uphold, got down to serious business today For the Rose
Bowl meeting New Year's Day/,
The Trojans, rated the nation 's
No. 1 power after 10 straight victories this season, vent behind
closed gates to prepare for the invasion of the Big Ten champions
from Wisconsin.

muscle-flexing workout for West
Coast observers, before hanging
out a "no visitors" sign for the last
six practice sessions.
The Badgers, rated just behind
Southern Cal in The Associated
Press poll after , an 8-1 campaign,
found a day of mere sightseeing
too much to take. The. finished
by doing some impromptu jogging
—without a football—to rid themselves of "plane" legs.
The Badgers, edgy and anxious Wisconsin's 44-man traveling
for work after a tiring trip to squad arrived at Pasadena more
Pasadena, p l a nn e d a two-hour than four hours late Saturday be-

GAGE TOURNAMENTS SET

Bemrdj ^
HolidayHosfs
Saturday, will have the fbliowimg
The annual bustle of co-llege opening slate: Concordia - Augusbasketball holiday activity bursts tana of Sioux Falls; St. Thomasout with three area tournainents North Dakota University; Moorthis week.
head-Buena Vista of Iowa and
The Paul Banyan Invitational at North Dakota State-Valley City.
Bemidji, Minn., will feature Min- In other action, Hamline will be
nesota Duluth against Minot and on the West Coast, playing Los
Gustavus Adolphus against Be- Angeles State Thursday and Lo-ng
midji State in the opener Friday. Beach State Saturday.
The tourney winds up Saturday. Macalester plays So>uth Dakota
Bemidji is defending champion. University at Vermillion, S.D., on
In the Plainsman Tourney at Saturday.
Huron, S.D.. Thursday's opening In last Saturday's action, St.
round will feature Huron at South Cloud State beat South Dakota
Dakota Wesleyan, and St, Mary's State 92-60 to gain their ninth vicagainst Northern State. That af- tory in 10 games; and Morris
fair concludes Friday.
branch of the University of MinneThe Red River Classic at Fargo, sota lost a 63-50 game to Northern
N.D., running Thursday through State of South Dakota.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEARCATS EASE UP

Busy Schedule
For Top Quints
By BEN OLAN
Associated Press Sports Writer
Several of the nation's leading
college basketball teams run
smack into the heavy holiday
tournament schedule this week.
But it's likely to be a real holiday for the top-ranked Cincinnati
Bearcats.
While six of the top ten teams
are , engaged in tournament competition and three others have two
games booked, the Bearcats play
only once. They go against Ohio
University (3-3) Saturday .

Duke earlier in the week.
Ohio State hit the road and the
Buckeyes' Gary Brad hit for 19
points while Detroit' s sophomorestudded team made numerous
miscues.
Leslie Hunter connected for two
field goals in the final minute to
insure Loyola's triumph over
Seattle. The West Coast team had
moved to within 84-82 before Hunter came through with his clutch
baskets. Eddie Miles of Seattle
was the gamels-hjgh scorer with
25 points.
^

cause of plane trouble and national weather conditions which delayed a chartered flight from Madison. The players were in an unhappy mood despite smiles flashed for the official welcome by
tournament of roses queen Nancy
Davis and six . princesses.
A good dinner and stv«ral hours
sleep changed things. There were
plenty of smiles—unforced.
John McKay, USC coach spent
some time reviewing films of Wisconsin games. He said that one
of the Trojans' biggest jobs will
be to stop All-America end Pat
Richter, who at 6-fobt-i is a favorite target of quarterback Ron VanderKelen.
"I don 't know what we're going
to use on him—maybe a gun."
McKay said,
"E-veryone feels a little better
today after a good night's rest,"'
Milt Bruhn said as his charges
left on a Sunday afternoon sightseeing tour. "It was a long wait,
but we made it here and -ive're
ready for the job."
"It was a7 long, tiring journ ey
and we can use this day of rest
before getting down to some hard
work," said Co-Captain Richter.

Fourth-ranked

Chicago

The Bearcats had ' an Msy tfmt

last Saturday night while rolling
up their 26th consecutive triumph
and eighth this season with a 72-46
conquest of Davidson.
Three top-ranked teams—Colorado, West Virginia and Seattlewere defeated.
Colorado lost to Arizo-na 60-52.
Kentucky edged West Virginia 0775 in the finnl a of tlie Kentucky
Invitational Tournament nnd Loyola of Chicago, unbeaten in seven
games, downed Seattle 03-83.
There were oilier surprising developments as Notro Dame and
Virginia Tech were bounced out
of the undefoalcd ranks. Butler ,
which had lost six of seven games,
ended the Irisli six-gnm« winning
streak 66-59 nn<! Vanderbilt turned
back Virginln Tech 80-72 in overtime.
Ohio Stat*came through _» expected in healing Detroit 101-6R
and Illinois dumped Oklahoma
03-90, Duko and Mississippi State
Were idle.
Hon Bonhnm scored 22 points
to lend Cincinnati to victory over
Davidson , which hnd surprised
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charge as the Wildcats battled
back from a 34-29 half time deficit.
In other tournament finals, Oklahoma State beat Drake 61-59 in
the Long Beach , Calif., Classic,
and Gonzaga downed North Texas
86-75 in the Eastern Montana Holiday event,

YMCA Juniors

All tied Up

VMCA JUNIOR
Ctlllci
Gunners

WL
1 ) Snaktt
t I H«f Ihofi

W L
l 1
3 I

It can't get any closer tn the
YMCA Junior Hagh Basketball
League.
After 12 games, the four teams
arc all ti ed for first place with
3-3 records,
Gunners Saturday rapped Celtics 43-19 after leading 1B-7 nt the
half . Todd Spencer hit 25 for
the winners.
Snakes trimmed Hot Shots 3328 after trailing 6-4, and 14-10 at
the first two quarter turns.
John Ahrens col lected 13 points
and Tom Becker a for the Hot
Shots. Don Hazelton had 14 and
George Hubbard 9 for the Snakes.

¦
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CHAMPAGNE FOR THE COACH . .7 Dallas Texan Coach
Hank Stram gets a champagne shower in the dressing room after
his Texans won the American Football League championship

Rushford and Houston captured
victories Sunday in the Tri-County Basketball League.
Rushford edged Peterson "88-66
and Houston rolled over La Crescent 69-54.
Steve Johnson hit 24 points and
Dave Rislove 21 for Rushford
which led 21-12, 33-26 and 52-41 at
the quarter turns. Dave Gorder
caged 10 and Paul Skallet lt for
the Petes.
Houston led La Crescent 35-18
at the intermission paced by Dave
Goede who finished with 22 points.
Jeff Kremer added 17. For La
Crescent , Jim Baiter collecte-d 22.
In midweek games, HusWord
beat La C rescent and Houston forfeited to Peterson,
Lanesboro and Dakota have dropped from the league, leaving a
four-team circuit.

Nat 'l Hockey League
W, L. T. PTOF OA
Chicago
14 » i « w n
Toronto
u 10 4 Ills* M
Dtlrolt
15 * 4 II fi JO
Montreal
1! • 10 14 81 74
N«w York
10 II 4 II W 101
I If I II I
I 111
Boston
... .
, SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Montreal 1, Ottroll 1 (11)1.
Toronto I. Doiton 4.
Chicago 3, Now York 1.

Big 10 Fives
Lose 30 of 67
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The San Franci sco Warriors,
who have streaked from the cellar
into third place in the Western
Division of the National Basketball Association , get a chance to
gaLn ground on the No. 2 team ,
the St. Louis Hawks, Tuesday
night.
The teams meet In the opener
of a doubleheader in Madison
Square Gard en while tbe Syracuse Nationals and New Tork
Knickerbockers clash in the second game. Detroit is at Cincinnati
in tho only other game.
No games were scheduled Sunday and none are on tap tonight.
In Saturday night' s action , San
Francisco defeated Syracuse 123118, New York turned back Boston 120-106 and Detroit defeated
Chicago 122-110,
The Warriors-Nats game was
no-t decided until the final 29 seconds when San Francisco trailed
113-117. At that point , Tom Meschery put the Warriors ahead to
stay with a jump shot. Se-conds
later , he clinched tho verdict with
a three-point piny.
GUTHRIE SIGNS
LOS ANGELES W - Georgia
Tech guard Rufus Guthrie has
signed with tho San Diego Chargers of tho Am-erican Football
League.

WILL PLAY IN DAVIS CUP

Laver's Pro Status Hit

BRISBANE, Australia (AP)-A
ruckus was raised! today over Rod
Laver's right to play Davla Cup
tennis In view of tho flagrant
flaunting of his p rofessional plans
but indications were that there
would ba no official action.
/ Tlie Mexicans s-nid they j ilnnned
no protest nnd the bigwigs of the
Lawn Tennis Association of Australia glirugged their shoulders
and looked tho o-ther way .

So despite howl* of "fare*" ami
"flagrant professionalism ," tho
Australian left-hander , who scored
tho second grand slam in history
this year, will be In the line-up
for the Australians ^hen they go
against Mexico In tho Dn-vls Cup
challenge round Wednesday.
Tho Sydney Doily Telegraph
sold that a professional program,
listing Laver already had been
printed for the projected nro tour

This is to enable Laver "to get
23 per cent of Uvo gate plus five
p-er cent extra when ho wins a
match. According to Rosewall this
gets his 49,000 A ustralian pounds
( $107,(1001 guaran tee paid up as
quickly as possible.
Lnver already is committed to
play a series of heart-to-head
matches with Hond and RoBewnll
Th» Sydney Morning H«reld'i Jan. 5 and in Sydney a racket
tennis writer Ala n Clorkio n said bearing his name is ready for
the incident was a "fitrce for distribution .
nmnteur tonnls. " Other reporters
Australian tennis writon mod*
also raised tho professionalism
issue but both Uavor and Harry note of those pre* plniw nnd startHopman, tho Au stralian captain , ed asking whether I>avcr was not
insisted no contract had been ill fact a professional who should
be barred from the Dav is Cup
signed.
Iiosownll snld he was being cut squad.
"We have had no official comfrom 20 per cent of Ihe receipts to
IS per cent and that Ifoad was plaint , " said Norman Strange,
accepting a reduction froim 17V* president of the LTAA. "Until we
to 15 per cent v/l th the olli«fir pros nave n protest or concrete eviabsorbing similar slices In their dence that professionalism Is involved wo plan no investigation."
paychecks.
with Lew Hond and Ken fto-sewall
starting in Sydney Jan. 5,
The controversy was stoked
when Ken Ilosowall , visiting Brisbane Sunday, disclosed detailed
financial arrangements (QT the
tour. He said lie- and tlio other
pros were taking a cut down the
lino to meet Laver's contract.
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by defeating the Houston Oilers 20-17 Sunday. A 25-yard field
goal by Tommy Brooker broke Houston's three-year domination
of the AFL. (AP Photofax)

Gophers Bow,4th Loss in Row

Warriors Climb
From Cellar;
Celtics fall
,Houston

Loyola

round of Oklahoma City 's AllCollege Tourney Wednesday. Mississippi State, No, 5, meets Houston in the Sugar Bowl Tourney
Friday. .Colorado, No. 6 , plays
Kansas Wednesday in the Big
Eight Tourney at Kansas City and
lOth-ranked Seattle faces California Thursday in the Far . West
Classic at Portland.
West Virginia , rated seventh,
and Illinois, No, 8, move into
Madison Square Garden for the
Holiday Festival Wednesday. The
Mountaineers play Boston College
while Illinois hooks up with unbeaten Pennsyl vania.
Kentucky , rauiked niath . has
regular games' with Dartmouth
and Notre Dame. Duke . No, 2,
faces Princclon and Wake Forest
while Ohio State, No. 3, hits the
road to meet B-aylor and Wichita.

"Tha players were excited and

Bruhn admitted that the day o^f

"could be a blessing,!- disguise."
He noted that the players awoke
early Saturday morning, had a
long wait for a plane in Madison
and then landed in nearby Barbank , hungry, tired and a little irritated.
"They can use this relaxation ,
but they are anxious to get back
to practice," Bruhn said. "They
tell me they'-ve been riding plan es
and buses so much that now they
want to do some running. They'll
get- it, too."
The Badgers arrived Saturday
some four hours late -when weather delayed their chartered plane.
As things woiind up, some 25 members of the "official" ' party, including wives of the coaches and
publicist Jim Molt , had to settle
for a flight aboard another plame,
hurriedly supplied in Chicago, and
arrived in Pasadena three hours
later than the team.
"It was snowing when ' we finally
left Chicago- and we didn't know
if we would ever get here," Mott
said.
The Badgers' delay took some
of the glamor from the usual welcoming ceremonies planned by the
Tournament of Roses committee.
At a poolside greeting in Pasadena,
the long day was capped. An
¦orange tossed by a tournament
princess hit quarterback VanderKeien on the head. He wasn't even
stunned.
"It's a good thing he's a passer
and not a receiver," quipped one
wag.

Rushford
Rod Thorn of West Virginia each
scored 30 points in the Kentucky
takes on Arkansas in the opening Invitational final. Nash took Quintets Triumph
Cotton N~sh of Kentucky

HOUSTON (AP)
-A slight drizzle ticked off Tommy Brooker's helmet. The clock showed 2
minutes, 54 seconds of the second
sudden death overtime ptriod.
The opposing lines tensed as the
ball was snapped back . 'Len Dawson put the ball down on tbe 25yard Line stripe.
Brooker kicked and the Dallas
Texans were the champions of t_e
American Football league with a
20-17 decision o ver Houston 's twotime titlists in the longest game
in professional football history.
Th« game turned out to bi _
three-part production. Dallas won
the first half 17-0. Houston took
the second half by the same
score. Then they went to. the
finale before an overflow crowd
of 37,981 and a national television
audience.
Dallas won the toss at the start
of the overtime and it was Abner
Haynes' decision whether to receive, kick off or take the option
of selecting the favorable end of
the field. Inexplicably Haynes .
gave the oilers the first advantage when he elected to kick off.
That gave Houston the kic&off
plus a 14-mile per hour wind at
its back. Dallas coach HamYStram
said he had wanted to kick off
since his defense had been strong,
But wanted the favorable wind.

By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Wr iter
Big Ten basketball teams, getting walloped with unaccustomed
regularity by intersections! foes,
plunge into holiday tournament
activity this week before settling
down to the opening of the conference campaign Jan. 3.
By the time the conference race
begins, Big Ten teams could very
easily have a losing record
against outside competition. Currently the Big Ten has a record
of 37 victories and 30 losses for
the season.
This advantage, however, could
be wiped out this week since most
of the Big Ten teams will be away
frorri home where the losses pile
up quickly.
Only Ohio State . Illinois and
Michigan can point to their records with pride. Ohio State (6-0 )
and Illinois (5-0) are undefeated
and Michigan has a 7-1 mark.
These three produced victories
last Saturday night while five
other conf erence teams fell in defeat. Ohio State slugged Detroit
101-68; Illinois squeezed by Oklahoma , 93-90, and Michigan defeated Texas A_M , 82-79. In the losing games it was Oregon State 61,
Iowa 55; Kansas 62, Northwestern
57; UCLA 77, Wisconsin 63, Utah
State 102, Michigan State 87, and
Arizona State 98, Minnesota "79.
Minnesota , which Is a solid contender for the conference crown ,
won its first three games at homo
and then lost four straight on the
road. The Gophers will find the
going tough this week since they
play at Wichita Thursday end at
Drake Saturday ,
Coach John Kundla , p-erhaps
mellowed hy the sunny warmth of
Arizona , found solace even in the
98-79 loss to Arizona Stale Saturday night.
"It was the best basketball we've
played this season , " ho said , referring to the second half in which
reserves Paul Pederson and Bill
Davis sparked a Gopher comeback.
Minnesota trailed by a huge 29
points at half time but nearly doubled their point production in tho
second half after the 56-27 intermission cap.
llllnol*, Iowa, MorthwettcN-n and
Wisconsin will play hi various
tournaments throughout the country. Illinois will be In the Now
York Festival . Iowa Journeys to
tho Far West Classic and Northwestern plays In the Los .Angeles
classic, Wisconsin will engage In
a tournament In Milwaukee.
Purdue will be home Thursday
against Yale and the eastern Invaders will play at Michigan Saturday. Ohio State is nt Butler
Thursday and nt Wichita Saturday while Michigan State goes to
Ha waii to play three games
against service teams.

AARON NAMED
MILWAUKEE MVP

Milwaukee l/f» — Outfielder
Henry Aaron was named. Saturday as the Milwaukee JBrnves'
most valuable player In 3962, the
third time has has been so honored by the Milwaukee chapter
om Ihe Baseball Writers Asso*
cintion of America,
Aaron , who hit ,323 and was
second to Frank Robinson in National League slugging a verages
with .Wt, will recclvo Lho 1062
award at the writers' annual
Diamond dinner Jan. 20,

Basketball
Scores

Steers Walk Away
From Pack in ABL
¦

•

SOUTH
,
Vm<l«rbllt 10, Vi. T«ch 7J (OT).
Memphis State to, Mlftlislppl II.
Christian Brother! 114, Mo. Valley (],
MIDWESr
Clndrmatl n, Davidson U.
OMo Stata 101, Detroit 66. .
Chicago Loyola 9], Seattle 83.
UCLA 77, Wisconsin «.
Illinois 93, Oklahoma W.
Southern Cal. S5, Nebraska 51.
Butler 66, Notrt Dami 59 .
Manhattan 84, Bradley 83.
Wichita 81, Louisville <-.
DePaul 79, Marquette 73.
Dayton 47, Miami (Ohio) 41.
Toledo 74, Delaware <J.
Tulsa 91, Bartlcsvllle 72.
Evansvllla 68, Tenn. 51.
St. Louis it. South Carolina Ii.
Kansas 41, HorthwtsUm 57.
SOUTHWEST '
Arizona 60, Colorado S3.
Arizona Stars 91, Mlnnasota 71.
Michigan 81, Tixas AS.M 79.
LSU 74, Houston 73.
N. Mexico 71, Southwest Mo. 19.
FAR WEST
Utah Stata 103, Michigan Stata 17.
Brlgham Young 75, 'Baylor 57.
Utah eo, St. Mary 's (calif.) 71,
Stanford 72, Texas 4i,
Cal. 60, Wyoming 53.
Tenn. State 71, Hawaii 47.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

There's just no stopping Bill
Bri dges and the Kansas City
Steers, thundering away from the
pack in the American Basketball
League with a io-game winning
streak.
The Steers; getting a 32-point
performance and 22 rebounds
from Bridges, won No. 10 Sunday
night hy defeating the Philadelphia Tapers 108-97 before a record Kansas City crowd of 10,228
lured by a doubleheader attraction also featuring the Harlem
Globetrotters.
The Steers' triumph gave them
a four-game lead over Long
Beach. Each has lost seven games
but Kansas City has won 22 to 14
for the Chiefs. In the only other
game played over the weekend,
fourth-place Oakland defeated last
place Chicago 112-103 in overtime
Saturday night. '

tugging at Abner ," explained
Strain. "He just didn 't understand
the option. It was a mistake you
don 't like to make," * .
Fortunately for the Texans, the
Oilers were unable to capitalize
on the situation. As a matter of
fact neither team could as they
played out the 15-minute overtime
session and went into round 2.
Houston made its most serious
penetration before the tide turned.
Bill Hull intercepted a George
Blanda . pass after the Oilers had
moved to the 35. Hull lugged it
back 23 yards. A Len Dawson
pass to Jack Spikes gained 10.
Spikes rambl ed 19 to the Houston
19- ' and the Texans were in range.
Brooker then booted the winner.
Tha gam. goes into the books

as the longest game in pro annals and only the second sudden
death championship game. Baltimore defeated New York 23-17 in
the 1958 National Football League
title game; scoring the winning
TD after
8:58 of the first overtime. -¦ ' ' ¦;
Haynes, who scored two first
half TDs before almost turning
frorn hero1 to goat, said, "We were
ready for them." Running mate
Curtis McClinton chimed in . "We
ju st wanted the championship. We .
waited three years."
Houston Coach Frank (Pop) Ivy
trying to make it three consecutive titles for the Oilers, said
the Houston story was simply
"missed opportunities in the firsf
half.
was
Breaker's three-pointer
worth a winning share of $2,261.89
for each Texan. Each memler of
the Oilers gets §1,471.09. Both
figures are AFL records.
¦
EAST
Vlllanova «, Sf. Francis IPs.) 77,
Penn 7», St. Joseph'* (Pa.) 77 (OT).
Pitt 41, Ptnn Stall 48.

Sort torn
from

WESTGATE BOWL
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

WE WILL BE

Closed Christmas Eve

•

Open Bowling Christmas Day
from 10 a.m. 'til closing

•

Open Bowling New Year's Eve
10 a.m. 'til 3 a.m.

•

OPEN 10 A.M.
#?,
NEW YEAR'S DAY j gfj l'
.

W riters Favor
_^di_(IS
__l i
__^^¦
Westgate,
ilVlxl¦
I _:_ % _¦ '
Unlimited Grid
Watkins Win
Substitution
Close Games
___________________-_-_ __T

WESTOA.TE JR. BOYS
W.
Wtx.1gi.lt

Rtmbltrt

CITY LEAGUE

W
Westgata . . . . . . 4
Watkins
... 4
Merchantf . . . . . I

L
0 Rolllngstoni
0 Nal'51 Guard
! Bud'« B«r

W L
..1 3
..1 3
»- 1

Westgale and Watkins survived
a pair of squeakers Sunday to stay
tied for the top spot in the ParkRec City League. Westgate nipped
National Guard 43-41 and Watkins
squeezed by Merchants 50-49.
In the other game Rollingstone
beat Bud's Bar 50-46.
Jerry Van Hoof and Bruce Hartert led 7 Watkins ' to its' fourth
straight win with 15 and 13 points,
respectively, Bob Larson took
scoring honors with 17 for Merchants.
Westgate's Bob Hazelton scored
14 -pewits and Mark Shrake 12 to
down National Guard. Bill Schultz
and Hich McMahon led Guards
with 3 each.
Rollingstone won its second
straigh t to move into a third
place tie ;
John Greden tallied 14 for Holl; Harold Vaughn added
lngstone
11, ¦¦
Bud's got 16-pouit performances
from Don Klagge and Roger Leonhardt.

North-South
Tiff May Be
Last in Series

MIAMI, Fla. <AP)—There -vere
indications today that last Saturday 's North-South all-star college
football game may be the last in
Miami.
Th e 16,592 who saw the South
eke out a 15-14 triumph in the last
37 secon ds was the smallest crowd
since Mahi Shrine switched its
promotion from high school to
college stars in 1948.
The $25,000 paid by the American Broadcasting Co. for television rights insured a profit but the
slim crowd may spell the end.
The weather was ideal by Miami
standards—79 degrees under a
cloudless sky at kickoff time—but
ther e were nearly 60,000 empty
seats.
Cecil Mobley, general chairman
of tlie game, said approval of two
groups will be necessary if the
game , is continued. ,Mahi Shrine
trustees must vote afirmati-vely
and the Shrine Hospital trustees
alsa must approve.
Last March the national trustees
refused permission for the game
to continue under Shrine sponsorship on the theory that it was not
good for the organization to be
connected with an event making
so little return , but later gave
passive approval.
The cost of bringing four
coaches and 50 players to Miami
for a week before the game, plus
other expenses, eats into gate
receipts to an alarming degree.
The game itself was. one . of the
most thrilling in the long series .

Packers Practice
In Sub-Zero Cold

GREEN BAY 'AP I — T h e
Green B a y Packers, wearin g
gl oves, face masks and h e a v y
cl othing, went through a 40 minute workout in 10 degree weather
Sunday before taking a two-day
Christmas recess.
Coach Vince Lombard! h a d
scheduled a practi ce session of at
least an hour in preparation for
the National Football L e a g u e
championship game with the Giants at New York next Sunday.
However, after bucking the biting cold and a 20-mile wind , the
coach called off the session. The
players again wore tennis shoes
to avoid slipping on the frozen
turf.
The Packers will resume practice Wednesday and also will
xvork out Thursday and Friday
before heading east.

37

_.

t

M«tt»r»
M It
l
Alley C«H
M - i
Red Mob
31 1»
Classics
11 33
Lucky Strikes
S 4»
WESTGATE JR. GIRLS
W. L,
Wtstflltt
Tht cornballs
:.. Wh W _
The Wlndawks
.' .. M, 19
The Sharks
HVi JlVt
The Hornets
* 34
WINONA HIGH GIRLS
Hal-Rod
W. U,
Alley Gals
3, a
3
Pln-Ups
*
Go-Getters
5
*
Unknowns
4
5
Bowlcrethu
...3
<
Strlkettts
1
7 ' ¦

Mikita Leads
HawksOver NY;
Toronto Wins
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Stan Mikita , the Czechoslovakian-born center of the Chicago
Black Hawks, is putting himself
squaiely in line for strong consideration for most valuable player honors in the first half voting
in the National Hockey League.
Tlie strong young forward , considered by many NHL players as
one of the most dangerous opponents on ice, is one of the principal reasons the Hawks are holding
a two-point bulge atop the league
»
standings.
He poked in a goal from a
scramble in f ront of the New
York nets Sunday night , clinching
a 3-1 victory over the Rangers
and maintaining the. BlackTHawk
lead over Toronto.
The Maple Leafs rammed7' in
five goals in the middle period
then held on for a 5-4 decision
over Boston while Montreal and
Detroit struggled to a 2-2 tie in
the other games.
Mikita's goal was his l$th of
the season and helped him remain
among the league leaders. His 31
points for the season has been one
of the major factors in the Hawks'
drive to the top.
In Saturday games, Toronto
beat New York 4-2 and Chicago
and Montreal tied 1-1.

PARK-REC LEAGUES

MIDGET

UCT

......

W L

5 0 Bue'i

. . . . . . . . . . . « 1 TV Signal

W
Coca-Cola
5
McKlnley .:. '.. ' 4
Wltiona Hotel .. >

NBA

EASTERN

DIVISION

W.

L.

P et.

GB

Boston — . . . . . . . 21
9
.7W
Syracuse
17 13
.5*7 4
Clntlmatl
.. 18 14
.5tt ' ¦ 4
New York
....
I ..11.
.351 11
WESTERN DIVISION
Los Angeles
24
10
.70S
St. Louis
21 14
.600 3ft
San Francisco . . . . 11 1»
.387 10V4
Detroit
: . . . '.. 11 53
.343 iV/t
Chicago
; 11 B
.314 1J!_
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
San Francisco 123, Syracuse US.
New York 130, Boston lot.
Detroit "¦> Chicago- 110.

ABU

WL

1 4

,.:.' . C 5

Paul Fay and John Walski tallied
18 points each and led Elks over
Bub's 45-33 in the only Park-Rec
Midget game Saturday.
Larry INuszloch scored 14
points and Dave Bauer 13 to top
Bub's offense.
UCT won by forfeit ov er TV
Signal .
PEE WEE

Pro Basketball

W. L. Pet. GB
Kansat Clty . . . . . . . 22
7
.759
Long Beach . . . . . . 14
7
.467 4
1»lftsburgh
..:..... »
»
.300 7Vi
Oakland
10 U
.455 - BVi
Philadelphia . . . . . . t
14
.333 llVi
<hlcago
7 H . _«» ¦' W/t
SATURDAY'S RESUUr
Oakland 111, Chicago 103 (OT).
SUNDAY'S RESULT
Kansas City log, Philadelphia «.

Elks, Cokes
Posf 5th Wins
Elks

NEW YORK (AP)-A return to
the unlimited substitution rule in
college football was recommended
by s. wide margin in The Associated Press annual year-end survey.
The nation's sports writers and
broadcasters were asked whether ,
in view of the popularity of the
three-platoon style of play during
1962, they "would approve of the
return of unlimited substitutions
for collegians. The replies were
2-1 in favor .
Major teams employing three
platoons included Army, Duke,
Louisiana State, Navy and Dartmouth.
Observing that more and more
teams are swinging to three platoons with delays of the game, Allison Danzig of the New York
Tunes, backed unlimited substitution , saying: ;
"Those that don't .(because they
don't have the manpower ) complain that it is a headache to
them (the coaches) to keep track
of the substitutions so as to have
the right men on the field when
they want them, -with the result
that they can't concentrate on
what is happening on the field. "
Bruce Bennett, executive sports
editor, DuLuth, Minn. Herald and
News - Tribune: "Yes, definitely.
I've always felt the more boys
who participated in a sport , the
stronger that sport was. Free substitutions would allow 40-50 players on a team to get into a game."
James B. Sullivan, Minot, N.D.
Daily News : "Yes. It would improve quality of play , help
schools that cannot get enough
versatile players, and would reduce injuri es laid to fatigue."

L
0 American Leg
I Jay Bees
1 Paint Depot . , .

WL
7 3
I 4
0 5

Coca-Cola won its fifth in a row
Saturday to stay atop the ParkRec Pee Wee League , 20-13 over
Jay Bee's.
McKinley downed American
Legion 27-22 and Winona Hotel
crushed Paint Depot 24-13 in other
contests.
Steve Strelow led Coke with 16
points in its win over Jay Bee's.
Mike Holubar counted eight for
the losers .
McKinley outscored American
Legion in every quarter to stay in
second place. Scott Featherstone
tallied IB for McKinley. Pat Wiltgen scored eight for American
Legion.
Winona Hotel , sparked by Mark
Patterson with 12 points and Jeff
Percy with eight , downed Paint
Depot for its third win. Rich
Gautsch scored 10 in a losing effort.

Christmas for
Gulbransons
Time of Thanks

By GERALD B. TRAPP

SALT LAKE CITY (AP ) - For
the Orin Gulbransons—the family
of 10 that trekked from Minnesota
to Utah by covered wagon last
summer — Christmas will be a
time of thanksgiving.
"People have been generous to
us," Gulbranson says. "Neighbors
and members of our church have
provided a fine Christmas for the
children. "
Mr. and Mrs. Gulbranson and
their eight children left St. Cloud ,
Minn., July 4 after a riding stable
business failed.

PRISONERS

.

.

(Contlnutd from P«fl» Out.)

the ill-fated adventure at the Bay
of Pigs.
Complete strangers grabbed the
liberated invaders and clasped
them in "abrazos," the peculiarly
Latin back-slapping, bear-hugging
embraces.
Ten thousand wives, sweethearts and kinfolk spent most of
Sunday night cheering and crying with happiness as buses discharged their young men at the
doors of the auditorium.
It had been packed with almost
intolerable tension.
Small crowds had gathered
early in the morning, since the
word was that the first planeload
of men to be ransomed would
arrive at 9.15 a.m. That hour
passed, and another and another .
It was nine agonizing hours before
the first of the liberted prisoners
set foot in the United States.
The reason, apparently , for the
delay was that Cubans wanted to
inventory the main down payment
on the ransom: $11 million Worth
of foods and drugs taken to
Havana by the freighter African
Pilot. It arrived in Havana harbor
at '2:05 p.m.
The captain *f the freighter and
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"Chicos7 «qui

estoy,"

(kids,

here I am) , happily shouted Armando Lastra, a boyish looking,
wan young man as he embraced
former brigade comrades on the
airfield.
A handlful of the men arrived
on stretchers. Most seemed
healthy but they were thin. The
food which had been given them
apparently had been uninterruptedly bad. One man said it was
mostly bad rice with some spaghetti at irregular hours.
The Communists did not physically mistreat them, prisoners said
but did so mentally, trying to
break their spirits by saying they
would do one thing and then doing the opposite.
"I have now kissed the land of
liberty ," shouted Oscar Cerayo ,
21, as lie embraced his father ,
Gonzalo , a resident of New York.
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LIVESTOCK

The men were taken at once

to the base's processing center for
attention by health and immigration officials before being given
dinner in a room gay with Christmas decorations. Then they were
taken to Miami and the auditorium, and to scenes of wild joy.
Many of the men seemed
scarcely able to believe it was
true. The 215 men who had been
confined at the Isle of Pines
prison camp were told only Saturday midnight that liberation was
near, and were flown Sunday
morning to the San Antonio base
to await their turns in Operation
Ransom. The other 900 were removed from Principe Prison in
Havana later Sunday.

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices
Abbott L 75
Jones - L 46^
Allied Ch 43 li Kenn«cot
65V*
Allis Chal 14Vs Lorillard
42%
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Mpl s Hon 83
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AT&T
Anaconda 40% Mon Ward 32Vi
ArchDan 40VS Nat Dairy 63
Armco St. 50ya No Am Av 66%
38%
Armour
41
Nor Pac

Americans aboard her connected
with the operation ; found Prime
Minister Fidel Castro on the scene
in a merry mood. He told them
he had declared a 22-hour "state
¦of peace'' with the United States
for the occasion of the exchange,
and he even escorted them on a
personal tour of Havana.
In Miami, thousands of . Cuban
exiles waited in ah agony of suspense, Of the 150,000 or so Cuban
exiles in the Miami area, about
20,000 are close relatives of the
Bay of Piggs invaders.
At last , the moment- they sometimes scarcely even dared hope
for arrived. The first planeload of
prisoners touched down at Homestead Aj r Force: Base. In the
Miami , auditorium Cubans watching the drama on television roared
out their cheers.
One woman fainted from the
excitement. Another gasped , "My
are really coming
God, they
¦
now."
.
Darkness had closed in before
a second plane touched down an
hour later and prisoners stepped
out into- the glare of television
lights and flashlight bulbs.

The Gulbranson family, members of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints C Mormon ) ,
picked Utah , called the "Land of
seemed
Zion" i>y Mormons. They arrived Most of the- prisoners
too quiet for men so young. All
here Sept. 28.
During the trip they had to dis- seeme<l pale from the long months
pose of most o>f their belongings, of confinement , and they attacked
partly to make the load lighter their first post-prison meal with
and partly to halp finance the gusto.
jo urney. "We still have a saddle On hand to greet the prisoners
in Evanston , Wyo,, " Gulbranson at the air base were Jose TMiro
said , "that we left there in trade Cardona , president of the Cuban
for a sack of oats we needed for Revolutionary Council , and Dr.
Antonio Manuel de Varona , both
the horses. "
of whom were awaiting sons
The
Gulbransons
made
the
1,400
Ernie Banks to
mile trip in four covered wagons among the liberated prisoners .
which carried their children and A small army of Red Cross
Mix Politics
workers , Public Health and Imposscssj ons,
The children are Melville , 36, migration Service officers at
With Baseball
Daniel 12, Eileen , 11, Lily Ann Homest ead attended to the needs
10, Karen , 7, Maureen , 4 , Renetta , of the men , each of whom was
CHICAGO (AP ) -Cub owner 3,
given a welfare check and money
and Emil , l.
Weigel Smashes
Phil Wrigley lias given first basefor clothing.
man Ernie Banks the greon light
Gulbranson said he is working
457 for Meteors
to run for the post of Chicago for Ihe public relations depart- The release of the prisoner * realderman,
ment, of H e d \v o o (1 Memorial sulted from the labors of the CuMike Weigel totaled 457 for MeBanks reportedly was ap- estates. Asked what kin d of work ban Families Committee, which
teors to lead the Westgate Junior proached by a prominent Republi- that was, he replied
worked
for
months riasing
:
Boys bowling league Saturday at can and asked to run in his South
pledges for the ransom and ar"I'm
selling
graves,
do
you
Westgate Bowl. Boh Foster hit 1!10 Side ward against incumbent
ranging negotiations wilh Castro.
you 'll need one? "
for Ramblers which shot 684-1,791. Democrat James Condon , Banks think
Their cause was taken up by
He
still
plans
to
have
the
chilIn the Winona High Girls League said he will make the race.
James
Donovan , the New York
dren
operate
a riding stable as
at Hal-Hod Lanes , Beverly Biltgcn
Chicago candidates for alder- soon as they can find a location.
lawyer who had arranged the
tagged lf>7-448 for Unknowns . Ar- man run on a non-partisan ballot
Their horses are pastured near U.S.-.Soviet. swap of IJ2 pilot
lis Fuglic also had ' a 167 to lead in the Feb , 26 primary.
their home ln suburban Murray, Francis Gary Powers for Soviet
Pin Ups to 607-1,729.
Wrigley said Thursday lie conspy Itiidolf Abel, After a series
Dawn Brnndcs shot SUB for Corn- sented to Banks makin g the race, Utah .
of personal meetings, with Castro
The
three-bedroom
house
has
bails in Ihe Westgate Junior Girls but . commented , "I' m count ing om
dating from August , Donovan
been
provided
rent
free
by
a
conloop as tier males hud a (i71 game. this activity not interfering with
achieved the final agreement.
Carole llelegomoo rapped l,r>8 for baseball playing. I don 't want -a struction firm .
Tl\ e liberated men were memGulbranson
admitted
things
Winhnwks which totaled l ,B2tl.
part-time baseball player. "
bers of the brigade which
have
tieen
kind
of
"ni
p
and
tuck.
"
The Vikings posted 1,887 Sunday
"But so many people have ji ro- wnded ashore at the Bay of Pigs
to bent Shot Putters by (13 pins on
vided clothes for tho kids and in the darkness of April 19, ) 9(il ,
"Strike Time" at Westgate. Tom Mansfield Signs
furnit ure for the house, we sure hoping to liberate their homeland
Geistfelcl rapped 2l4-5r.fi for the
from communism. Several hunappreci ate it , " he added.
w i n n er s who had a 712 single With Eagles
dred were presumed killed.
"W«
have
no
regrets
about
comgame.
ing out here . This is a glorious The committee estimated .(bat
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The valley and glorious people , When 1,197 survived and were captured ,
Philadelphia Eagles have signed we gel ii little bit ahead , we'll he and of t hese a few were executed.
Kay Mansfield , 245-pound Univer- all ri ght ."
Some bad been sentenced for alsity of Washington Uiekle , the
leged crimes In pre-Cnstro days.
team 's second pick In the NationSix had been ransomed earlier by
al Football League player draft . Assembly Speaker
thci r parents , and fiO wounded and
DULUTH , Minn. (AP ) — Mmne- General Manager Vince McNnl ly
ill men had been returned for a
pulled
from
behind
sotn-Duluth
announced also Saturday the sign- Blanchard Dea d
ransom promise earlier in the
three times to tie the score and ing of Itnlph Heck, 225-pound Coloyear.
EDGERTO N . Wis, </rV-DnvM J.
wound up wilh n 4-4 deadlock in r o d o
linebacker , 1 llh pick;
a hockey game with the Univer - ll wly Mathews , 240-poimd TCIJ Bhinchnrd , 41 , speaker of the Wis- as speaker , entered Edgerton
sily of Minnesota Saturday night. tackle lain pick , and I)d Wiley, consi n Assembly, and former Re- Memorial Communit y Hospital FriIt left the Gophers wilh a mark 2(i5-pound Texas ' Tech tackle , u publican floorleader. died last day. Ho died nt 11 :05 p,m. Sunof 4-1-1 and Dtilulli , 1-7-1 , nnd wa.s tree agent
night following « lenglliy Illness. day.
the first time the Gophers hadn 't
Mansfield was the fifth choice Bluiich iird , who had announced Hospital authorities llsltxl urebeaten their northern "cousins" in nt Denver of the American Koo|- recently that his health would not mia as the immediate cause of
five meetings.
permit him to seek another term death.
ball League.

Gop hers, Duluth
Battle to 44 Tie

DENNIS THE MENACE
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"By golly, Dalan will do ANYTHING for those
kids of his."
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FLOOD CONTROL PLAN

Root River Hearing
At Houston J a n. 2 3

HOUSTON, Minn . — A . public
hearing in the interest of flood
central in the Root River basin
will be. conducted by the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers, St.
Paul , at the Houston village hall
Jan. 23 at 10 a.m.
The district engineer has been
directed to initiate a survey of desired improvements . authorized by
Section 5 of the Flood Control
Act of 1937. The . study will consider flood protection for the
Root River exclusive of the immediate vicinity of Rushford,
where construction of'local protection works has been authorized on the basis of an earlier
study.

THE PRINCIPAL known areas
subject to flood damage include
the agricultural lands along the
main stem between Peterson and
the mouth. Flood damages also
are known to have occurred in the
villages of Peterson , Houston and
Preston , and at the state fish
hatchery hear Lanesboro.
Soil erosion in the headwaters
area and sedimentation of stream
channels are major problems in
the basin.
All interested persons are invited to be present including federal , state, county and municipal
agencies, commercial , industrial ,
civic , highway, railroad and flood
control interests , and property
owners. AH will be given an opportunity to express their views
concerning the character and extent of the improvement desired
and advisabil ity of its execution .
Sponsors of the improvement
are urged to present pertinent
factual material bearing upon the
general plan of improvement desired and to give detailed support ing data on the economic justification of the undertaking. Opposing intercuts , it any, are also
urged to state the reasons for
thei r position.
Justification for any federal
floo-d control project must rest
upo n a clear demonstration that
sudi Improvement would produce
ben of its in excess of the costs Involved . Since consideration of
any improvement will be hnsed
to a large extent on the statements presented at the public
hearing, such statements should
MARK TRAIL

contain up-to-date facts relating
to the economic factors involved
with special attention being given
to the following items:
a. Height , frequency and duration of floods. b. Monetary estimates of flood
damages for the major floods of
record.
,c. Existing improvements (such
as ditches, levees, etc.) and their
effect on floods and flood heights.
d. Nature of corrective measures proposed by local interests.
e . Character and monetary value of benefits which may be expected to result fro m the proposed
corrective measures .
Oral statements will be heard
but for accuracy of the record all
important facts and arguments
should be submitted in writing, in
quintuplet , as the records of the
hearing will be forwarded for
consideration by the Secretary of
the Army.

North Central
Buys Five More
Convair 400s
MINNEAPOLIS — North Central Airlines announced today
that it has purchased five more
Convalr 440 aircraft , increasing
its Convair fleet to 18.
Frank N. Biittomer , North Central vice presiden t, traffic and
sales, said the purchase was part
of a continuing progra m of licet
modernization begun in 1059
when the airline introduced the
44-pussenger Convalrs on its system.
The Convair cruises at 294
miN's an hour at 20,000 feet , as
compared with KM) miles an hour
for the DC-3. The Convair Super
Northliner lias a range of 2,000
miles nnd gross weight of 47,000
pounds. It carries a crew of three:
Captain , first officer and stewardess.
Biittomer snid the airline plans
lo Mid more Convnira nt the rate
of five to seven a year , gradually
replacing the DC-3.

SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (fl-(USDA)—
calves 500; not enough
Catlte 2,000;
slaughter steeri and heifers on sale for
price test; few selling 25-50 cents higher;
supp ly largely cows, this class strong;
1,113
bulls scarce, steady; lo-ad choice
lb slaughter steers M.0O; gijod 2S.SO-27.00;
shipment choice 1,096 lb slaughter heifers 28.50; good 55.00-2(5.50; utility and commercial cows 13.50-15.00; canner and cutter 11.00-13.00; utility, bulls 18.50-19.50 ; comcanner
mercial and
good 18.00-19.50;
15.00-18.00 ; vealers and slaughter calves
steady; good and choice vealers 26.0030.00; oood and choice slaughter calves
23.00-26.00.
Hogs 6,000; barrows and gilts and sows
moslly 25 cents higher; 1 -2 190-240 lb barrows and gilts t6.5O-V.D0; mixed 1 -3 180240 lbs 16.00; 240-270 lbs 15.25-16.00; 2-3
270-30-) lbs 14.75-15.50; 1-3 270-330 lb sows
14.25-14.75; 330-400 lbs 13.50-14.50; 2-3-400500 lbs 13.00-13.75; choice 120-160 lb feeder
¦ *
pigs 15.50-16.00. . - '
Sheep 1,200; all classes steady; choice
and prime wooled slaughter lambs 19.0020.00; good 15.00-17.00; load and couple
small packages choice and prime .100-107
lb shorn slaughter lambs wllh mostly No.
1 pelts 19.00-19.25; cull to good slaughter
ewfrs 5.50-7.50 ; few choice and
fancy
wooled feeder lambs 17.50-18.50; good and
choice 15.00-17.50.
CHICAGO
Hogs 7,000; 1-2 190-220 lb butchers 17.75lWX); mixed 1-3 190-22O lbs 17.25-17.75; 220
to 250 lbs 16.50-17.25; 2-3 240-280 lbs 16.0016.75; mixed 1-3 320-400 lb sows 13.SO-1I.50;
400-500 lbs 12.50-13.75; 2-3 500-625 lbs 12.25
to 12.75.
Calves 9,000;: calves none; high choice
and prime 1,175- 1,400 l_ slaughter steers
30.00-31.25 Including around half :¦ dozen
loads prime 1.225-1,300 lbs at 31.2.5; bulk
choice 1,100-1,350 lbs 28.50-29.75;
choice
900-1,100 lbs 2775-28.75; 'several I6a-ds high
choice and mixed choice and prime 1,001,100 lbs 29.00-29.50; good 25.00-27.30; few
standard 22.50-24.00; short load
mostly
prime around 925 lb h eifers 29.00; load
lots choice 850-1,050 lbs 27.50-28.6O; good
24.50-27.25; utility and commercial cows
14.O0-16.O0; canners and cutlers 10.50-14.00;
utility and commercial bulls 18.00-21.00.
Sheep 1,000, active; all classes steady;
choice and prime native; and western fed
95-100 lb wooled slaughter 20.00-20.50 Including 400 head around 10O lbs at 20.50
and 226 head 95 lbs at 20.50; good and
choice 80-100 lbs 17.00-19.00; ulil ity and
good 14.00-17.00; cull and utility 10-00-14.00;
47 head choice and prime 97 1_ shorn
slaughter lambs with N o. 1 pelts 19.50.

¦

Simple Christmas
Observance at
Amish School
By JACK DONOVAM

KALONA-i . Iowa (AP ) - Young
voices heralding "Joy to the
World" and "Silent Night" drifted
from the weathered • one-room
schoolhouse!
Inside, 21 youngsters, children
of old order Arrtish and other
Mennonite families , were presenting their annual Christmas program before starting vacation.
The program presented by the
Pleasant Hill School children
outside Kalona Friday reflected
the deep religious convictions
the Mennoniles have cherished
through four centuries.
"He did not use a silvery box ,"
recite!! - 10-year-old Rachel Yoder ,
from a poem called "God' s gift ."
"Or paper green and red.
"God laid his Christmas gift to
men.
"Within a manger bed. "
Bearcfed fathers and conscrva

lively dressed mothers , each
wearing the traditional head cover, squeez ed into the small school
desks or sat on wooden benches
to watch their children.
A red gingham curtain separated the stage frorn the audience ,
The boys thrust their hands in
t heir pockels as; they recited.
Bashful girls forgot their lanes and
needed prompting from their
bearded Amlsli school teacher ,
iAnios Yoclcr , 4fi.
The Amish live simple farm
lives and shun the use of modem
conveniences, The only reminders
of Christmas In the plain school
rooin were red and white streamers stretched from corner to corner, a picture of the star ol
Bethlehem on a wall and a stack
Shaggy yak fur , imported from of gaily wrapped .gifts the children
Nepal and Bhutan In the Himala- exchanged.
yas, is used (o iriftko Santa Claus
Eighth-grader Eldon Beacliy 'i
benrds.
¦

r

Christmas Eve
Trading Slow,
Steels Steady

¦KEm YORK (AP) — In slow
Christinas E^e trading, the stock
market showed scarcely any
trend early this afternoon.
The Associated . : Press average
of €0 stocks at noon was up a
minimal .1 at 241.3, with the industrials, rails, and utilities each
up .1.
Changes of most key stocks
were in minor fractions.
ft- was Hie fast day for selling

stocks regular ¦way (four-day delivery) so that profits could be established on the 1962 tax returns.
Steels, motors, aerospace issues, drugs , and airlines were
thoroughly mixed.
Among wider moves, IBM
pieked up 4 points in . a fairly normal swing for this stock. International Nickel gained more than a
point. Merck fell more than a
point. Lockheed was about a point
lower.
General Motors, off a fraction,
continued under profit taking following last week's surge to historic highs. Ford gained a . fraction while , other auto stocks did
little or nothing.
The maior sfeel shares war*
barely changed as the steel mills
scheduled Christmas and New
Year's cutbacks in production.
American Telephone fell clos«
to a point . Most tobaccos took
fractional losses. Building material issues posted fractions gains.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was up 1,34 at 647.75.
Corporate bonds were mixed.
U.S. government bonds were up
slightly.

WINONA MARKETS
Reported by

Swift & Company

Buying hours are trom 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
These quotations apply as of noon today.
All livestock arriving after closing tlma
will be properly cared for, weighed and
priced the fo llowing morning:
HOGS
The hog market is 25 cents higher.
Strictly meat type add itional 20-40 cents;
fat hogs discounted 20-40 cents per hun>
dredwelght.
Good hogs, b-arrowi and gilts—
T6O-IS0
14.75-15.75
' ..180-200 ...
15.75-16.00

..

200-220
220-240
240-270

270-300
30O-330 ...
330-360 ,
Good sows—
270-300
300-330
330-360

360-400 - .-

U.OO
, 15.50-U.00
14.35-15.50

¦ ."..

14.00-14,35
13.J0-14.O0
13.25-13.50

.,
13.75-14.00
' . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . ; 13.50-13.75
- .; 13.25-13.50

13.00-13.25

400-450
" 450-500
Stags—

12.50-13.00
12.00-12.50

450-dowri

10.05

'450-up

9.O0-10.O8
CALVES
The veal market- Is steady.
Top choice
- . . ; '..
;;.. 2?.<H>
Choice
26.O0-28.0f)

Good

. . . . . . , .- ..,; . 20.0(l-2\00

Commercia l io good
17.00- 19.00
Utility . . .
15.00-16.00
Boners and culls . . : . . . .. . . 14.00-down
CATTLE
The cattle market Is steady.
Dryfed steers and yearlingsExtreme Nop . . .
27.50
Choice to prlrru
25.00-26.75
Good to choice
23.25-25.25
Comm. fo good :.
16.00-21.00
Utility . . . . . . : . . .
16.00-down
Dryfed heife rs—
Extreme top
... 26.75 *
Choice to j irlme
24.75-25.71
Good to choice
23.50-25.00

Comm. to good

Utility
CowsExtreme top
Commercia l
Utility - . . . . . . . .
. Canners and otters ..,,.,.
Bulls'
Bologna
-. , . . , . . ,
Commercial
Light thin

16.00-20.00

15.00-down

14.50
12.50-13.50
11.50-12.75
12.00-dowrt
15.00-17.00
14.50-15.50
14.50-down

Froedferl Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m. lo 4 p.m.; closed Saturday*
Submit sample before loading.
No, 1 . barley
j i.oj
No. 2 barley
93
No. 3 barley
90
No, 4 barley ,
; .¦,,...,.., ,85
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

Winona Egg Market
A
A
A
A
B
C

f lumbo)
r largel
Crned lum)
Csmall)

, ,JJ
'
, ,30
,u
'
'., ,14
'
' ' ' ' ' ' 54
., . . . . . .])

Bay State Milling Company
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.

Ele-valor "A" Grain Prices
Hour;, : 8 a.m, lo 3-.30 p.m.
(Closed Saturdays)
1 northern spring wheat
1 northern sprlnq wheat
3 northern spring wheat
4 northern spring wheat . . . . . .
1 hard winter wheat
2 hard winter wheat
3 hard winter wheat
4 hard winter wheat
1 rye
2 rye
,

2.22
2.20
2,14
7,12
2.08
2.O6
3,02
i
n
-{ u
in

2 Die in North , South
Korea Sea F.it-rlp
SEOUL , South Korea (AP)-\
South Korean patrol ' boat and a
Communist North Korean vessel
fought a gun battle Sunday in the
Yellow Sea just south of the military demarcati on line , the government announced today .
Two S«ulh Korean sailors were
killed and four others wounded ,
the announcement said,
reading of "Christmas with Mean ing " was a strong theme of the
program :
"If you haven 't been to Calvary,
"How can you ever know
"The. significanc e of Bethlehem
"And the babe in tho manger
low?
"How can you keep his birthday?
"How pan you he a part
"Of the deeper truth and meaning,
"If he isn 't in your heart? "
By Ed Dodd

YOOI BEAR

Want Ads
Start Here

BLIND ADS UNCALL-O FOR—
D-9S, W, W
.
E-1, ), 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, U.
•
- i
, , ¦- ,,
«, . , „ . ¦,,.-,.,. . .
„
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(First Pub. M«nday, Dec. 1?, 19*3)
STAT E OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF WINONA
IN DISTRICT COURT
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
SUMMONS
John S. POianc, Teresa Pozanc, RayBarbara
A. Pomond J. Pozanc,
ianc, and George A. Pozanc,
Plaintiffs,.
¦
•vs.- ' '
W. H. Kennedy, Raymond 0. AAitchell,
and John R. Mitchell, as Trustees In
the Matter of the Trust undir Last Will
and Testament of Mary L. Mitchell,
deceased, John R. Mitchell, John Lamb .
Mitchell, AAary Eleanor Mllchell, Raymond Otis Mitchell, Leonard A: Siaggle, Jessie Slaggle, Capital Securities
Company, a corporation under the
laws ol the State of Minnesota, Northland Investment Company, a corporation under the laws ot the State of
Minnesota., The Deposit Inve stmeM
Company, a corporation under the
laws ol the State of Minnesota, also an
:
the unknown heirs ol the above named persons deceased, and all other
persons unknown claiming any right,
title, Interest, estate , or lien In the
real es tate described In the Complaint
herein,
<F1r»t Pub. Monday, Dee. 17. 1165)
Defendant!.
STATE OP MINNESOTA
THE STATE OF MINNESOTA TO THE
COUNTY OF W INOMA
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS:
IN DISTRICT COURTYOu, and eech of you, are hereby reTHIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
quired to Answer Ihe Complaint df the?
SUMMONS
Plaintiffs,. Which is on file In the.- . office
William E. Lloyd and Myrtle Lloyd,
of the Clerk .of . the above named Court,
Plaintiffs, end which as to all Defendanls personally
¦vs. served is herewith served upon you, and
John Frederick, Otfo
H. Breltlow,
to serve a copy of your . Answer to said
Helen*- .M. Breltlow, Carl G. Breltlow,
Complaint upon the subscriber, at his
Lillian L, Breltlow/ Frances E. Hlxson,
office , In the City ot Winona, County ol
J . P. Tj chumperi Ide Tschumper, N,
Winona end State or Minnesota, withi n
P. Dodge. Jr., Laura W. DOdge, also
twenty
(20) days alter th« service ol
all ..1he unknown heirs of Ihe -above
this Summons ' upon you, exclusive of the
named persons deceased, also alV other
day of service ; and If you fall to so
persons or parlies unknown claiming
Answer said Cornptalnt of the Plaintiffs,
«ny right, title, estate, lien or interthe Plaintiffs will apply to the Court for
(HI PUb. Monday, Dee. 17, 1943)
est In the real . estate described In the
the relief demanded therein.
.
complaint herein,
State of Minnesota 1 . ss.
Dated at Wlhona; Minnesota,
) In Probate Court
Defendants.
County of Winona
this . 13lh day of November, 1962.
No; 15,270
THE STATE OP Ml MNESOTA TO THE
HAROLD J. LI BERA,
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS:
In Re _»tale of
You and «Dch dl you are hereby sumAnion Gensmer. Decedent.
H«rold J. Libera,.
moned and required lo answer Ihe ComOrder lor Hearing on Final Account
52'/2 East 3rd Street, plaint of the Tlalnllffs In, the above titled
and Petition lor DHtrlbutlon.
Winona, Minnesota,
Attorney for Plaintiffs.
The representative of the above named action, which Complaint Is on file In lh6
Notice ol Lis Pendens
estate having filed his final account and Office of the Clerk of said court in the
petition tor settlement and allowance there- Court House In the City of Wlnoha, Mlnne- (Same parties as In Summons immediately
sola,
snd
to
file
a
copy
of
your
answer
preceding this Notice.)
pf and. for distribution to the persons
with the tain Clerk of said Court within
Notice Is hereby given that an action
thereunio entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing twenty (20) days after the service ol this has been commenced and Is now pendthereot be had on January 16, 19<S3, at 11 Summons upon you, exclusive of the day ing In said Court by the above named
o'clock A . M., before this Court In the pro- of said service; and If you fall lo sc Plaintiffs against the above named Debate court room In the court house In Wi- serve your answer, fhe Plaintiffs will apply fendants) that the oblecf of said action Is
lor relief demanded In the to determine the adverse claims of the
nona, Minnesota, arid that notice hereof be to the Court
¦. ¦ .- ¦
Defendanls to the real estate hereinafter
given By publication of this order in the Complaint,
YOU
ARE
HEREBY NOTIFIED, that and In the Complaint described, and to have
Winona Dally News arid by mailed notice
the
oblecl
of
said
action,
among
other
It . adjudged and decreed by said Court
' ,. .
as provided by law.
things, Is to determine the title and ad- that the Plaintiffs John S. Pozanc, Teresa
Dated December 13, 1962. .
verse
claims
to
the
land
hereinafter
dePozanc, Raymond J. Pozanc, and George
E. D. LIBERA,
scribed, claimed to have been absolutely A. Pozanc are the owners In fee of the
Probate Judge
forfeited to the State of Minnesota for first hereinafter described parcel of real
(Probate Court Seal)
delinquent taxes, and that such action estate, that the Plaintiffs Raymond J.
Roger W. Poole,
affects the following described lands situ- Polanc : and Barbara A. Pozanc are the
Attorney for Petitioner.
ated In fhe County of Winon-a, State of owners in fee of the second hereinafter
Minnesota:
described ' parcel , ef real estate, and that
(First Pub. Monday, Dee. 17, • 1«2) '
Lot Nine (9) , - lock Eight (8i, Plat ot the Detendants, and each of them, have
State of Minnesota ) ss.
Belmont Addition to the city of Wino- no right, title, estate. Interest or lien In,
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
na, being located upon and forming a to, or upon slid real estate, and to have
'.. No. 14,908
part of the Southeast Quarter of the the title In fee simple to said real estate
in Re Estate of
: Northeast Quarter ,(SEW of- NEK) of quieted In the Plaintiffs;
Frank Kluilk, Decedent.
Section Twenty (20), Township One . The two parcels of real estate affected
Order for Hearing on Pinal Account
Hundred Seven (107 ) North, of Range by sold action are situated in the Counand Petition for Distribution.
Seven (7), West of the Fifth Principal ty of Winona and Slate of Minnesota, and
The representative of the above named
Meridian, Winona County, Minnesota.
are described as follows, to-wlt:
¦
estate having filed his final account and Dated December 6, 1962.
The Southerly One-halt (Sly. ¦ Vj) of
-jstltlon for settlement
allowance
and
HAROLO J. LIBE RA
Lots One (1) and Two «>, Block Fourthereof and for distribution to the persons
teen (14), E. c Hamilton's Second
thereunto entitled;
Harold J. Libera,
Addition to Wlnone, Winona County,
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
AHorney for Plaintiffs,
Minnesota, more particularly described
/hereof be had on January 17th , 1963, at
S2Vi East 3rd Street,
as
tbllows :
Commencing
at
the
"11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
Winona. Minnesota7
Northeasterly corner of said Lot One
•the probate court room In the court house)
(13; thence Southwesterly , along fhe
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
Easterly line of said Lot One (IJ a
. (First Pub. Monday, Dec. 10, 19sJ)
hereof be given by pu blication of this order
distance of Seventy-five (75) feet to
) ss.
In the Winona Dally News and by mailed State of Minnesota
the point of beginning; thence con) In Probale Court
County ot Winona
notice as provided By law.
tinuing Southwesterly along the East¦ ¦
No. 13,259
• ¦
Dated December 14th, 1942.
erly line of said Lot One ( D a disl» Re Estate of
E. D. LIBERA,
tance of Seventy-five C75) feet ,- thence
Felix L, Polowskl, Decedent.
Probate Judge.
Northwesterly
along
the
Southerly
Order for Hearing en Pinal Account
(Probate Court See!)
lines of said Lots One (1) and Two
and Petition for Distribution,
8. D. J. Bruski,
(2) a distance of One Hundred C100)
The representative of the above named
Attorney for Petitioner.
feet; thence Northeasterly along the
eafate having filed lis final account and
westerly line of said Lot Two (2) a
petition
lor settlement aivd allowance
•First Pub, Monday, Die. 10, 1945)
distance of Seventy-five (75) feet;
Ihereof and for distribution to ttia ptrsone
thence Southeasterly and parallel fo
STATE OF MINNESOTA
thereunto entitled;
the Northerly lines of said Lots Two
COUNTY OF WINONA
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
(Z) and One (1) a distance of On!
DISTRICT COURT
Ihereof be had on January 3, 19«3, at 10:30
H undred (100) feet to the point of beTHIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
o'clock A,M„ before Ihls Court In the
ginning;
•
SUM MONS
probale court room In the court house In
The Northerly One-half iNly. Vi) ot
Minnie Miles, Richard D. Ralne,
Winona, Minnesota, and that notice hereof
Lots One (1) and Two 12), Block FourMabel _, Ralne,
be fllven by publication of this order In
teen (14), E. C. Hamilton's Second
Plaintiffs
ffi# Winona Dally News and by mailed
Addition
to Winona In the City at
-vs.notice as provided by law.
Winona, Winona County, Mlnneaote,
F. A. Johnston, Frank A. Johnston, J.
Dated December 6, 1962. ~
more
particularly
described as folM. Jenkins, Jenkins and Johnson, AuE. D. UIBERA,
lows: Beginning at the Northeasterly
Rusta M. Jenkins, Augusta H. Jenkins,
Probate Judge).
corner of said Lof One ' (I); thience
larry J. Deilke, Henry Frledel, Cafh(Probate Court Seat)
Southwesterly along fhe Easterly line
arln* Frledel, Christopher J. Johnston,
Harold J. Libera,
of said Lot One (I) a distance of SevJohn Johnston, Archie Johnston, ThoAttorney lor Petitioner.
enty-five
(75) feet; thence Northwestermas H. Johnston, Abraham A. Johnsly and parallel to fhe Northerly lines
ton, Samuel A. Johnston, Wm. E. Johns(First pub. Monday, Dec. 17, 1962)
of said Lots One (1) and Two (5 ) a
ton, Jane Hetherlnolon, Sarah Johnsdistance of One Hundred (100) feet;
State of Minnesota 1 ss.
ton, Mary Ann Graham, Maggie Johnsthence Northeasterly along the West)
In
Probate
Court
Count/
of
Winona
John
Waif,
ton, Joaeph Wolfe, Barbara
erly line of said Lot Two (2) a disNo. 15,449
Strlgl, Maggie Strlg I, Mage St rial, Irtance of Seventy-Five (75 ) feeti thence
In
He
Estate
o-f
win Strlgl, Qulren Strlgl, Quirin Strlgl,
Soufheaslerly
along
the
Northerly
W, A. Blech inner, alio known at
Margaretta Strlgl, 'Johann Strlgl, Marlines of laid Lots Two (2) and One (I)
Waller A. Blechlnger, Decedent.
oaret Elizabeth Hawley, also the una
distance
of
One
Hundred
(100)
on
Petition
lor
Probate
test
Hearing
Order
lor
known heirs ol the above named perto the .point ot beginning.
of Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
sons deceased, and all olher persons
Dated
at
Winona,
Mlnnasota,
Thereon,
and
lor
Hearing
unknown claiming any right, "title, esStafanee M. Blechlnger having tiled e Ihls 13th day of November, 1963,
tate, Interest Or lien In the real estate
HAROLD J. LIBERA,
petition for the, probate of the Wfll of laid
described In the complain! herein,
decedent
and for the appointment of StaDefendants
Harold J, Libera.
lanea M. Blechlnger at Executrix, which
THE STATE OF MINNESOTA TO THE
52Vj East 3rd Street,
Will Is on tile In this Court and open to
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS:
Winona, Minnesota,
Inspection)
You ere hereby summoned end required
Attorney
for Plaintiffs.
IT IS ORDE RED, That the hearing
fo serve upon Plaintiffs ' attorney en answer to the complaint herein which Is on thereof be had on January IB, 1963, at
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 17, 19«1)
file In the office of Ihe Clerk of Ihe above 11:15 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
named Court, within twenty (20) days after Ihe probate court room In the court house
NOTICE OF
Ions
In
Winona,
Minnesota,
and
that
oblecl
service ot Ihla su mmon! upon you , ex.
MORTGAGE FORECLOSURE SALE
elusive ol the day of service.
If you -fall to the allowance of said Will, If any, ba
NOTICE IS HEREBY OIVEN, Thai defo do so, Judgment by default will be taken tiled before said time ol he-orlngi that the fault haa occurred In the condllloni of that
against you for tha relief demanded In the time within which creditors of said de- certain mortgage, dated the 10th d«y of
cedent may file their claims be limited to September, 1955, executed by Alvin G.
complaint.
lour months from the date hereof, and Hermanson and Victoria M. Hermanson,
GEOROE M. ROBERTSON JR.
that the claims so filed be heard on
husband and wife, as mortgagors to Adam
April 17, 1963 , at 10 o'clock A.M., before Buchmlller and uoulsa Buchmlller, husband
George M. Robertson Jr,
Ihls Court In Wie- probate court room In the and wife, ai folnt tenants, as mortgagees,
Afforniy for Plaintiffs
court house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
311 Exchange Building
tiled for record In the oil Ice of the Register
notice hereof be given by publication ol of Deeds In and tor the County ol Winona,
Winona, Minnesota
this order in th« Winona Dally News and end State ol Minnesota, on tha Uth day of
Notice of Lis Pendens
(Same parties as In summons Immediate- by mailed nolle* ei provided by law.
September, 1955, at II :30 o'clock A.M.,
Dated December 13, 1962.
ly preceding this notice.)
and recorded In Book 143 of Mortgage
E. D. LIBERA,
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That Ihe
Records, page 237, that said default conProbate Judge.
above entitled action has been commenced
sists In the failure ol aseld mortgagors to
(Probate Court Seal)
and the complaint therein la now on llll
mane
the payment In tha sum of S30.O0 due
In the office ol the Clerk of the District Milton A. Kludt ,
January 10, 1963, on said mortgage end
Court above named ; that the names ol Attorney lor Petitioner,
(ailed to make tha payment of 130.OO due
the parties to jhe action ere as above. 110 South Elm Street,
anol payable on the 10th day of each and
Staled ; that the real property affecled, In, La Crescent, AMnneaola.
every calendar month (hereafter up to
volved nnd brought In question by said
and Including the 10th day of December,
(First Pub. Monday, Dec, 24 , 1962)
action Is the trad ol land In Ihe County
1963; and said mortgagors have failed to
Of Winonn, State ol Minnesota, described Stata of Minnesota ) ss.
pay the 1961 real estate taxes due and
as follows, lo-wlt:
payable In the year 1963 on said premises
) In probate Court
Winona
County
of
Lot Four (4) In Block Four (4) of
in the sum .ot tl51.ll, which said taxes
No, 15,327
Norton's Addition to Winona, snd all
ara
now unpaid and delinquent;
and
In Re lilate or
that portion ol Lots Two <J) and Three Mary Otnevlev* Cosgrave, alio known ai said mnitgagora have failed to pay the
(3) In Block Two (1) of Jenkins and
Insurance
premium
In
the
sum
of
111.61
Mary 0. engrave. Decedent.
Johnston 's Addlllon to Winona contained
wh Ich became due and payable on - the
Order for Hearing en Final Account
In the following described tract of land:
Insurance policy on said premises on
and Petition for Distribution.
Beginning at the Northeast corner of
The representative of Ihe above named February }0, tSMt that no action or proLot Four (4) In Block Four 1*1 ot estate having tiled lis final account and ceeding has been Instituted al law lo reNorton's Addition to Winona, thence petition for
settlement
and allowance cower the debt secured by said mortgage,
Westerly along the Northerly Una ol thereof and tor distribution to the persons or nny part thereof) that said mortgage
(4),
a
dieextended,
II
snld Lot Four
provides that In case at default as aforethereunio, entitled;
tnnce ol One Hundred Fifty (ISO) feel,
IT
IS ORD ERED, That the hearing said that the mortgagees are given the
Ihence- al right angles .Southerly and ther eof He ha- on January 16, 19*3, al option of declaring the unpaid balance of
parallel with Wllion Slrest a distance
10M5 o'clock A.M., before thli Court In said mortgage and tha accrued Interest
of Sixty (60 ) feet, thence al right anthe probate court room In the court house thereon Immediately dua and payable withSoutherly
Ihe
glas easterly and along
mortgagees, do hereby
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice out notice , and said
line of saw Lot Four 14) , II ex tended, hereol ba given by publication of this order aleel to exercise said option and do hereby
a distance of One Hundred Filly (ISO)
declare
the
unpaid
balance ol principal
News,
and
by
mailed
Dally
In the Winona
feet to Ihe Southeast corner of said notlco as prov tded by law.
and accrued Interest on said mortgage
Lot Four (4). thnnce nt right angles
payable) thai there
Immediately
due
and
Dated December 1t,/ 196_ ,
Northerly along Ihe East line ot said
Is dua and claimed lo be due upon laid
_, D . LIBERA,
Lot Four (4) a dlslnnce of Sixty (40)
Interest
to data hereol,
mortgage,
Including
Probale Judge.
test to Ihe point of begi nning ; exceptthe sum ol Nine Hund red Eighty-two and
(Probate Court Seal)
Westerly
any
pari
of
the
therefrom
ing
3/10O Dollars (4982.03 ), Including tha aforeBrehmer and AAcMahcn,
One Hwndred Filly (I503 flat ot said Afforneyi tor Petitioner.
said Insurance premium of 116.11 j
Lots Two (J) and Three (1) ot Jenand that pursuant to the power of sale
kins nnd Johnston's Addition.
therein
contained, said mortgage will be
(First Pub, Monday, Dec. 17, 1942)
GIVEN, Thst
NOTICE IS FURTHER
foreclosed and the tract ot land lying and
have
lo
of
the
said
action
Is
tha oblecl
being In the Counly of Winona , Slate of
State ol Minnesota ) it.
'
the delentlnnls and ench of them barreot Counly of Winona
) In Probate Court
Minnesota, described as follows, fo-wlt:
from ell rlnht, tine, 'stale, Interest or lien
No. 15,471
The Westerly Forly-flve (45) leet of Lot
In or on said real eslnte heretofore dlIn lite Matter ol tha Bitite ol
Two (3), end the E/isterly One-*inll ol
icrlbed, and to docrce that the plaint Ilia
August Meier, Decedent,
Lot Three (3), In B lock Seven (7) ol
¦re tha owners In '«» ilmpt* of laid real
Ortier for Hairing en Petition for '
Lalrd'e Addition to Wlnone, located upon
•slate.
Summary Assignment or Distribution
and forming) « pert ol Government tot
Dated December 6, W.
Dorothea W- Meier hawing IIled a pe- Three (3), In Section Twenty- !hro» (23),
(5EOROC At. ROBERTSON JR.
Court alltgloo that said Township One Hundred Saven 1107) North,
tl'lon In this
decedent died Intestate and that eald estate of Range Seven 17), Weil of Ihe fifth
Robertmon
Jr,
Oeorge M.
consists only
ot tha homestead of said Principal Meridian,
Atlorney (or Plaintiffs
decedent and only such personal property
will be sold hy Itie sheriff ol said
111 Exchnntio Building
as Is exempt from all debts and charges county at public auction on Ihe 1st day ol
Winona, Minnesota
sumIn Probate Court and praying lor a
February, 1 963, al E leven o'cloch A.M.,
mary assignment or dliTrlbullon of laid at the North fronl door of tha Court
estate to the persons entitled tlicrotni
House In Ihe Clly of Winona In said
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing counly nnd state , lo pny the debt then
thereof be had on January 17lh, 1963, at secured by said mortgage and, t-axel. If
11:00 o 'clock A.M., before this Court In any, on snld premlies- and the costs and
Ihe probate court room In the court house attorney 's («•» In Ihe sum of Seventy-five
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice ot and no/100 Dollars (V75.00) and disburse,
snld hearing ba given by publication ol mints allowed by law, aublecl to redemptwelvi
months trorn sold
thin order In the Winona Dally News and tion within
by mailed notice as provided by law,
dale ot sale
Dated December II, 1942.
Dated December Hlh, 1962.
Adam Buchmlllr-r
E. D. LIIIEDA.
iavlsa Buchmlller
Probale judge.
(Probale Court Seal)
Mortgagees.
B. D. j, Bruski.
S. D, J. BrusKI,
Attorney for Petitioner.
.
Atlorney (or Mortgagees.

¦y '- \ *...kW -Tr\m W^

No Nude Pictures
For Formosa

TAIPEI. Formosa (AP)—Police
raided three printing shops near
Taipei and confiscated more than
800 Christmas cards bearing nude
pictures.
Sale of nude pictures is banned
in Formosa. The owners of the
shops were fined.

WANT ADS

SELL-SELL-SELL

USE THEM OFTEN

Call 3321

Monday, baeambar
Farmi, Land for Sale

is.m.

~
GENTLEMEN prefer blondeT~LSies pref«r a CULLIGAN water softener . CULLIOAN, Tel. J60O.
_
_
~
SlE VbU~ AGAIN W^nesdey rnoTnlng,
Dec. is. Closed Dee. 31 and u. RUTH'S
HESfAUHANT, 1,26 E. 3rd.

Building Trades

13

-

CARPET NEED repairing or. cleaning?
Stairway carpet need reversing! Expert
work. Free estimates. Call HALL-HAFNER FLOORS, 920 W. 5th. Tel. 4274.

Business Services

14

-

roomi, lujturiftUl Bam, Oeiuxe klraim
wobin nemi ^ntt uiMir w,0». psymenti lain a month. New trW comBlttt,
USD TOP M6BIL _ HOME SALE*
Hlflhwly tl
VylnWa
'
BYOTA', wiiRN.-e foemi, nt* ait furntet. deublt t>r*t», W Htia, l»th
tnd lliindry on flround floor, wjter
loltentr end heel. Vtry reasonable. Tel;
- . ¦- . . ¦ . .
5«5-„M.
CENTRAL LOCATION — This Is a lovely
' 3-bedroom modern home, nice kitctiin and
dining room, lAieldtis llvlno team. Oil
tieatlno system, lull bailment, double garage. Nice landscaped lot . immediatt
pesseulon. Only sl«,500. Call

W. STAHR

—^———^"——"—¦—»-———»—i—_«_B__ii_j«__ J

Hf$ JUST IH CA6B \OU /AISPUCB
¦ AW UST THIS Y£Ar? /'
.
Farm l'fnpl»rr»nti

48 Musical Marehandts*

VVANTED— Hog waterer with hiatlng (!«•
menti
alio self hog feeder, Marcel
Rothlrlng, Alma. Wis,

Hay, GraW Feed
~~

_

76

71

FOR

BETTER RADIO TV SERVICE
BtMS'S TV Service
Q VY. BellgvUw
.
T«l. 74ta.._
EXPERT WORK Oft all TV ant radio ' rt

_

Hardt's Music Store

Don Ehmann TV Service -

For Reliable

TV or Radio Repair

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
For clogged sewers and drains.
Tel 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI _

"
NEW CONSTRUCTION — remodeling, repairs?
Efficient,
prompt,
reasonable
service. .
.

SAN ITARY

PLUMBING & HEMING
Tel. 2737- ;
. 168 E. 3rd St.

Holp^Wantod—Male

27

SINGLE — experienced man on modern
dairy farm. Good home and good wages.
Russell Church, Minnesota City, :. .

__

IMMEDIATE OPENING for married man,
22 to 49, to service route In Winona
area. Sales experience helpful, but not
necessary as we train our men. For
a lob with an outlook for the future
plus high" "average' earnings, Tel. Houston TW4-363B or write Box 724, Hous- -.
ton, for personal Interview .

"ROUtrSERVIC ETVTAN"
Married man between 22 and 35 to distribute literature and pick up orders.
Applicant must be aggressive and have
progressive work record. Send resume
to Box E-16 Dally News.
.

Money to Loan

40

NEED MONEY? Whatever your specific
need may be you'll have the funds for
It when you borrow trim MINN. LOAN
8, THRIFT , 164 Walnut. Tel. 8-2976 and
your money can be ready when you
Stop by.

Loans — Insurance —
Real Estate

FRANK WEST AGENCY
175 Lafayette St.
Tel. 5J40
(Next to Telephone Olllr.e)

LOANS ITcf

PI^VIN NOTE-AUTO—FURNITURE
Tel. 2915
170 E, 3rd St.
Hrs. ? a.mi to 5 p.m., Sat, 9 am lo noon

Dogs, PatsTSuppliet

42

~
M?NrATURE
DACHSHUND^AKC " registered . $25 and up while they last. 415

Jr_ 3rd '

OK USED FURNITURE STORE
I7J 6. 3rd «.
We Sell
We Buy
Fuffllfure-Antlques—Tools
and ortier used Items
Tel. M70T

"We understand your set best."

RCA WHIRLPOOL

PA.RTS - SALES— SERVICE
Wash«rs — Dryers
Ranees — Refrigerators

Feiten Impl. Go.
113 Washington St.

Winona

"CHRISTMAS
TREES

•fr Wreaths it: Roping
& Boughs

HUFF &. BELLEVIEW

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

COME IN
Look over our stock of new
guns for that man on yo*ir
Christmas list.
We ha-ve Conibar traps.
Christmas trees.
"We'll Try to Please You! "

NEUMANN'S

We're fully equipp«_ with _
SAM'S P H O T O F A C T LX
BRAR'V-the world's finest TV«
Radio service data. We nave
*_ complete manual covering
the very set you own - that's
why we understand your set
bestl
USE OUR VABIOI'S
PAYMEW PLAilS FOR
REPAIR COSTS.

H. Choate & Go.
Rtfrigantors

72

Ed"s Refrigeration & Supply

Commercial and Domestic
Tel. 5531
; SS3- E. -4lh

Sptxiali at the Store

74

TRAOG IN OLD Ice skates at BANU
BENEIC'S , 429 Mankato. Wt need old
skates, you need new onw,

Stovet, furnaces, Parti

7S

HEATINGI HEATINSI -¦ Th« lirflt-t selectlon of oaa or all healing equipment In
town. Expert atrWc* tni lnitattttlan.
RAN OB OIL BURNER CO., W7 E. Sth
St. Tel, tat. Adolph Mlchalowski.

Typeyritart

77

TYP6WBIT_R3 and addlno mtchlnw fof
tali or rent. Reasonable ratei, trat dalltrery, lea us for all your offlct luppllet,
de-ski, filet er office cnalrt. Lund typt¦¦
wrlttr CO. Ttl. MM.
~ ~
~
WtfriMl
o4
Chriitm«ti
from
^he
WINONA TYPEWRITER SBRVICB
161 E. 3rd .

\yashing, ironing Machine- 79
MAYTAO AND PRIOIDAIRE - Past, IXpert tirvlct. Complete slock of parte.
H. ciieitt _ Co. Ttl, W t.

Sam Welsman & Sons

Ro -mi Without Mtali

8*.

PETROLEUM COKE

'
RUBY-GLO STOKER

$8.10

TED
MAIER DRUGS
'
ANIMAL HEAtTH CENTER

Wanted—Livestock
-

4t_

WANTEDTi ilrst ' llttor brood sows lo
farrow loon, Tom Conway, Rt, J, Houston, Minn. . Tol. t»6-3J2».
Top " prices" for all iTveitocii
ORBMBLSUACH SHOCK YARDS
Lewiston, Minn.
Onfty Koa Market
Tai, 4141 on sprlncjl no cows-hollers.

Farm Implement s

MOBILHEAT FUEL OIC

East End Coal &
Cement Products Co.

YEAR END CLEARANCE
f llft.O S 2-pc Kroohler Suite
lOOTo nylon frieze , foann
cuslilons, Beige , Aqua.
$166,00 wt.
$220.05 a-pc, KroeWer Secti-ona!
100% nylon frieze, foam
.
cushions. Beige.
$185.00 wt.

48

" CRATES ~' " homemade,
FAR ROWING
--choapi nlso manurn cnrrlor wllh chair
hoist, track and bocmi power tokeofl
assembly tor Mlnnonpolls Molina S tractor. Logan Paget, St. Chnrlos , Minn
T»l, 34I-J-3.
HOME1.ITE CHAIN SAWS
sure and sea the now < i
tW.9i
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Jnd 8, Johnson
Tel. 345S
Ba

T6LEPH0ME VOWp WANT ADS
TO THE WINONA DAILY NEWS
DIAL 1312 FOR AN AD TAKBR

BURKE' S

Apartments, Furnithad

91

CBNTRALLV LUCATEO—all modarn turnlihad apt., halt, v/atar and hot water
furnhrted. Private balh and entrance.
Immfdlat* posaeaalon, Tel. 777a, ask tor
Syd Johnstone.
~
prlva'ta
NEW rY^ECORAfED 3~foorns7~
balh , I room, kitchenette, private bath.
J5J 8. Sth). Ttl. ntT or 3377.
FOR fAEN—lloht housekeeping rooms, til
floor, prlvatt bath and thtrance. Ttl,

<as».

QOtSX ATTRACTTVB 3 room furnlalied
apt, , on bus route, near WSC. tttat and
ho) water furnfihM. Rent Hi. «j a,

jcira

«» (.LOCK, is, 3th—four roomi and bath,
lower apt,, partly furnished, ready to
tnave In. Call 3434 for Information,

FURNITURE MART
Eiist 3rd and Franklin

Houtaa tor Rant

Pfo^holtrArtlcle»

4J1 TWd

Mo"chlne^«ndT^oitJ

69

"~
l=OR aaiy! rjulck carj iit clsanlriB, rent
lilim Lustre electric shampoo^r , only
$1 n»r d«y. It, Choate a. Co.

~
^"
MEnT THB TORO Pwir Haiicll* Tamlly—rloht now you'll want Itia Snow
Hound—cl«ani • 7*-ff- sidewa lk In J
mlnulea, WINONA FIRE «. paWBR, M
B, Jnd. Tel. MM,

95

BBDRO0M HOME In Olan Mary.
Big yard, oirage, automatic heat. 18!.
Tel. n4t .
COW*L_TBl^ MOOHRN - 1-bedroom
tionnt, IIM new, ? rnllei S, of Winona
on Hgwy . 6l, no. TKL. tan.
'
WBVr" JhBEORObM hornet, immadlalV ootvpancy, Ui per month. Als.o a few
terser Komea with family rooms and
strew Wllh *lrepia<.M, $M par month ,
Tel, M4V durlno Pusln«jU ho«j rs.

$1095

VE NABLES

78 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. and Fri-. - - Ev___. _ i

A Sincere
¦:

Wish
-S

" for

Happy Holidays
From All the Boys
¦'
. - ' - at

:

WALZ

Open Mon. and Fri. Evenings

'
aMiB-ss_MB_--_«k_k_M-i
i
M-^-a-4_M_t
^^«M-i«BsssMM-

P0B

V

+_r., y ^, automatie t r a a s miAsiwj,
w h i t «w a l U 7 tur<lutAt« sad -whlta,
looki and fun* like
new. At i low

Buick-Oldsmobi le-GMC
HERE'S A BARGAIN!

1954 BUICK Hardtop, 2-dr„ r a d i o ,
tU
heater,
automatic
i'el; 2M9
transmission, power
Bldj.
lio
changB
-X
l_
steering
power
V brakes, wfettewalls, '
solid black, l-owner.
Wanted—Real Estate
108

*
II ePiOVE
b
. i I* O

WILL PAY HIGHEtT CASH PR1CBS
FOR YOUR CITV PROPBBTY

"HANK" JBZEWSKf

(Winonvs Only Real Estate BOytr)
Ttl, 6381 and 7093
P.O. Bttx Itf

which we are offering for sale at less
than cost. Winona Tire _ Retread, 12«1
'
¦
:
' •
-B.' ;-*tti. .
.; .

Trucks, Tractors, Traltars

iOS

NEED A TRUCK for a tpetlal iob. W»
build them. BBRo'l TRAILBR, SM0
W, 4tn_ SI, Til. 4M3.
PICKU P CAMPERis-templita *lt_, or
without pickup. Also Camplintr Travti
Trailers, naipt 4, 3 uurnir gai itova,
lee box, II gal. wafer supply. S87S.
LARSEN CAMPER SALBt, 2Vt mtlH
H,w, of Byett. Minn, an Hyy. <1,
_

JBBP PICKUP-** wtieii drlvt, oood ecndlllon. 1»J! Ford cottom , 4 door, oood
condition.
Chts.
Schtll,
MlnnilsKa,
Minn. Ttl. Aiturt 7ae4.

Attention Hunters

TRIPLE—TRIPLE
MASTITIS OINTMENT

In American or Ru«
manian, our wish is the
same to you and yours.
May the Birth of Christ
bring you Happiness!

PHOrOPACT EQUIPPED Atctasoi-ies, Tires, Parts i64
ELECTIONIC TECHNICIAN WE HAV E over a thousand tires on hand

I HAVE SOME " nice " Cocker puppies, tinder. Would make nice Christmas glffi.
81
Wanted fo Buy
415 Center , call alter 5 p.m. or Ttl.
121 E. 2nd
4257
WANTED — Fur lacket or stole, sl:a IS.
;
Tel. 5127.
FOR CHRTSTMAS-AKC Bassetf" Hound
¦WANTED SCRAP IRON & METAL
puppies,
all
colors.
/Money Creek Business Equipment
62
Ranch, Houston, Minn. (Rldgeway) Tel.
RAW FURS _ WOOL
"p
COMMERCIAL
DEEPFREE2E
and
dee
HIOHGBT PRICES PAID
TW 4-3257.
fryer, both ln excelUnr condition; alio
M 8 W (ROM AND METAL CO.
stainless ite«l pit caie, lis Mankato.
997 W. inii across Spur Oaa Station
'
Tel. H»5.
'
¦
WM, MILLER SCRAP IRON aV METAl
Have registered Red Bone coon hound
for breeding service. T*l. 8-1398.
63 CO, pays hlghtst prices for scrap Iron,
Coll
, Wood, Ottur Fuel
metals, hldai, wool arxf raw fur.
Tei, MtJ
43 BIRCH flreplat* ivood, Sri «»•( blocli
5» W. 2n_ .
Hones, Cattle, Stock
wood, oak slab Wood. EAST END COAL
cloud Satufdaya
~
PUREBRE'b DUR6cr boars and olits, vaC& CEMENT PRODUCTS CO., Wl E.
'
1
iTiGHEST PRICES PAID
clnated for cholera and erysipelas. Clif61 h. Tel, 1W.
for icrap Iron, metals, rags, hides, raw
Lanesboro.
Minn,
CPIIol
ford Hoft,
furs
and
wool
l
«LAB
WOOD
Mound).
_
Good quality preen slab wood,
~
IVESTOCK
COMMISSION
RUSHFORD
DAVE BflUNKOW I, (ON
N
auction every Wed. afrornoon. Live-stock
iNCORPORATtD
Trernwaleau, Wis.
)
^
bought dally. Tel. Rushlord S64-9149- col4» yy, $rO
Ttl. 3M7
For
You
r
Oreatt
lt
HaalfnB
lect.
Bnraalns Burn
HERD OF 15 cows, mostly all to freshen
COMMANDER COAL
soon. Will sell for cash or on milk asF6"k MBN—bedrooma, 1st floor, private
I sizes — Lump, Stove, Stoker
signment. Write or Inquire E-M Dally
bath ind entrance. Tel, <W.
News,
"
Aparlmanta, Plat*
90
SELECT , PUREnRED HOLSTEIN bulTs,
No Ash — No Smoke
serviceable ago and younger out ol
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT In residential
proven sires and dams. Eugene Schneidurea, but near downtown. Llvlno room
er, Plalnvlev/r Minn.
mahoaany-panelled. Kitchen, two bed~
~
'
Boosts
Stoker
Pertormence
rooms., bath with shower. Alr-co-ndlllonbulIs,
s«fvlconble
HOLSTEIN purebred
ed. Refrigerator, stove and kitchen taags : good type and good production.
ble ait furnished—otherwise un-furnlahStephen Kronebusch, l'A mllei east of
ad,
Htatlng furnished. Tel, 133V Trust
Altura, Minn.
Cleans el If Burnt
Dep|„, or attar I, Tel . MSB.
ANCUS COW S and bred hellers, pureDOWNTOWN APARTMENT^wllh ""isftihirTbredi but not reglilered . Oood quality.
floor
ovar
Slealte and bath, Ind
Harold Johnson,
Calfhood vncclnatcd.
brecht'e, Sea Oscar Norton, aamt adRt. 1, Houston.
ttl e, em
dreu. or Steve Morgan, Morgan'a Jewel" - AND ANGUS — 2-year-old
HEREFORD
"Where You Get Mors Heat
ry.
heifers, pasture bred . Also, oronnlc feed
At Lower Coat"
ekCBLLBNf UOCATIOM — J bedrooms
CI II
or live.
steers by Ihe quarter
plus utility room. Heat and Not soil
Scharlau, Arcadia, Wis.
Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum 64 «vnt«r,
garaoe furnished, Av«llab>le Jan.
"
HAMPSHIRE BOARS-MOt to be r e-oKlir- DAYSTROM
T. r<L _ __ Sief ^b VitV, 4
DINETTE
ed. Franklin Dowlasch, Alma, Wis.
chnlrs, excellanl condition. Tel. S-24 10, GROUND FLOOR—J rooms, private bath,
~'
'
H E R_ F O R D
r>Ut-L-reolstered, 4 years DUNCAN " PHYF_ ~*mahooany drop leaf
heal and water furnished. 160, 471 E.
old, lop quality. Chalmers Klese , Lew8roadway. _Tel__30«__ or tW) . _
tnbls wllh (our matchlnn chairs nnd
talon, Minn.
table pads , Ilk* new, «M; rfafform FOURTH W. S2M-Y rooriTapt.' and bath.
rocker, $51
5-plece
dlnotle tef, 115)
FREE Knmp-Klno Pocket Knife
All modern, not heated , space heater
OORIYSICOVAISKI
bumper
»of«,
133.
With 13 Tubse of Beebo 's
furnished. Available Dec. 15. Tel. 2913
FURNITURE, 3M fAankato.
or Ml.

_ _

1958 Ghevrolet

Tel. till

Nosteria
Lui ' ; ': ' - : '
Christos
Sa Va Die
de Folos !

EVERYONE WILL E'NJOY e -ffl-PI PTTanoareph is low as Hi.lS. fIRBSTONE
STORES, 2M W. ird.
___

SO Radios. Televltlon

BALE _ HAY^apjafoximateTy 2T00O baTes.
Russell Anderson, Rbshford . Minn. Tel.
UN 4-74 H,

374 W, JVtark

RUG A MESSTsfter holiday dinners and
parties? Do not- 'fret. Mom, we'll have Articles for Stl»
57
It clean in |ig time. Just call WINONA
pair. All makes. WINONA
FIRE
«.
~
RUG CLEANING SERVICE, 116 W . MOV I E CAM8 R A^r mTtiu F 1.?: lens,
POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd St. Tel. . 5045.
' ¦
3rd. Tel. 3722.
carrying case and telephoto lens. Ruoer
.
~
single 6, 32 pistol with holster. Cheap. USED TELEVISION SETS—consoles and
OKAY FELLA —now we can look forward
portablejs.
¦ '¦ ' Tht' t¦ in and style you want
Tel. 3603.
. .
_
__
' at ¦
to summer . Have your Coat repaired
-. .
MFG-. FREEZERS $w '7o K59. Oaea relrl6>re. -. now . Save money. W A R R I O R
5035 4th St , Tel . 8-3866. .. _________
tors S35. Used TV' s $50. FRANK LILL.A
.
J^SONS^^ E. 8ltV __;
118 E. 3rd
.
WlWBIl*
Moving, Trucking, Storage 19 CHRISTMAS EXTRAS—Complete
stock ot
i Finest Electron!* Ra*«ir
WlnonT'
Christmas
cards
and
gilt
paper.
Beaufor All MakM
SAVE MOVING time by calling BERtifully boxed Pangburn Candles tor that
Parks)
NIE'S
TRANSFER
(formerly
ot
special person.
Also a
selection
215 Mankato, Te|. 8-2448. We move!
m W. filth
Ttl. 4303
wines and liquors. GOLTZ DftUGS, 274
¦
Authorliad Dealer for
. . • .
PlumbfngTTloqflrig
21 ' E. 3rd.
___
ADWIRAL-MUNTz—IBNITM
^
'
'
_
PORCH^«x12. Can be itlNSULAfIb"~~
KFN -WAY ElecFlc SEWEfT~cTiANIINeJ
tached to trailer house. T«l. 4M9 af«r
'¦
JERRY'S PLUMBING
5:30 p.m.
. . ,- /
Tel. . 9394
827 E. 4th .
WE EXTEND our wish to you for »
"~
appointments
bathroom
SATIN
GLIDE
Merry Christmas and a Joyous N «w
make all the difference In luxury. The
Year. B&B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
~
~
latest In tha Industry. See fhem at
Fond!y '"written 7 . . Happlly senf . . .
Each llrtl* word sincerely meantl
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Call us .7 . W e are your'
PLUMBING S. HEATING
ROBB BROS. STORE, S7& E. 4th S».
. Tel. 3703_
207 E. 3rd

ELECTRIC ROTO EOOTER

SalM S, iervlee
¦
144 VV. 2nd
0»t* Mfthdiy, Frl-tyt Til « ».wt

9$

W MPCBT em^mNisriBb-.Tw» _w.

1

WANTED SOMEONE to shar* expenses.
to Norfolk, Va., Washington. D.c. area,
leaving Dec. 27. Tel. 8-2747 alter 6 p.m.

Imperial • Chryiler
Plymouth - Valiant

TWO HOUSEj_in Utica. Both v»im ntages. Albert Neumann Real Bsltlt, St.
ChtNM, Minn. ' Ttl. <0.
.

GET YOUR HOME OR
business insured today. Don't
wait until it's too Jate.

8

NYSTROM'S

W_sf iOt_AtioN-Owr.tr •lerilleH nriti*
era 1 tmdretni kotne, llrdt to, U.tSt.
WMI ibtatiM, marly niw modim 3 rwth
ettttfle «S,U6. Mtriy ottiiri. Set Itiinlt,
HOMEMAKBR'S -XCKANGE, 551 B.
3rd,

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?-Man
Or woman, your drinking creates numerous problems. It you need and want
help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group, Box 123, Winona. Minn.
_
~
~
~
YOU CAN LOSE a" go6d paf~of your
lifetime with a watch that runs behind.
Keep on rime in 1963—bring your watch
In for repair—RAINBOW J EvVELERS,
next to PO on 4th. .
~
~
MERRY CHRISTMAS7ind"a Happy New
Vear to my friends and customers. WARREN BETSINGER, Tailor, &6'/» W. 3rd.

Transportation

May y<u enloy naw happiness rt
Christmas time and In ttia Nt* Ytar.

7 - ._ . -Tstl. Mi

Heusli for U\m

1Q9

Season's Greetings

W. STAHR
'

>74 W. Wark

LOSE WEIGHT safely, easily and economically with Dex-A-Dlet tsfclets. Only
tec, Ford Hopkins.

SWEENEY'S :
INSURANCE AGENCY
Tel. 7108 or 8-2453
922 W. 5th
. Winona

MWl WINONA DAIIY NEW! IS

98 Used Cara

"
NEAR RICKWICK — about 110 screj , JJ
acres urvder cultivation, balance pasture
snd timber. Good stock tarm. Good well
With windmill. J-room roust end other
buildings. immeHlsTt pMStttloo, Only

_

Personals

NOT ice
This newspaper win be rtsponslaie lof
Only o n e Incorrect Insertion ot thy
classified advertisement published in
the Want Ad taction. Check your ad
and call J3J1 II a correction must be
rntde.
*^^_»W I»

»*h_^M__^_*__ »»^_*^—_»¦_¦_.—

Card of Thanks

~
~~
!
KRAMER^
14
I want to thank all my relatives and
friends writ) visited me and sent cards
while I was at community Memorial
Hospital. Special thenki to Rev . Risks
for his comfortlnj ) words, the neighbor! Who assisted In anyway, end the
nurses on ind floor.
¦
rMoyd Kramer

Ustd Can

109

OLOSMOBlLE-iHS, Holiday, poWir H4*rIng and
power brakes. S2W. 471 I, fitft.
¦
;¦ - . .
- . ¦' ¦ ¦ - ¦
Til, Wl,
BUICK—1«s Super, powtr sfterlng ana
brilctt, good tlret. two. Ttl. tOM,

O00O AS NEW-Oldsmobltt, 1M7 Super
68, power steering and power brakes,
hat air conditioning and automatic trans-464
mission. Must see to¦ appreciate,
:
. 7 ¦ " . '¦
Sioux. . ' . - ¦ - .
LARIC—1912, 2-door, V-8, standard fransmlislon, 4,000 mile). Will tell chaap.
Wrlft B-lt Dally Nsw i.

'61 Ford V-8

Starllnerl Complitt tqvlpntent. Low
miles. Local car. tlMS. Liberal allowincai for yiWr old eer.

'59 Ford V-8

llitlon wagon 4-dr„ Fordematlc, radle.
oni local owner. 11,03.
wt Advtrllai Our Prlcti
y»
i^^

^mj ftf jj rtart In Wlnoni
W^
Llncoln-Mtrcury-Ftlcon—Comet
Open Mon. * Frl. Bvt. S. Sat. p.m.

1956 Chevrolet

6 - cylinder, standard transmission, 2• tone, excellent rubber, extra clean.
Lots ot* trouble-free
miles ahead tot
V

Only $695

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. and Frl. Evenings

Only $295

VENABLES

78 W. 2nd
Tfel. fl-2711
Open M6n, snd Fri. Evenings

BUY rslQW!
Price is the
Reason Why

SAV E UP TO
50%

• On All Cars In Stock

•62s as low W ...........|179_
•ei. as low as
..... 1498
'60s aa low as ,
... U9S
'89s as low as ............ 99S
'«fi« ai iow as
79s
'57s a_ low as ............ SS8
'56s as low as
493
'55s as lew as ............ 39_,

OVER 50 CARS TO
CHOOSE FROM.
MOST MAKES—MOST MODELS
No Cash Needed. Up to 36
Months to pay. No payments
*_1 February.
ALL CARS CARRY
GUARANTEED WARRANTY

Sfi^^CHivToin^cI

Open Mondays, Fridays Til 9 P.M.
N«w Cars

JBBP tAltl, PARTI tnd Mrvlet- for
Winona. Buffalo and Southern Wabastit
Counties. Yeur franeWsed JEEP Dwlerl
F. A. KRAUSE CO.. So. an Hwy. 14.1.

Auclion Sales

~"
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state llctrtted
ind bonded. ?M Liberty St (Corner
B. stti end Liberty). Tel. 4>H.

"~~
Minnesota
Lond & Auction Sales

"~

Bwtrttt j. Konntr
US Walnut
Una, alter haurt Jtu

,

OBC. at—Sit. 11s30 a.m. W mile IN. of
NlHan. Gerh»rdt
Relnhardt,
owner;
fftretlt Werltln, auctioneer; Northern
Inv. Co., clerk.

Owner is retiring and so "will dispose of personal property at 1
public
|

A U C T I ON

% mile north of Nelson or 8 miles southeast of Pepin on State I
Highway 35 to County Trunk "D," then 4 miles east on County .§
Trunk "D." Watch for arrows.
|

Saturday, December 29 I

"g
Sale starts at 11:30 A.M.
Lunch will be served,
89 HEAD OF HI-QUALITY HOLSTEINS (29 COWS) - 6 |
Holstein cows, springers; 18 Holstein cows, fresh and open ; |
8 Holstein cows, due winter ; 17 Hol stein heifers, 15-21 months |
old, open ; 4 Holstein heifers, o-10 months old; S Holstein I
heifer calves; l Holstein bull, t years old; 2 Holstein bulla, |
fl-10 months old, This Is a high .uallty herd of large typo I
cattle. If looking /or cuttle that have tho ability to product?,
*
bo sure to attend this sale.
|
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — a Surg* seamless buckets; « can |
side opening milk cooler, A>1 shape; Westinghouse 5 can milk |
|
cooler.
FEED - MO bu. ear corn; 700 bu, oats; 5000 bales mixed |
hay; 25 ft. grass silago in 12 ft. silo.
|
15 HOGS — 2 Chester White-mixed brood sows; 13 mixed S
feeder pigs , avg. wt. 60 lbs; Hudson 10 liole steel hog feeder. $;
TRACTOR MACHINERY - Farmall "H" tractor in good |
condition with good rubber; Case SC tractor with new tires; §
Caso 2-bottom . ic-inch tractor plow on rubber; Oliver 7-_t. I
double tractor disc; Csse 7-ft. power mower; 25-ft. bale com- f
veyor with motor; Birdsell No. 1 clover huller; Ottman-Taylor |
23-inch Heparotor ; Colby 120 bu. PTO spreader, S years old.
j
OTHER MACHINERT — Case rubber tired wagon with |
rack; rubber tired wagon with box; Kentucky 8-ft. grain s
drill; J.D. 009 corn pfanter; J,D. corn binder; McD. 3-bar I
side rake; J.D. hay load«r; J.D. 10-inch hammermUl; fanning |
mill; steel tank; 8 cylinder Dodge car motor, good condition, f
TERMS: Under $10.00 cash; over that amount cash or y« I
down and balance in monthly payments. 9% added to balance |
for 9 months. Your credit is alw_ys good with the Northern !
*<
Investment Co ,
GERHARDT BEINHAJIDT, OWNER
l
Francis Werleln, Awctioneer . Mondovi, Wisconsin
$
Northern Investment Co,, Xester S«nty. Clerk
|
Represented by Chuck Accola, Mondovi, Wisconsin

b»t^««_r*'$aBB^^

|
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By Chester Gould

BEETLE BAILEY

By.Mort Walker

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FUNTSTONES

By John Prentice and Fred Dickenson

RIP KIRBY
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BLONDIE

¦
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BY Chie Young
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U'L ABNER
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STEVE CANYON
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By Milton . Canniff

By Al Capp
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APARTMENT 3-0

By Alex Kotiky
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MARY WORTH
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By Saunders and Ernst
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By Ernie Bushmiller
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REX MORGAN , M.D .
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By Dal Curtis
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"MERRY CHRISTMAS" from the "Pat" Burke Family, Top, from/ left : K?Wly, Pat ,
Bridget , Vivian ,'Baby Colleen , Maureen. Bottom , from left: Dennis , Terry, Casey.
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"HAPPY NEW YEAR" from the "Tim " Burke Family . Top, from left : Jeanne , Tiro ,
Scan, Second row, from left: Erin , Kevin , Brian , Mary, Bottom: Kathleen.

Funeral T) J J T\ J T T7V > Q Fumilure
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«?.$. . . . J. Everotl "Grcunps" Burko send* his Greetings, tool
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